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Abstract
Traditionally, agricultural nitrous oxide (N2O) emission of New Zealand has been mea-
sured using chambers or lysimeters, and micrometeorological flux measurement ex-
periments have been very few. Since micrometerological flux measurement systems
have the advantage of measuring spatially integrated flux values for longer time peri-
ods compared to measurements made using chambers, development and verification
of such a system was needed for New Zealand’s agro-meteorological conditions. In
this study, efficacy of such a combined flux gradient (FG) - eddy covariance (EC)
micrometeorological flux measurement system is verified by continuously measuring
N2O fluxes from some control and mitigated agricultural plots of New Zealand. The
control fields had natural N2O emission, whereas, the mitigated plots were treated with
chemicals to reduce N2O emission.
In this combined FG-EC method, the turbulent eddy diffusivities were estimated
using the Monin-Obukhov (M-O) similarity theory based parameterization (where dif-
fusion velocity ‘dph’ was used) and a thermal approach (where eddy diffusivity ‘k
t
h’
was used) from the EC measurements. These transfer coefficients (kth and d
p
h) along
with the measured N2O concentration differences were then fitted to the traditional FG
equation to compute final flux values. As the primary objective of this study, mea-
sured fluxes from two different seasons and from two approaches were compared for
consistency and then verified against published results. Under this wider objective of
verification of the FG-EC micrometeorological method of N2O flux estimation, this
research thesis addresses three key issues: (i) assessment of error propagation in the
measured flux through the eddy diffusivity - to understand the random error dynam-
ics of the system and to estimate precision of the overall method, (ii) quantification
and separation of N2O source area emission rates from adjacent plots - to identify the
contribution of an individual plot to the measured flux when multi-plot fluxes were
measured from sources with different biogenic characters, and (iii) quantification of
the effect of animal grazing and mitigation on the measured flux and actual emission
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rate of N2O - to assess robustness of the FG-EC micrometeorological system. As a
fourth objective of this study, (iv) new scaling properties of a turbulence surface layer
model of a convective atmosphere is investigated as an alternative to the standard M-O
similarity theory, as significant questioning of the M-O theory has been reported in
some recent publications.
Results from the verification experiment showed that the daily measured flux val-
ues obtained from this combined micrometeorlogical system for control plots varied
between 0-191.9 and 0-491.8 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for autumn and spring experiments,
respectively, for the parameterization method. Similarly, the daily mean flux values
were found to be 10.9± 0.98 and 11.7± 0.57 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the autumn and
spring seasons, respectively. All these values were found to be of the same order of
previously reported values in the literature and found to verifying that this FG-EC
system works well under a range of meteorological conditions within a defined error
range. Therefore, when the propagated random error was computed in the final flux
value using kth and d
p
h, the mean relative error in k
t
h was found to be higher than the
mean relative error in dph, irrespective of stability. From a Monte-Carlo type simulation
of the random error, it was found that the maximum error can be up to 80% for kth irre-
spective of stability, and 49% and 35% for dPh respectively for stable (1/L ≥ 0, where
L is Obukhov length) and unstable (1/L < 0) atmosphere. Errors in the concentration
differences were estimated based on the minimum resolvable estimates from the gas
analyzer and the associated random errors were found to be 6% and 8% for unstable
and stable conditions. Finally, the total mean random error in the N2O flux values
was found to be approximately of the order of 9% and 12% for the parameterization
method for unstable and stable conditions, respectively, and 16.5% for the thermal
method, irrespective of stability.
Objective (ii) of this research was addressed by developing a ‘footprint fraction’
based inverse footprint method. Results of the footprint analysis method were assessed,
first, by comparing footprint fractions obtained from both an analytical footprint model
and a ‘forward’ simulation of a backward Lagrangian stochastic (bLs) model; and
second, by comparing the source area emission rates of a control plot obtained from
the footprint analysis method and from the ‘backward’ simulation of the bLs model. It
was observed that the analytical footprint fractions were realistic as they compared well
with the values obtain from the bLs model. The actual emission rates were found to be
on average 2.1% higher than the measured flux values for the control plots. On average
4.3% of the measured fluxes were found to be contributed by source areas outside of
vthe field domain. Again, the proposed footprint method of emission rate estimation
was found to work well under a wider range of atmospheric stability, as the inverse
footprint model and bLs model based emission rates were found to correlate well (0.70
and 0.61 for autumn and spring, respectively) with a 99% statistical significance.
Similarly when the effect of grazing on the N2O fluxes was considered, a 90%
enhancement in the flux values was observed after grazing, followed by a decreasing
trend in fluxes. However, contrary to existing knowledge of mitigation of N2O flux by
an inhibitor, this study found no statistically significant effect of mitigation in the pas-
toral emission of N2O. Error accumulation, lesser soil N2O production potential and/or
inefficiency of the FG-EC method was conjectured to be reason/s for such discrepancy
and some alternative convective boundary layer turbulence scaling was tested. Separate
field measurement data, including the vertical profile measurements of the convective
boundary layer and sonic anemometer measurements within the surface layer were
used for this purpose. The spectral analysis of the vertical wind component, tempera-
ture and heat flux revealed that this new model of the convective boundary layer, which
explains atmospheric boundary layer turbulence in terms of some nonlocal parameters,
is more suitable than the traditional Monin-Obukhov similarity theory based model of
atmospheric turbulence where the atmospheric flow properties are local. Therefore, it
can be concluded that this new model of turbulence might provide the framework for
a newer model of flux estimation in future.
Overall, the FG-EC model of N2O flux estimation method seems to work well
within a certain error range. However, more field applications of this FG-EC method
are needed for different agro-meteorological conditions of New Zealand before this
method is accepted as a standard method of flux estimation, particularly, inefficiency
in detecting the effect of mitigation should be tested. Development of an alternative
flux gradient model which includes nonlocal atmospheric surface parameters might
also be considered as a future research objective.
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List of repeatedly used symbols and abbreviations are provided here. Other symbols
are explained in the text.
ABL Atmospheric boundary layer -
b Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) m2 s−2
bLs Backward Lagrangian stochastic footprint model -
CBL Convective boundary layer -
CDS Chaotic dynamical system -
d Displacement height m
dph Diffusion velocity m s
−1
EC Eddy covariance method -
ERF 0eqn Emission rate using F
0 from numerical method gN2O-N ha−1 day−1
ERbLs Emission rate from bLs model gN2O-N ha−1 day−1
F 1,2,3,4 Measured flux at masts 1 to 4 gN2O-N ha−1 day−1
FG Flux gradient method -
Fg Surface flux density kg m−2 s−1
F0 Background flux kg m−2 s−1
fp Footprint function -
FN2O Surface flux density of N2O gas gN2O-N ha
−1 day−1
k Wave number in turbulence spectra m−1
kh, km, kg Eddy diffusivity of heat, momentum and a gas m2 s−1
kth Thermal eddy diffusivity of heat m
2 s−1
kph Parameterized eddy diffusivity of heat m
2 s−1
L Obukhov length m
LFC Layer of free convection -
ML Mixed Layer -
MO Monin-Obukhov -
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xMNL McNaughton-Laubach -
SE Standard error -
SFL Surface friction layer (CDS approach of turbulence) -
SFM Statistical fluid mechanics -
SL Surface layer (SFM approach of turbulence) -
T Temperature ◦C
TEAL Theodorsen ejection amplifier like -
u, v and w Wind speed components m s−1
u? Friction velocity m s−1
u Dissipation velocity m s−1
w′T ′ Temperature flux m s−1◦C
z or zm Measurement height m
zi CBL height m
z0 Roughness length m
zs Surface friction layer height m
∆CN2O Concentration gradient of N2O ppb
∆z Height gradient m
∆CminN2O Minimum resolvable concentration gradient of N2O ppb
∆T Temperature gradient ◦C
δdph/d
p
h Relative error in Diffusion velocity -
δkth/k
t
h Relative error in thermal eddy diffusivity of heat -
δL/L Relative error in Obukhov length -
δ∆T/∆T Relative error in temperature gradient -
δu?/u? Relative error in u? -
δw′T ′/w′T ′ Relative error in temperature flux -
δ∆z/∆z Relative error in height gradient -
 TKE dissipation rate m2 s−3
0 TKE dissipation rate at the CBL m2 s−3
γ Footprint fraction from a footprint model -
κ von Karman constant = 0.40 -
η inverse of γ -
φh, φm, φg Stability functions of heat, momentum and gas Non-dimensional
ψh, ψm, ψg Integrated stability functions of heat, momentum and gas Non-dimensional
ρa Density/concentration of air kg m−3
ρg Density/concentration of a gas kg m−3
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1 Background
Emission of non-CO2 greenhouse gases is believed to contribute substantially to global
warming and nitrous oxide (N2O) is one of the more potent non-CO2 greenhouse gases
in the context of agricultural anthropogenic emissions. The 100-year average global
warming potential of N2O is 310 time higher than an equal mass of CO2 (Crutzen
et al., 2008). An estimated 6% of total greenhouse warming is contributed by N2O and
it is the fourth largest single contributor to positive radiative forcing of the atmosphere
(Denman et al., 2007). Tropospheric N2O is primarily inert, and therefore, the atmo-
spheric residence time of N2O is more than 100 years (Cicerone, 1989). However, it
is a principal source of nitric oxide (NO) in the stratosphere and indirectly responsible
for ozone depletion. The Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP)1 of N2O is similar to some
of the chlorofluorocarbons and it has been estimated by Ravishankara et al. (2009)
that the N2O emission of the present time is the single most important ozone-depleting
contributor and will remain so for the 21st century. A global scale relationship be-
tween the amount of nitrogen fixed by the biogeochemical and atmospheric processes
in the terrestrial biosphere, and the total nitrogen released in the atmosphere through
emission of N2O has been investigated by Crutzen et al. (2008). Estimates show that
for both pre-industrial period and recent times the concentration growth of newly fixed
N to N2O has an overall conversion factor of 3-5%, and the atmospheric mixing ratio
of N2O has changed from 270 nmol/mol of the pre-industrial period to 315 nmol/mol
of recent times. The atmospheric concentration of N2O is increasing at an annual rate
1ODP of a chemical compound is defined as the ratio between the amount of stratospheric ozone
destroyed by the release of a unit mass of that chemical at Earth’s surface to the amount destroyed by
the release of a unit mass of chlorofluorocarbon 11, (CFCl3) (Ravishankara et al., 2009).
1
2of 0.2-0.3% (Prather et al., 1995) and 80% of all anthropogenic sources of N2O is
contributed by the agricultural sector (Saggar et al., 2010).
Predominantly, nitrous oxide gas is produced in soil during the microbiological
processes of nitrification and denitrification. Nitrogen compounds are added to the
soil in the form of animal excreta or chemical fertilizers of which the ammonium
(NH+4 ) and nitrate (NO
−
3 ) ions undergo chemical changes and produce N2O gas as
a by-product. The biological oxidation of the NH+4 ion to NO
−
2 is called nitrification
and the reduction of the NO−3 ion in the presence of nitrate reductase is the denitri-
fication process. N2O gas is mostly produced during the denitrification process. A
flowchart of nitrification and denitrification is shown in Figure 1.1. The microbio-
logical processes are affected by a number of soil and climate factors, such as soil
pH, enzyme activity, nitrate concentrations, rainfall/irrigation, water-filled pore space
(WFPS), and soil temperature and moisture. The meteorological and land surface con-
ditions, particularly rainfall, can change the soil moisture and soil oxygen content to
a large extent, which ultimately leads to variation of N2O production (Theobald et al.,
1995; McTaggart et al., 1999; Smith and Dobbie, 2001).
Figure 1.1: Flowchart showing nitrification and denitrification processes. Obtained from Farquharson
and Baldock (2008).
Since 1990, overall greenhouse gas emissions, including CO2 and most of the non-
CO2 chemical species, have been increasing for New Zealand. Figure 1.2 shows the
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change in the total emission of individual gases from 1990’s levels. A 23.0% enhance-
ment in the emission rate of N2O has been observed in New Zealand from the 1990’s
level, which is the second largest enhancement after CO2 (Sweeney et al., 2011). The
largest source of N2O in New Zealand is the green pastures where livestock are pro-
duced, and in 2009 alone, 94.6% of the total emission of N2O was contributed by the
agricultural sector. Such a large growth in the emission of N2O is attributed to the
fivefold increased use of nitrogen fertilizers in agricultural fields and to increased ani-
mal excreta (Sweeney et al., 2011). Therefore, N2O is one of the primary concerns for
mitigation.
Figure 1.2: Change in the total emission of individual gases from the 1990 level for New Zealand.
Obtained from Sweeney et al. (2011).
As a part of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN-
FCCC), New Zealand is required to report the annual greenhouse gas emissions and re-
moval. Therefore, proper measurement and mitigation strategies for individual green-
house gases are to be developed. A Sustainable Land Management and Climate Change
(SLMACC) plan was developed by the Government of New Zealand in 2007 to ad-
dress issues such as, (i) the impact of and adaptation to climate change, (ii) reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions and (iii) exploring business opportunities from climate
change (Ministry for Primary Industries, 2012). As part of the SLMACC plan, a num-
ber of different projects involving measurement and mitigation of non-CO2 greenhouse
gases are being implemented. In particular, several measurement and mitigation exper-
4iments have been carried out for N2O using chambers. However, a top-down paddock
scale measurement system was seldom implemented and very few micrometeorolog-
ical experiments have been carried out in New Zealand to measure N2O flux from
paddocks (Kelliher et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2008b; Saggar et al., 2010). The ad-
vantage of the micrometeorological setup over the chamber measurement is that the
spatially integrated fluxes can be measured using this setup continuously for long time
periods. Furthermore, most of the previous studies investigating the effect of the ni-
trification inhibitors on the N2O emission were conducted using chambers or lysime-
ters (Di and Cameron, 2002b,a, 2003; Di et al., 2007; Saggar et al., 2008), thereby
neglecting the larger meteorological effects. Therefore, the ‘Agricultural Emission
Group’ of National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research Ltd. (NIWA), along
with University of Canterbury, New Zealand, has undertaken an independent measure-
ment project entitled “Verification of the management and mitigation of agricultural
nitrous oxide emissions at the Paddock to Regional Scale” using the flux gradient (FG)
- eddy covariance (EC) micrometeorological approach. The project is funded by the
SLMACC programme of Govt. of New Zealand and this PhD research is a part of it.
Although the principal objective of this project is the development and implementation
of a paddock-scale N2O measurement system, this PhD research is mostly focused on
the theoretical aspects of the micrometeorological setup and addresses key issues such
as uncertainty in the flux measurement, source area contribution to the measured flux
values, and the effect of mitigation on N2O flux reduction. Brief backgrounds of these
issues are provided in the following paragraphs.
Error or uncertainty estimation of the measured flux value of a coupled FG-EC
system is typically important. This is because in a coupled FG-EC system of flux esti-
mation, large error can accumulate in the final flux value primarily from three different
sources: (i) measurement error, (ii) systematic error and (iii) footprint heterogeneity er-
ror, of which the largest contribution to the total uncertainty is predominately produced
from the measurement error (Hollinger and Richardson, 2005). Since the measured
flux from the FG-EC approach is dependent on the eddy diffusivity or transfer coeffi-
cients estimated at the measurement height, a major source of error in the flux value is
associated with the errors in the measured surface-layer variables that are used to esti-
mate the transfer coefficients. Although considerable work has been done to estimate
systematic error and random error propagation through EC measurements (Goulden
et al., 1996; Vickers and Mahrt, 1997; Mahrt, 1998), this study provides an alterna-
tive numerical method to estimate total relative random error in the measured flux of a
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FG-EC system involving variables contributing to the standard Monin-Obukhov flux-
gradient calculations. The mathematical method is developed for the N2O concentra-
tion and, final error values include error in the measured N2O concentration. However,
the described method is generic and can be applied to any other species measured using
a similar approach. Details are provided in Chapter 3.
As mentioned earlier, this research is also focused on estimating the source area
emission rate from the measured flux value and, therefore, includes footprint analy-
sis. The question addressed in this study is ‘how does one obtain an actual source
area emission rate for a plot when multiplot flux measurement is carried out over a
heterogeneous field’. A heterogeneous field is assumed to be differentiated by mitiga-
tive treatments or biogenic characters. Such multi-plot measurements from heteroge-
neous field are becoming common. The problem addressed in this study is relevant as
considerable uncertainties can be induced in the measured flux as a result of treated
and untreated plot representation. Therefore, an inverse footprint fraction approach is
developed here to compute the actual emission rate of a particular field where mea-
surements are carried out among differently mitigated plots. The footprint fractions
are obtained from an analytical footprint model of Kormann and Meixner (2001) and
Neftel et al. (2008) and the emission rates obtained from the proposed mathematical
method are ascertained with values obtained from a backward Lagrangian stochastic
model derived by Flesch et al. (1995).
As a third objective and an extension of the verification process of the proposed
micrometeorological setup for N2O flux measurement, effects of grazing and mitiga-
tion on the measured flux values are also explored. It is a well established notion that
cattle grazing enhances the emission rate of N2O from green pastures of New Zealand
(Saggar et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2008b) and a nitrification inhibitor, such as Dicyandi-
amide (DCD), reduces the N2O emission rate irrespective of season (Di and Cameron,
2002b,a, 2003). However, most of the reports confirming that notion are based on
the measurements carried out using chambers and Lysimeters which mostly ignore the
atmospheric diffusion and meteorological effects. Since the proposed micrometeoro-
logical setup includes atmospheric surface layer processes during flux measurement,
the established notion of ‘emission rate enhancement due to grazing’ and ‘emission
rate degradation due to mitigation’ will be explored in Chapter 5.
Since this research is focused on the application of micrometeorological methods
of flux estimation, a proper understanding of atmospheric surface layer turbulence is
necessary. The fundamental concept of the FG-EC measurement setup, as used in this
6research, is built upon the validity of the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and
Obukhov, 1954). This theory explains the surface layer turbulence properties based on
some derived length scale and velocity properties, such as the Obukhov length (L) and
friction velocity (u?). Since the field experiments of Kaimal et al. (1972, 1976), nu-
merous other experiments have established the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory as a
standard model of the atmospheric surface layer. However, some discrepancies have
been noted in the fundamental understanding of this turbulence model (Kader and Ya-
glom, 1990; McNaughton, 2004b; McNaughton et al., 2007). Consequently, a few al-
ternative turbulence models have been proposed (Hogstrom et al., 2002; McNaughton
et al., 2007). Some of these, particularly the turbulence model and the new scaling pa-
rameters proposed by McNaughton et al. (2007) and Laubach and McNaughton (2009)
appear to be closer to reality, as the spectra produced using the new scaling properties
were found to fit well in the discontinuous regions of the spectra mentioned by Kaimal
et al. (1972, 1976). Therefore, in the penultimate chapter of this thesis, the turbulence
model of McNaughton et al. (2007) and Laubach and McNaughton (2009) is studied
using the field observation data collected during the nitrous oxide measurement cam-
paign. Field observations are directly used for the first time to deduce the new variables
of the McNaughton model of turbulence, such as dissipation velocity (u) and surface
layer height (zs), and compared with the traditional surface layer length and velocity
scales such as, u? and L. Finally, spectra of surface wind components, temperature
and heat flux are analyzed.
In short, the overarching aim of this thesis is to verify a micrometerological setup of
nitrous oxide flux measurements from the green pastures of Canterbury, New Zealand.
This verification procedure is performed by (i) comparing the measured the flux from
this setup with already existing values in literature, (ii) estimating error propagation in
the measured flux values, (iii) investigating flux footprint effect on the measured flux
and by (iv) assessing the effect of mitigation and grazing effects on the measured flux.
These objectives are addressed in different chapters of this thesis. Furthermore, during
the verification procedure of the FG-EC technique, it has been also realized that the
fundamental model of atmospheric surface layer turbulence should be addressed from
a nonlocal parameterization point of view and therefore, a new turbulence model has
been studied in Chapter 6 in comparison to the Monin-Obukhov theory as an alterna-
tive.
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1.2 Research objectives
This research thesis has two broad objectives: first, verification of a micrometeorolog-
ical approach to N2O flux measurement, that involves detailed investigation of issues
such as the uncertainty in measured flux, identification of source areas and their contri-
butions to the measured value, and effects of mitigation; and second, investigation of
an alternative surface layer turbulence model for a convective atmosphere, involving
analysis of the turbulent spectra of atmospheric surface layer variables. Within this
broad framework specific research objectives are as follows:
• Verification of a flux gradient - eddy covariance micrometeorological tech-
nique of nitrous oxide flux measurement
The effectiveness of a micrometeorological set up has been evaluated over a
commercial paddock in Canterbury, New Zealand. Nitrous oxide flux has been
estimated using the transfer coefficients from a parameterization and a thermo-
dynamic approach to FG-EC micrometeorological measurement and compared.
• Analysis of uncertainty in the nitrous oxide flux values
Error sensitivity analysis has been performed based on some newly derived al-
gebraic relationships of random relative error of the eddy diffusivity. This study
investigates the total error/uncertainty variance in eddy diffusivities as a cumula-
tive effect of uncertainties in their constitutional variables. A Monte-Carlo type
approach has been followed to obtain probabilistic estimates of random relative
error. Subsequently, errors in the concentration gradients are estimated and final
error variances are produced for flux values in stable and unstable atmospheres.
• Identification of the source area of N2O emission and estimation of actual
emission rates
Two important objectives of this study are to: (i) investigate the effect of wind
distribution and atmospheric stability on the footprint functions and the emis-
sion rate; and (ii) determine the actual flux density of N2O from the individual
control subplots. This study aims to address the problem of identifying the ac-
tual surface emission rate from a specific plot when heterogeneous multi-plot
flux measurements are carried out. Therefore, a new inverse footprint fraction
approach is proposed.
8• Effect of grazing, fertilization and mitigation on the N2O flux emission rate
The study is aimed at verifying the effect of mitigation on N2O emission rate
using measured flux values from a FG-EC system, as such a measurement sys-
tem has a larger spatio-temporal scale with enhanced degrees of freedom than a
non-flow through non-steady state chamber in terms of atmospheric processes.
Since the atmospheric flow properties are not constrained in a FG-EC system,
atmospheric processes incorporated in such a system are better represented than
the traditional chamber measurement. Furthermore, the effects of grazing and
irrigation on the N2O emission rate have also been explored.
• Investigation of a new model of surface layer turbulence
The McNaughton-Laubach (ML) model of convective boundary layer turbulence
is investigated. The ML-scaling parameters have been deduced from the profile
values of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE, b) and TKE dissipation rate () of a
CBL. The profile values of b and  have been derived using the wind profile
observations from a SODAR and a parameterization scheme provided in Kramar
and Kouznetsov (2002). Finally, the new ML-scaling properties are verified for
this case study. This investigation is aimed at enhancing the understanding of
CBL turbulence so that an alternative flux gradient model can be developed in
the future.
1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 - Overview of measurement techniques : As mentioned in its head-
ing, this chapter overviews the available techniques of nitrous oxide flux measurement
along with the basic operating principles. Some of the advantages and disadvantages
of each measurement technique are also discussed. A concise review is also added for
flux footprint methods, although, background relating to turbulence theory is provided
in the penultimate chapter.
Chapter 3 - Measurement of nitrous oxide flux and assessment of error propa-
gation : This chapter describes the first two research objectives mentioned above,
providing detailed derivations of the theory of flux gradient measurement along with
the uncertainty measures. Nitrous oxide flux values are estimated for all the subplots
and compared.
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Chapter 4 - Estimation of source area emission rates using footprint methodolo-
gies : The research objective mentioned in bullet three of the previous section, ad-
dressing the flux footprint problem, is described here along with brief descriptions of
the footprint models used for the study.
Chapter 5 - Assessment of grazing and mitigation effects on nitrous oxide flux :
The effect of mitigation on the nitrous oxide flux value is described in this chapter. A
brief overview of previous reports and experiments of N2O mitigation are provided in
the ‘Introduction’ section.
Chapter 6 - Analysis of the spectral properties of turbulence and some alternative
scaling parameters : This chapter verifies a newer approach to atmospheric bound-
ary layer turbulence. The ‘Introduction’ section will provide some basic classification
of atmospheric boundary layer. The new model for the atmospheric boundary layer
turbulence is briefly described in the ‘Theory’ section. Results and implications are
described at the end.
Chapter 7 - General conclusion : The general conclusion section briefly summa-
rizes the findings of this research, recognizes any limitations and provides some in-
sights about some possible future work.
This thesis is based on the theory and application of micrometeorological techniques
for greenhouse gas estimation. Therefore, the immediate beneficiary of this research
outcome would be future policy makers and researchers in this field. The analytical
graphs and figures are all produced using the University of Canterbury licensed ver-
sion of MATLAB (R2011b). Some of the results of this study have been compiled in a
report to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, New Zealand via NIWA.
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Chapter 2
Overview of measurement techniques
and a brief climatology of the
experimental field
2.1 Introduction
Presently, approaches for biogenic N2O flux measurement either involve use of small
scale non flow through non-steady state chambers, or a spatially integrated measure-
ment technique using micro-meteorological instruments. These two different approaches
also include different instrumentation and application schemes. In this chapter, some
of the instrumentation and application schemes suitable for agricultural N2O flux es-
timation will be discussed. Furthermore, a brief climatology of the experimental field
used for this study will be provided. This overview chapter is not exhaustive and only
a few of the instrumentation and measurement approaches are described here of which
some are used for the experiments described in this study.
2.2 Non flow through non-steady state chambers
Non flow through non-steady state chambers (described as ‘chambers’ hereafter) are
the most convenient and most commonly used tools for measuring trace gas fluxes
from a particular surface and the majority of the agricultural nitrous oxide flux data
reported in the literature have been obtained using such chambers (Bouwman et al.,
2002). Therefore, most of the mathematical modeling techniques used for N2O flux
prediction from soil, such as by Li (2000), Delgrosso et al. (2005) and Saggar et al.
11
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(2004), are validated using chamber measurements. Chamber measurement of bio-
genic fluxes is an old technique (Lundegardh, 1926) and several methodological im-
provements have been made in chamber design and implementation procedures in the
last few decades (Matthias et al., 1980; Smith and Conen, 2004). Some of these en-
hancements and implementation protocols can be found in Rochette and Hutchinson
(2005) and De Klein et al. (2011).
The operating principles of chambers are simple and chambers are highly flexible
and portable. Chambers are placed over a soil surface and the overlying air motions
are controlled in such a way that the fluxes of gases lead to a measurable change in the
gas concentration inside the chamber volume over time. The most important physical
characteristics of chambers are: (i) the shape and dimension of the area enclosed, and
(ii) the volume of the chamber. Rectangular or cylindrical chambers are used with a
wide range of volumes and dimensions, and Figure 2.1 shows two such cylindrical
chambers with different diameters and dimensions of area covered.
Figure 2.1: Left: 100 mm diameter machined PVC ring provides a semi-permanent collar as a re-
ceptacle for a CO2 flux chamber; right: 300 mm diameter static chamber with removable lid for N2O
measurement, designed by Landcare Research. From Harvey et al. (2008a).
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2.2.1 Operating principles
Chambers are mainly categorized as open or flow-through chambers and closed or non-
flow-through chambers. In open chambers, a constant flow of outside air is maintained
within the chamber head space, whereas in a closed chamber very little or no air is
exchanged with the outside atmosphere.
In an open chamber, concentrations are measured when air is entering the head
space of the chamber, as well as when it is leaving. The surface flux density Fg (kg
m−2 s−1) is calculated from the relationship (Denmead, 2008):
Fg = v(ρg0 − ρgi)/A (2.1)
where v (m3 s−1) is the volume flow; ρg0 (kg m−3) is the gas concentration in the
air leaving the chamber; ρgi (kg m−3) is the gas concentration in the air entering the
chamber; and A (m2) is the surface area covered by the chamber. A wind tunnel is
an example of an open chamber where the airflow simulates the external aerodynamic
conditions.
In a closed chamber, there is very little or no replacement of air in the head space
of the chamber, and gas concentration increases continuously. The rate of gas increase
is monitored and the flux density Fg is calculated using the following relationship
(Denmead, 2008):
Fg = (V/A)(∂ρg/∂t) (2.2)
where, ρg is the concentration of the gas in chamber and A is the same as in Equa-
tion 2.1. V is the volume of the head space and t is time. A closed chamber can be
of two types: a static chamber and a dynamic chamber. In a static chamber no air
circulation takes place between the sensor and the chamber and a series of samples are
removed from the head space volume at a specific time interval. Collected samples
are analyzed at a later stage using gas chromatography. In a dynamic chamber, the
concentration change is continuously monitored in the head space volume. Dynamic
chambers are more sophisticated than static chambers as the air is circulated in a loop
between the head space and the gas analyzer.
The best practices of non-flow-through chamber measurement for N2O flux from
the pastures of New Zealand were provided in De Klein et al. (2003) where two differ-
ent methods of chamber deployment were adopted for laboratory and field conditions.
These two chamber deployment methods were mostly differed by issues such as cham-
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ber location, sampling interval and, nature of the chamber head-space. However, the
nature of the non-flow-through chamber deployment and gas sampling techniques can
vary from location to location as Skiba et al. (1998) has used slightly different method
for N2O flux measurement than De Klein et al. (2003), which was adopted for the
GREENGRASS project in Europe. Automated and open path chambers are also used
for N2O flux measurement and usage of a series of four automated static chambers can
be found in Parkin (2008).
2.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages
Chambers have both advantages and disadvantages. The benefit of using chambers in
the field includes their limited power requirements, so that chambers are cost effective.
Conceptually, chamber application is simple, and operation of chambers in the field
is straightforward. Chambers are also portable and easy to deploy in the field and the
chamber placement in the field can be controlled. The number of variables to control
in a chamber is limited. In the case of a dynamic chamber, the device can be used for
continuous recording of emission data from a single site (Harvey et al., 2008a).
The main disadvantage of chamber measurement is the small area coverage of ex-
perimental sites which can lead to inaccuracy in measurements of some greenhouse
gases, especially the emission of agricultural N2O which is highly variable in space.
Also, increasing gas concentration in the head space of the chamber affects the emis-
sion rates of gases from the area underneath, while chambers deployed in the field
alter some meteorological variables at the field surface, such as radiation, rainfall and
temperature. For a static chamber, the wind speed is altered, which leads to a change
in the turbulence properties of the atmosphere above it, thus causing problems for flux
estimation. Rochette and Eriksen-Hamel (2008) described a minimum set of criteria
for reliable measurement of nitrous oxide flux using chambers.
2.3 Micrometeorological measurement techniques
Direct measurement techniques are an alternative approach to the chamber methods.
Measurement of biogenic gases using the direct approach includes estimation of aero-
dynamic variables without affecting the turbulent properties of the atmosphere. Gas
flux can be estimated using such techniques for longer time periods, as these techniques
do not disturb atmospheric diffusion and turbulent properties. Different micrometeo-
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rological techniques, such as (i) eddy covariance, (ii) flux gradient and (iii) the eddy
accumulation methods, are used for biogenic N2O flux measurements and some of the
applications can be found in Mammarella et al. (2010); Kroon et al. (2010) and Har-
vey et al. (2008b). The integrated horizontal flux technique (IHF) is another possible
approach to flux estimation, which can perform better than flux gradient and eddy co-
variance system during a small upwind and large crosswind measurement condition.
Applications of the IHF technique for methane flux estimation from the paddocks of
New Zealand can be found in Laubach and Kelliher (2004) and Laubach and Kelliher
(2005). Brief theoretical descriptions of the eddy covariance and flux gradient methods
are given in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 as these methods are used in further experiments.
Identification of the surface source area that contributes to the measured flux values, is
also an important aspect of micrometeorological measurement, and hence, flux foot-
print estimation is necessary. Information from the footprint analysis of a particular
field measurement can also be used to estimate the actual emission rate of a chemical
species. Applications and theoretical concepts of some of these flux footprint methods
are reviewed in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Eddy covariance
Flux measurement using the eddy covariance (EC) method is one of the direct methods
where no empirical constants are used (Businger, 1986), with few theoretical assump-
tions. However, the limiting condition for EC measurement is the horizontal homo-
geneity1 of the surface and the steady-state2 condition of the atmosphere. Since the
EC method works on the principle of measurement of vertical transport of an entity,
vertical flux is defined as F=ρaws, where ρa is density of air, w is the vertical wind
speed, and s is the mixing ratio of the gas of interest. Using Reynold’s decomposition,
the vertical flux density can be represented as:
F = (ρa + ρ′a)(w + w′)(s+ s′) (2.3)
Equation (2.3) can be further simplified as F=ρa.ws + ρa.w′s′ where the term ρa.ws
signifies the mean vertical flow which is assumed to be negligible for horizontally ho-
mogeneous terrain (Pattey et al., 2006b; Burba and Anderson, 2010). When the mean
vertical wind speed (w) is not equal to zero and flux of a chemical species is measured
1Horizontal homogeneous surface will satisfy the condition ∂/∂x=0; ∂/∂y=0
2Steady-state atmosphere will satisfy the condition ∂/∂t=0
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in presence of simultaneous fluxes of sensible heat and water vapour, a Webb correc-
tion (Webb et al., 1980) is made to the flux estimation. Hence in short, measurement
of the three-dimensional wind and the gas density are decomposed to mean and fluctu-
ating components, and the covariance is calculated between the fluctuating component
of the vertical wind and the fluctuating component of the gas concentration. The up-
ward flux of the gas is proportional to the covariance. Fast response instruments are
used for the measurement of w and ρg with sampling frequencies higher than or equal
to 10 Hz and mean flux measurements are derived for periods of 15 minutes to 1 hour.
A discussion on the appropriate time averaging periods for different applications can
be found in Finnigan et al. (2003) and Foken and Nappo (2008).
Measuring devices required for EC applications are a sonic anemometer for wind
measurement (u, v and w components) and a gas analyzing sensor that can measure
the gas concentration (ρg) with high time resolution. Fast response gas analyzers are
of two types: open and closed path. Open path analyzers are used for concentration
measurements of the CO2 and water vapour and are frequently used for eddy covari-
ance measurements. Li-Cor 7500/7500A, 7700 are examples of CO2/H2O and CH4
detecting open path infrared gas analyzers. These open path gas analyzers are high
speed (between 60-10 Hz), low power consuming (10-15W in steady state) and high
precision devices that can also work in harsh environmental conditions. These analyz-
ers are easy to set up and data processing software such as EddyPro, ECO2S and TK2
are freely available.
Closed path analyzers are the alternative instruments used for gas concentration
measurements. Apparatus such as the Campbell Scientific Inc. EC155 for CO2/H2O,
and tunable diode lasers (TDL), such as the TGA-100/200 for radio carbon and N2O
measurements, are examples of closed path gas analyzers. Although these closed path
systems are used for gas concentration measurements in the field, these devices are
heavy, sensitive to slight disturbances in system set up, and expensive. Recently, a hy-
brid open-closed path EC instrument is available from Li-Cor (Li-7200) for CO2/H2O
concentration measurements with much simpler application.
2.3.2 Flux gradient
Another alternative technique of greenhouse gas measurement is the flux gradient (FG)
method. In this case, the vertical transport of gases in the surface boundary layer of
the atmosphere is described by the equation (Garratt, 1992):
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Fg = kg(∂ρg/∂z) (2.4)
Where the term kg is the eddy or turbulent diffusivity of the gas of interest which
is determined using local or first order closure analogous to the molecular diffusion
approach, ρg is the concentration of the gas and z is height. Fg defines the flux den-
sity. The concentration gradient of the gas is obtained by measuring the concentration
difference between two different heights, and no high frequency sensor is necessary
for such estimation. The validity of the FG technique depends on Monin-Obukov sim-
ilarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954), while horizontal homogeneity and steady
state atmospheric conditions are two important assumptions for this method. kg, the
eddy diffusivity, is determined from wind speed at a given height, aerodynamic rough-
ness, and atmospheric stability. The Monin-Obukhov similarity theory along with flux
gradient similarity are used to estimate kg. A complete description of the method for
estimation of eddy diffusivity is provided in Chapter 3.
The EC method is a direct technique of flux measurement, while the FG method
is an indirect technique as it relies on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Many stud-
ies have been reported where the FG technique is combined with EC measurements
for CH4 and N2O flux estimation (Laubach and Kelliher, 2004; Phillips et al., 2007;
Mammarella et al., 2010; Saggar et al., 2010). An important issue about the combined
FG-EC theory is that Monin-Obukhov similarity theory does not always satisfy the
approximation of similarity in all the eddy diffusivities. Several studies have shown
that the surface fluxes of a scalar, temperature and moisture can vary in different atmo-
spheric conditions, particularly during the low frequency variations of wind or during a
disturbed surface layer (McNaughton and Laubach, 1998; Laubach and McNaughton,
1998; McNaughton and Laubach, 2000; Smedman et al., 2007)3. Therefore, because of
the debatable nature of the validity of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, investigation
of some alternative turbulence theories is necessary.
2.3.3 Flux footprint models for source area estimation
A footprint of the turbulence flux defines the spatial context of the flux measurements.
The surface flux measurement of a chemical species or a scalar variable at a particular
height and site does not represent the actual flux below the sensor, rather the conditions
of the underlying surface upwind of the sensor are represented (Gash, 1986). This ef-
3Detailed discussion is provided in Chapter 6.
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fective area of influence is represented as the footprint area and expressed as a transfer
function (fp) between the source area and the spatial extent and distribution intensity
of a chemical species or scalar quantity over a domain R, as shown in Equation 2.5,
where Qη denotes the distribution intensity, η represents the measured value at location
r, and r′ denotes the separation distance between the measurement and forcing location
(Pasquil and Smith, 1983).
ηr =
∫
R
Qη(r + r
′)fp(r, r′)dr′ (2.5)
The measured quantity η can be different for different scalar quantities, chemical
species, or bulk gradients, and different methods exist for the estimation of the flux
transfer function, fp. Common approaches for estimation of the flux-footprint include:
(i) Eulerian analytical methods, (ii) numerical methods that includes large eddy sim-
ulations (LES), (iii) the backward Lagrangian stochastic (bLs) method, and (iv) the
ensemble average of closure models.
The analytical flux foot-printing approach started with the application of the an-
alytical solution of a 2-dimensional advection-diffusion equation. Although several
2-dimensional analytical solutions of the diffusion equation are available for idealized
boundary layer conditions, a simple analytical solution for gas concentration was first
applied by Gash (1986) at a measuring point (0, z) for infinite crosswind line sources
situated at specific distances. This model assumed a neutral atmosphere with uniform
wind velocity and the energy balance was not satisfied.
Later Gash’s model was updated to a 2-dimensional flow flux footprint model by
Schuepp et al. (1990) for a near-neutral atmosphere, specifically for weak thermal
instability and large surface roughness (z0), which was also the first differential flux
footprint model. Schuepp’s model was constructed with primitive assumptions and
was too simple for non-neutral atmospheric applications, but the model was able to
form the basis of an analytical footprinting method used by some of the sophisticated
contemporary footprint approaches. Laubach and Kelliher (2004) have used a modified
version of Schuepp’s model for footprint estimation by including a stability parameter
to allow for different atmospheric stratifications. Schuepp’s model is simple and easy
to apply, and is still used for comparison purposes.
A new footprint model combining the flux footprint function and surface source
contribution was presented by Schmid (1994). This model was based on the works of
Schmid and Oke (1990) and Schmid et al. (1991). Schmid’s source area flux footprint
model used the idea of continuous concentration distribution of a passive scalar from
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a point source to a sensor at a definite measuring height. This approach was also
able to distinguish between flux footprint and concentration footprint. The footprint
function or the source weight function of Schmid’s model provided information about
the relative weights of individual sources. This footprint model was able to identify
the most effective regions of the surface area influencing the flux signal. The model is
also applied to non-neutral atmospheric condition and uses Monin-Obhukov similarity
theory for defining atmospheric stability.
Another realistic analytical flux footprint model was developed by Horst and Weil
(1994) for crosswind locations. The Horst and Weil (1994) model assumed that the
flux footprint for a crosswind location will depend on a crosswind concentration dis-
tribution, and an approximate vertical concentration profile equation was used as an
analogy of footprint function. Horst’s model was extensively used for flux footprint
estimation and a summary of the model can be found in Horst (1999). An exhaustive
review of analytical flux foot-printing models can be found in Schmid (2002). Several
different flux footprint models, predominantly based on the ideas of Schmid (1994)
and Horst and Weil (1994), have been proposed since then and are used in different
atmospheric conditions. Models developed by Kormann and Meixner (2001) used the
power law of K-theory with Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for a non-neutral at-
mosphere. Examples of some other flux footprint models are the closure model of
Sogachev and Lloyd (2004) and the parameterization model of Kljun et al. (2004).
The numerical simulations of flux footprinting methods include large eddy simu-
lation (LES) procedures. The LES method uses Navier-Stokes equations and subgrid-
scale parameterization to resolve large eddies in the atmosphere. This method does
not require a predefined turbulence field and can be easily extended to inhomogeneous
surface conditions. Although this method has been applied to relatively simple atmo-
spheric flow conditions, it has been used to simulate the flux footprint for convective
atmospheric boundary layer conditions (Leclerc et al., 1997). The LES model can also
be used to simulate turbulent transport of atmospheric gases and scalar variables. Con-
siderable improvements have been achieved in terms of subgrid-scale parameterization
of the LES models and this approach seems to be most realistic of all the different flux
footprint estimation techniques. The LES method has already been applied to footprint
measurements and Cai and Leclerc (2007) and Cai et al. (2010) have applied a coupled
Lagrangian stochastic-LES method to integrated horizontal flux footprint estimation
for a convective boundary layer.
The Lagrangian stochastic (LS) model is an atmospheric dispersion model which
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can be integrated forward as well as backward in time to simulate paths of individ-
ual air particles. Such models are useful tools for flux footprinting and are used
for source area estimation. Some applications of this model can be found in Kljun
et al. (2003, 2004). An algebraic hybrid version of the LS model has also been pro-
posed by Hsieh et al. (2000). An alternative approach to footprinting is the back-
ward Lagrangian stochastic model (bLs), which can be used to determine the un-
known strength of a gas source located upwind. A comprehensive bLs method was
developed by Flesch et al. (1995) which can be applied to a small source area of any
shape. Software with the trade name WindTrax is available for flux footprinting from
www.thunderbeachscientific.com, which uses the same idea proposed by Flesch et al.
(1995). The bLs method has the advantage of simulating the flux footprint in the
presence of Gaussian and non-Gaussian turbulence. Examples of application of this
model can be found in Laubach and Kelliher (2005) and Laubach (2010), amongst
other sources. The important necessary condition for using this model is the require-
ment of a predefined wind field. The model performance can be enhanced by improved
representation of the wind field for specific case studies.
2.3.4 Advantages and disadvantages
Flux measurement using the eddy covariance method is a direct approach, hence there
is no need for application of any empirical constants. Although eddy covariance is the
simplest method for flux measurement, a considerable amount of post-processing of
the dataset is necessary for different chemical species. Some of the post-processing
corrections include: density correction or Webb correction4, coordinate rotation5, high
frequency loss correction for a closed path sensor, energy budget closure and thermal
stratification correction (specially for night time fluxes), as shown in Table 2.1.
However, the limiting condition for the EC method is the requirement of homoge-
neous horizontal conditions and steady state atmospheric conditions. For eddy covari-
ance measurements, we also have to assume that the mean vertical wind velocity is
negligible, wind and concentration measurement tools are collocated, and instrument
responses are perfect. These conditions are hard to satisfy in a real field condition and
corrections often need to be applied (Harvey et al., 2008a). The EC method has to
sample the full spectrum of turbulent eddies for the vertical flux, so that a very fast
4Appendix A
5Appendix B
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Table 2.1: Sources of error in eddy covariance measurements and appropriate corrections (adapted
from Burba and Anderson (2010))
Errors due to Affected fluxes Range Remedy
Frequency response all 5 to 30% Frequency response correction
Time delay all 5 to 15% Adjusting for delay
Spikes, noise all 0 to 15% Spike removal
Unleveled instrument/flow all 0 to 25% Coordinate rotation
Density fluctuation H2O, CO2, CH4 0 to 50% Webb correction
Sonic heat error Sensible heat flux 0 to 10% Sonic temperature correction
Band broadening Mostly CO2, CH4 0 to 5% Band-broadening correction
Oxygen in the path Some H2O 0 to 10% Oxygen correction
Missing data filling all 0 to 20% Monte-Carlo method etc.
response instrument is required. Some other problems of the EC method for the esti-
mation of N2O flux include the effect of simultaneous fluxes of heat and vapour which
leads to the need for the Webb correction, correct mounting height in relation to gas
sensor path length, and correct alignment of the anemometer (Denmead, 2008).
The flux gradient technique is an indirect method and similarity theory assumptions
are applied, with horizontal homogeneity and the steady state approximation of the
atmosphere being two basic assumptions. One advantage of the FG method is that no
fast response measurements are required. In the FG technique, the eddy diffusivity
term is parameterized and it is assumed that eddy diffusivity for the gas of interest
almost equals the diffusivity of either momentum or heat (Garratt, 1992). The error
in the FG technique is mostly associated with the measurement error of momentum or
heat flux via temperature or wind speed. Such erroneous estimation of scalar fluxes and
variables leads to an erroneous approximation of the eddy diffusivity term (Denmead,
2008).
A bLs model can be used as a footprint model to identify the predominate source
area, as well to estimate the source area emission rate of a predefined plot. How-
ever, the eddy covariance measurements of atmospheric surface layer flow or the at-
mospheric profile measurements are necessary for this model simulation. The bLs
technique makes the same assumption of homogeneous flow over flat terrain as the
vertical-flux techniques. Similarity theory is applied in order to provide consistent
relationships between the wind profile shape and turbulent flow parameters (surface
roughness, friction velocity and stability). It is therefore applied with similar restric-
tions to the FG technique. In principle, it would be possible to apply the bLs tech-
nique with different flow models that can account for obstacles, roughness changes, or
strongly convective conditions. However, combinations of the bLs method with such
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Figure 2.2: The 10 m instrumented tower of
2011 campaign.
Figure 2.3: The nitrous oxide gas inlets
(shown by white lines) are fitted with the
CSAT3 and LiCor 7500 of 2010 campaign.
Figure 2.4: A permanent eddy covariance
tower at the paddock setup by NIWA in 2011
in the same field.
models are not readily available to date. An advantage of the bLs technique over the
flux-gradient technique is that it is less sensitive to precision of the concentration mea-
surement. Table 2.2 shows a comparison of the different techniques described above.
2.4 Overview of climatology of the experimental site
A brief description of the field site climatology is provided in this section. Detailed
field alignment and instrumentations are discussed in the next chapter. The experi-
mental site for this study is located near Methven (43.67◦S and 171.58◦E) in the South
Island of the New Zealand and has an elevation of 305 m. A National Institute of Wa-
ter and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) climate station is permanently located at this
site, although long term climate data are only available from the NIWA Cliflo database
(http://cliflo.niwa.co.nz/) from 2010. Two field experiments, which are discussed in
these thesis, were carried out in 2010 (autumn and spring) and a single field experi-
ment was carried out in 2011 in the same paddock. The field surroundings and some of
the instrumentations are shown in Figures 2.2-2.4 and details are provided in Chapter
3.
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To summarise the atmospheric temperature (◦C), rainfall (mm) and net radiation
(MJm−2) at the station for the months of May-June and September-November, daily
averages of these variables were estimated using data for the two years (2010 and
2011), as shown in Figure 2.5. The May-June and September-November periods were
analyzed to corroborate with the time periods of field experiments of 2010 and 2011.
The averages of 2 m air temperature and rainfall for the months of May and June
and September to November over the experimental location were found to be 7.5 ◦C
and 10.5 ◦C, and 3.48 mm and 2.67 mm respectively. A clear increasing trend in the
temperature and net radiation values were observed for the spring experiment whereas
the daily rainfall had a decreasing trend. These results corroborate well with the drier
boreal summer time conditions of the eastern South Island.
2.5 Comments
Some of the available approaches and techniques for biogenic flux estimation have
been discussed in this chapter, and it has been shown that none of the above men-
tioned techniques is perfect, although for nitrous oxide flux measurement, chambers
have been used traditionally, and the combined FG-EC method, which is a relatively
newer method than chambers from New Zealand’s perspective, has a future prospect of
application. This research is, therefore, focused on the verification of such a combined
FG-EC micrometeorological system of N2O measurements for agro-meteorological
conditions of New Zealand. Hence, efficacy of a FG-EC micrometeorological setup
is tested over a commercial paddock in New Zealand in terms of measurement ac-
curacy, uncertainty in the flux values, identification of source areas and the effect of
atmospheric surface layer turbulent properties.
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Figure 2.5: Two-year averages of (a) air temperature (◦C), (b) average rainfall (mm), and (c) net
radiation (MJm−2) for the month of (Autumn) May and June and (Spring) September to November
observed at the experimental site.
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Chapter 3
Measurement of nitrous oxide flux and
assessment of error propagation
3.1 Introduction
N2O has been identified as the third largest contributor to New Zealand’s total green-
house gas emissions after CO2 and CH4, and a substantial increase in the emission
of N2O has been estimated during 1990-2009 (Sweeney et al., 2011). The princi-
pal source of N2O in New Zealand is the green pasture where livestock are produced
(Petrie et al., 2006; Sweeney et al., 2011). Agricultural emissions of CH4 and N2O
account for 54.8% of the total greenhouse gases emitted by New Zealand on a CO2
equivalent basis (Saggar et al., 2008), while agricultural N2O itself accounts for 17.2%
of New Zealand’s total greenhouse gas emissions (Petrie et al., 2006; Sweeney et al.,
2011). Therefore, N2O from the green pastures is one of the primary concerns for
mitigation. However, the challenging nature of measurement of N2O flux, because of
its high spatio-temporal variability, leads to large uncertainty in measured concentra-
tions. Hence, it becomes difficult to ascertain the actual effect of mitigation on the
N2O emission rate.
Traditionally, N2O flux from the soil surface has been measured using chambers
(Saggar et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2008a,b; Saggar et al., 2008), and very few microm-
eteorological experiments have been carried out over New Zealand to measure the
emission rate of N2O from pastures (Kelliher et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2008b; Sag-
gar et al., 2010). The top-down micrometeorological approach of N2O flux estimation
based on a tunable diode laser was verified by Harvey et al. (2008b) for New Zealand,
and in this study, the effectiveness of a similar micrometeorological set up has been
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evaluated over a commercial paddock in Canterbury, New Zealand, so that this method
can be standardized and used extensively. Therefore, N2O flux has been estimated
using a coupled Eddy covariance (EC) - flux gradient (FG) micrometeorological set
up where the flux values depend on eddy diffusivity, and the eddy diffusivities are
estimated based on surface meteorological variables.
Since the application of a coupled FG-EC system of flux measurement is compar-
atively new in New Zealand, the first objective of this study is to estimate N2O flux
from an agricultural paddock for two different seasons and compare these with the
previously reported values. This would verify the measurement method. Furthermore,
since the eddy diffusivity of a FG-EC system can be estimated from both a parame-
terization and a thermodynamic approach, an inter-comparison of fluxes will also be
made.
A second objective of this study would be to estimate degrees of uncertainty or er-
ror in the measured flux values. Such an uncertainty estimate of N2O flux is necessary
not only because of the high spatio-temporal variability of N2O source area emission,
but the FG-EC measurement system itself has an intrinsic error propagation mecha-
nism. Therefore, an error sensitivity analysis of the FG-EC method of flux estimation
will be performed based on some derived mathematical relationships. Instead of find-
ing the sources of error in the transfer coefficient, some of which have already been re-
ported by Mammarella et al. (2010) and Kroon et al. (2010), this study will investigate
the total error/uncertainty variance in terms of the cumulative effect of uncertainties in
their constitutional variables. A Monte-Carlo approach would be followed to estimate
the probability distribution of errors. Finally, total error estimates will be provided
for the measured flux values with respect to atmospheric surface layer stability. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the error analysis method described here is generic and can
be applied to some other measured entity if a similar micrometeorological approach is
followed. Again, systematic error and error from footprint heterogeneity will not be
considered in this chapter.
Section 3.2 of this chapter describes the theory of the FG micrometeorological
technique. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, field locations and instrumentation are described.
Results are described in Section 3.5. The derivation of relative random errors is pro-
vided in Section 3.5.6 and estimates are provided in Section 3.5.7. A summary has
been provided in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Theory: flux gradient relationships
In the FG relationship, the vertical transport of a gas (g) in the homogeneous surface
boundary layer is described by the equation (Garratt, 1992):
Fg = −kg(∂cg/∂z) (3.1)
Where cg for our case is the N2O gas concentration (ppb or nmol mol−1air) and z
is height (m). Fg is the flux density of N2O. The concentration difference of the gas
(∆CN2O) is obtained by measuring concentrations at two different heights. kg is the
eddy or turbulent diffusivity of the gas of interest, and is determined using a local or
first order closure model analogous to the molecular diffusion approach. For stable and
unstable conditions, non-dimensional universal functions for momentum, heat and gas,
(φm, φh, φg), are used to estimate the eddy diffusivity. The φm, φh and φg are functions
of a characteristic length scale, (ζ = z/L), where, L is Obukhov length which can be
derived from eddy covariance (EC) measurements (Monin and Obukhov, 1954).
Measurement of surface flux (Fg) using the FG relationship of Equation 3.1 re-
quires a valid estimation of kg, which again requires estimation of φg. We assume that
φg = φh for all stability classes with a homogeneous distribution of surface sources
(Dyer and Bradley, 1982). Accordingly, a valid estimation of kh will be analogous to
kg and can be used in Equation 3.1 for estimation of N2O flux or any other entity.
Thermodynamic, parameterization, and aerodynamic methods are available for the
estimation of Fg. The terms thermodynamic and parameterization are used to differ-
entiate the approach taken to flux estimation. In a broader sense, parametric forms of
equations are used in both cases. In a simple thermodynamic method, thermocouples
are used at different heights for temperature difference measurement, and heat flux
obtained from a sonic anemometer is used to estimate the thermal eddy diffusivity, kth
(m2 s−1) following Garratt (1992).
w′T ′ = −kth(∂T/∂z) (3.2)
Since, the measured temperature by a sonic anemometer is approximately equal to
virtual temperature, sonic temperatures were corrected for the air temperature. Again
a moisture-density correction is necessary to obtain a correct sensible heat flux and de-
tails of these corrections are described in Section 3.2. Finite differences of temperature
and height are used in the above equation to estimate kth and together with the molar
concentration of air, flux values can be obtained using Equation 3.1.
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In a simple parameterization scheme, the eddy diffusivity, kph (m
2 s−1), is calculated
following the relationship:
kph = κu?zφ
−1
h (3.3)
where, κ which is von Karman’s constant = 0.40 after Yaglom (1977) and u? is the
friction velocity and defined as u? = [(u′w′)2 + (v′w′)2]1/4. The u, v, and w are the
downwind, crosswind and vertical wind components.
A similar relationship also holds for km, (km = κu?zφ−1m ), where km is the turbulent
diffusivity for momentum. The non-dimensional thermal stratification and wind shear
functions, (φh, φm), have been represented using different formulae by various authors
and a detail description can be found in Garratt (1992) and Arya (2001). For a vertical
wind profile, the integrated forms of φh and φm are represented by ψh and ψm, which
have different analytical solutions for different atmospheric stratifications. Therefore,
a diffusion velocity parameter (dph) (m s
−1) can be defined similar to Phillips et al.
(2007) as:
dph = κu?/J
J = [ln(z2 − d)− ψh(z2 − d
L
)]− [ln(z1 − d)− ψh(z1 − d
L
)]
 (3.4)
where ψ( z−d
L
) is represented following Paulson (1970), Businger et al. (1971) and
Hogstrom (1988):
ψh(
z − d
L
) = 2ln(
1 + y
2
) for
[
z − d
L
< 0
]
ψh(
z − d
L
) = −7.8(z − d
L
) for
[
z − d
L
≥ 0
] (3.5)
where y = 0.95(1 - 11.6 z−d
L
)1/2 after Hogstrom (1988). The term d represents dis-
placement height. A similar relationship exists for the eddy diffusivity km and stability
function ψm, which can be represented as follows (Paulson, 1970):
ψm(
z − d
L
) = ln[(
1 + x2
2
)(
1 + x
2
)2]− 2tan−1x+ pi
2
for[
z − d
L
] < 0
ψm(
z − d
L
) = −6.0(z − d
L
) for[
z − d
L
] ≥ 0
(3.6)
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where x = (1 - 19.3 z−d
L
)1/4 after Hogstrom (1988). Finally, flux values of any entity,
or N2O in our case, can be estimated by using the d
p
h values and the finite difference of
Equation 3.1. In the following sections of this study, the term ‘transfer coefficient’ has
been used to represent both kth and d
p
h. However, it has to be considered that units of
kth and d
p
h are different and necessary adjustment should be made during the final flux
estimation (see Appendix D).
3.3 Description of experimental site
The experimental site chosen for the field trial is a commercial dairy farm, located
south-west of Christchurch, near Methven, Canterbury, New Zealand (Figure 3.1). The
approximate location of the field is 43.67◦S and 171.58◦E, which is also the site of a
separate National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA)/Environment
Canterbury (ECAN) water management project. The elevation of the experimental
plot above mean sea level is 305 m. This agricultural paddock is located close to the
mountain range of the Southern Alps.
Figure 3.1: Topography of the area is shown with an approximate location of the field, marked with a
red dot. This figure is modified from Sturman and Spronken-Smith (2001).
The paddock is divided mainly into two different areas: subplots for micromete-
orological observations (subplots A-E) and chamber measurements (subplot below E)
in Figure 3.2. The micro-meteorological plot is further subdivided into control (A, C
and E) and experimental subplots (B and D). Each subplot is approximately 100 ×
140 m in area. The big red square box is the external boundary of the farm and blue
circles are irrigator pathways. Blue dots between the boxes are the locations of micro-
meteorological and flux measurement stacks with gas inlets for continuous measure-
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ment of atmospheric variables. The blue square box in subplot C is the approximate
location of the caravan where the tunable diode laser (TDL) was located. Green lines
are the FG pipes from the gas inlets and the red line is a 240 V A.C. cable for running
the TDL. The chamber measurements were not continuous, although chamber samples
were collected at regular intervals from the blue rectangular box area of the chamber
plot below subplot E in autumn.
Figure 3.2: Field layout showing individual subplots (marked as A - E) and measurement stacks
marked as 1-4. The blue half-circles are irrigator pathways. The location of the site (43.67◦S, 171.58◦N)
is shown by a green box.
3.4 Instrumentation and measurement details
The Atmospheric Emissions group of NIWA has developed a micrometeorological sys-
tem based on the flux gradient and eddy covariance approaches where the nitrous oxide
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gas concentration is measured at two different heights (0.5 m and 1 m) with a tunable
diode laser (TGA-100, Campbell Scientific Inc.). A fast response and sensitive TDL
works on the principles of absorption spectroscopy and is able to detect episodic ni-
trous oxide emissions from fields. A comprehensive review of micrometeorological
applications of TDL on paddock scale measurements can be found in Pattey et al.
(2006a). Two gas inlets were fitted on each measurement mast at 0.5 m and 1.0 m
height, shown by blue dots in Figure 3.2. Wind sensors were placed in three subplots.
Along with the conventional cup anemometers, a 3-dimensional sonic anemometer,
Campbell Scientific Inc. CSAT3, Logan , UT, (dsl = 10 cm in vertical, 5.8 cm horizon-
tal), and a Gill triaxial ultrasonic anemometer, Wind master Pro, Lymington, UK, were
used on three different masts. A CO2/H2O open path gas analyzer, Li-Cor-7500 (path
length = 12.5 cm), was used for CO2 and H2O flux measurements. The gas analyzer,
Li-Cor-7500, and the sonic anemometer, CSAT3, were mounted on a single mast at a
height of 2 m with a separation distance of 10 cm. This measurement mast was placed
between subplots B and C. The Gill anemometer was placed between subplots C and
D. Thermocouples and cup anemometers were mounted on a meteorological tower be-
tween subplots A and B for profile measurements on the most northward mast. Tem-
perature sensors or free spanned resistance wires (diameter < 20 µm) were fitted at
2.49 m, 1.302 m and 0.55 m, and cup anemometers were fitted at 2.72 m, 1.52 m, 0.72
m, and 0.406 m. This experimental set up was maintained in both campaigns except
for a change in the location of the chamber measurement subplot in spring. The mea-
surement campaign in autumn was carried out from 9 May 2010 to 21 June 2010 and
in spring from 24 Sept. 2010 to 22 Nov. 2010.
3.4.1 Data description and processing
The sonic anemometers, CSAT3 and Gill, sampled data at 10 Hz. The CO2/H2O gas
analyser, Li-Cor 7500, was mounted on the same mast as the CSAT3 and also sampled
at 10 Hz. The initial data quality assessment of spike removal, similar to Vickers
and Mahrt (1997), was performed by removing any data > 3.5σvar of the standard
deviation value (σ) of an individual variable (var). Then, two important procedures
were followed, the sonic rotation for covariance estimation and the density correction.
The three dimensional wind field was trigonometrically rotated to force w = 0 and v =
0 (McMillen, 1988), and Webb correction was applied to concentration measurements
of CO2 and H2O (Webb et al., 1980). The Webb correction for the H2O concentration
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was found to be small for both sensors and seasons and found to vary between 0.0001 -
0.005 umol m−2 s−1. Finally, 30 and 20 min averaged runs were generated for autumn
and spring, respectively. The 30 min integrating time in autumn was used to comply
with the 9 sec FG sampling of the N2O flux, whereas, during the spring experiment 6
sec FG sampling of the N2O flux was made to include more nitrous oxide flux samples.
Therefore, the integrating period was reduced to 20 min, although, both 30 and 20
min integrating periods were found to capture the entire cospectra of wind component
w and temperature T. Additional corrections for data quality improvement were also
carried out and described in the following sections.
Calibration of EC and FG instruments, including the sonic anemometers and the
TDL, were done at the NIWA Gas-Laboratory, Wellington, New Zealand. Since the
physical locations of the sonic anemometers were separated by a distance of 100 m,
some differences in the measurements of these two instruments were expected. There-
fore, characteristics of these sonic measurements were compared for individual sea-
sons. A similar verification of surface layer turbulence properties were also investi-
gated by Laubach and McNaughton (2009). Variables used for comparison are friction
velocity (u?), temperature flux (w′T ′) and temperature (T). Continuous measurements
during 15 June 2010 00:15 NZST to 21 June 2010 00:15 NZST of the autumn cam-
paign are used to test the similarities in observations. The data period was chosen
in a way that no brief interruption and no missing data occurred during the period of
comparison. 30 and 20 min averaged runs from the sonic anemometers were used for
this purpose. Differences in the standard deviation of u? values for this period were
found to be 0.7%, while vertical temperature flux values (w′T ′) differed by 0.8%. The
mean difference in the standard deviation values of temperature was found to be 0.60C
between the CSAT3 and Gill observations. The comparison data includes both day
and night time atmospheric conditions, including highly stable/unstable cases. Sim-
ilarly, continuous measurements from 14 Nov. 2010 18:10 NZST to 17 Nov. 2010
12:10 NZST of spring have been compared. Differences in the standard deviation val-
ues of u? and w′T ′ were found to be 1% and 0.5%, where the absolute difference in
the standard deviation values of temperature between the CSAT3 and Gill anemometer
was found to be 0.130C. Although dissimilarities in these measurements were small
enough and measurements of CSAT3 and Gill anemometers were consistent, correc-
tions are made in the following section to remove observations that are not conducive
for flux estimation.
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3.4.2 Measurement heights
The FG technique uses gas inlets at different heights and exact representation of mea-
suring height is always debatable. We have followed the formulations by Laubach
and Kelliher (2004) for a logarithmic wind profile and intermediate height, zm, where
zm = ∆z21/ln(z2/z1), and z1 and z2 are the two measuring heights. This measurement
height approximation has been used for both seasons. Since the flux gradient inlets
were located at a height of 0.5 m and 1.0 m, wind and temperature observations ap-
proximately at the same heights were used. For the wind gradient, measurements at
0.406 m and 1.52 m, and for the temperature gradient, measurements at 0.55 m and
1.30 m were used. Ideally, meteorological instruments should be located exactly at
the same height as the flux gradient inlets, but because of the non-collocation of these
instruments, those observations that were nearest to gas inlet measuring heights were
used. Next, the mean measurement height (zm) was computed following Laubach and
Kelliher (2004), where z1 was the average height of the bottom wind and temperature
sensors (0.406 and 0.55 m) and equal to 0.478 m, and z2 was the average height of the
top wind and temperature sensors (1.52 and 1.30 m) and equal to 1.41 m.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Turbulence statistics
Since dph is dependent on the friction velocity, u? (Equation 3.4), a proper estimation of
u? is necessary. Therefore, to filter out outliers in u? values, measurements were dis-
carded when the friction velocities were too low, u? < 0.075 m s−1, and where u?/Umean
> 0.2. A similar filtering technique has been reported by Laubach (2010) where those
runs with u? < 0.12 m s−1 and u?/Umean > 0.2 were rejected. A marginally lower
bound of u? has been used in this study to accommodate more data with relevant infor-
mation. Furthermore, this filtering criteria is also found to be similar to one described
by Phillips et al. (2007). Filtering of the u? values using these criteria removes periods
when surface layer conditions were very stable, reducing the turbulent eddy transport,
and when highly unstable surface layer stratification increases the u? values. Figure
3.3 shows the relationship between u(z) and u? before and after filtration for autumn
and spring data, and for the CSAT3 and Gill anemometer, respectively. After the fil-
tration, a total of 965 and 2068 samples from CSAT3, and 1346 and 2664 samples
from Gill were considered for autumn and spring for further analysis. The difference
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in the rejection rate between two anemometers can be attributed to the fact that the
total observed data for the CSAT3 was smaller than Gill to begin with, because more
data points were rejected from the CSAT3 during spike removal.
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Figure 3.3: Wind speed (ms−1) represented as a function of u? (ms−1) before and after filtration for
autumn (a, c, e, g) and spring (b, d, f, h). Plots a - d are for the CSAT3 data, and plots e - h are for the
Gill anemometer data. Red lines are the best fit linear regression lines.
Along with the eddy covariance measurements, friction velocities were also esti-
mated based on wind profile data following the relationship (Kaimal and Finnigan,
1994):
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u? = κ
u(z2)− u(z1)
ln(z2 − d)− ln(z1 − d) (3.7)
Here, z1 and z2 represent the height of the bottom (0.406 m) and top (2.72 m) cup
anemometers. This wind profile relationship is strictly valid for a neutral atmosphere.
u? values estimated from the wind profile measurements for neutral cases (|1/L| ≤
0.04) were compared with the CSAT3 measurements. Figure 3.4 shows the compar-
ison of friction velocities estimated from CSAT3 and wind profile measurements for
the autumn and spring periods only for neutral cases. A better similarity in the spring
campaign was due to re-calibration of the cup anemometers. Except for some higher
friction velocity values in the sonic measurements, estimations of u? by the two differ-
ent methods are comparable for both seasons and no major differences were observed.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of friction velocities from wind profile (cup anemometers) and sonic
anemometer measurements for neutral cases (|1/L| ≤ 0.04) of (a) autumn and (b) spring experiments.
Red lines represent the linear fit between u? from the CSAT3 and cup anemometer measurements.
3.5.2 Stability parameter (1/L) - inverse Obukhov length
In the previous section, filtered sonic measurements were compared with the profile
measurements for neutral/near-neutral cases. The objective of that filtration was to re-
move extreme stability situations. To make sure that the data quality was good enough
for more analysis, the filtered runs were further classified in terms of a stability param-
eter (1/L, m−1). According to the scale analysis of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
the appropriate stability parameter is z/L. However, the inverse Obukhov length is also
accepted as an indicator of atmospheric surface layer stability (Laubach, 2010) as |L|
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signifies the transition from a shear driven flow in the surface layer to the buoyancy
driven flow in the outer layer above the surface layer and z is used to scale the height.
Most of the highly stable and unstable cases were found to be removed by the filtration
and only 8 and 13 samples from CSAT3 and 6 and 21 samples from Gill, for autumn
and spring, were found where |1/L| > 0.5. Consequently, these samples were also re-
moved from the final data. Thus, a total of 957 and 2055 samples from the CSAT3 and,
1340 and 2643 from the Gill were used in the next section, respectively for autumn and
spring. Figure 3.5 shows the histogram of 1/L for the autumn (subplot a) and spring
(subplot b) campaigns from the CSAT3 observations. A similar distribution is also ob-
served for the Gill data. It is evident from Figure 3.5 that for both autumn and spring,
atmospheric conditions were predominantly neutral or near neutral, with only very few
cases that were extremely stable or unstable. Based on the values of 1/L, surface layer
stratification was divided into ‘stable’, when (1/L)> 0.1, ‘unstable’, when (1/L)< -0.1,
‘neutral’, when |1/L| < 0.04, and ‘stable-near-neutral’, when 0.04 < 1/L < 0.1 and
‘unstable-near-neutral ’-0.04 > 1/L > -0.1. This stability classification is somewhat
close to the one provided by Laubach (2010).
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of inverse Obukhov length (1/L) for (a) autumn and (b) spring . The bin sizes
are 0.01 m−1.
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3.5.3 Wind distribution and roughness length
The wind pattern during 9 May 2010 to 21 June 2010 period of the autumn campaign
is shown in Figure 3.6a. A total of 957 filtered CSAT3 measurements were used for
the wind-rose diagram. The wind directions shown in Figure 3.6 were relative to the
orientation of the measurement plot and three predominant wind regimes were found,
0-500 (north-north-east) 18.1% of the total data with average wind speed 2.60 ms−1,
300-3600 (north-north-west) 33.9% of the total data with average wind of 1.94 m s−1,
and 200-2600 (south-west) 22.0% of the total data with mean wind speed 2.63 m s−1.
Four consecutive cases of high wind, wind speed > 7.0 m s−1, from the south-west
were also observed in this period. These were found to be associated with a frontal
system moving from south to north across the South Island.
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Figure 3.6: Wind distributions for (a) the autumn and (b) the spring campaigns. Wind sectors are
sub-divided based on wind speed (m s−1).
Wind patterns between 24 September 2010 and 22 November 2010 of the spring
campaign are shown in Figure 3.6b. A total of 2055 samples of 20 min averaged runs
from the CSAT3 were used for this purpose. Wind regimes for this period were found
to be approximately the same as for autumn, except for an increase in northeasterlies.
The dominant wind direction for this period was beween northerly and easterly abbre-
viated as north-northeasterly (0-1000), 45.3% of the total observation with an average
wind speed of 2.11 m s−1. Similarly, North-northwesterlies (300-3600) constituted
24.1% of the total observations with an average wind speed of 3.12 m s−1, and south-
westerlies (200-2600) only 9.3% of the total with an average wind speed of 2.69 m
s−1. A few cases were also observed when strong winds, wind speed > 7.0 m s−1,
were found to blow from northwest of the site, presumably coming from the moun-
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tains. The surface wind speed and direction measurements were not affected by the
presence of cattle as observations were carried out in between fertilizer applications
and grazing. Changes in roughness length values with wind direction and stability
were also explored for assessment of homogeneity.
Roughness length, z0, can be estimated from the profile measurements as well as
from the numerical relationship, u(z) = (u?/κ)[ln(z/z0) - ψm(z/L)], where ψm is the sta-
bility dependent integral profile similarity function for momentum (Neftel et al., 2008)
(Equation 3.6). The sonic anemometer measurements for ‘neutral’ conditions, -0.04
≤ 1/L ≤ 0.04, were used for this purpose. Roughness length values were found to
be comparable for both campaigns. Minor differences were observed for three pre-
dominant wind regimes because of the locations and heights of the surface roughness
elements. A consistent roughness length of 0.03 m was observed for northwesterly and
southwesterly wind regimes for both the campaigns, whereas a higher z0 value was ob-
served for the northeasterly wind. A tall shelter belt, approximately 300 m northeast
of the site, is a probable reason for such variation. As a result of the analysis, z0 = 0.03
m and displacement height d = 0.066 m, are used for both the campaigns.
3.5.4 Transfer coefficients
The transfer coefficients (kth and d
p
h) were estimated using Equations 3.2 and 3.4. Fil-
tered time averaged runs from the sonic anemometers and profile measurements were
used to produce kth and d
p
h values for autumn and spring. ψh(
z1−d
L
) and ψh( z2−dL ) were
estimated for the mean heights mentioned previously. kth values were estimated from
temperature differences and covariance data from the sonic anemometers. Some out-
liers in the kth values were observed where either the covariance term was too high or
the temperature difference was too low, and such values were also neglected. Only
those values of kth were accepted where they range between 0 ≤ kth ≤ 0.5. This kth
range was accepted by considering 80% of the kth values from the histogram. A total
of 325 and 518 such kth values were obtained for autumn from the CSAT3 and Gill
observations. Similarly, 946 and 1186 values of kth were obtained for spring.
Figure 3.7a shows the range of dph values for both sensors and seasons. The me-
dian values of dph were found to vary between 0.043-0.082 m s
−1 irrespective of season
and sensor. The maximum outlier value was found to be 0.417 m s−1 from CSAT3
measurements of the autumn experiment. The dph values from the CSAT3 and Gill
for autumn and spring were found to be highly comparable as high R2 values were ob-
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Figure 3.7: Box-plot (a) showing variations in mean and standard deviation values of dph in spring and
autumn; the linear fit between the filtered dph from CSAT3 and Gill for (b) autumn and (d) for spring;
and the linear fit between the filtered w′T ′ from the CSAT3 and the Gill for (c) autumn and (e) spring.
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served (Figures 3.7b and 3.7d). Few dph values associated with high wind speed periods
were also observed in spring when the wind direction was found to be predominantly
northwesterly, from over the mountains. These values were not ignored according to
our filtering criteria. ‘y’ and ‘x’ in the linear fit equations are shown in the figures as y
and x-axis variables of the corresponding diagrams.
Atmospheric surface layer stability has already been classified in Section 3.5.2
as the ‘Inverse Obukhov length’. Here, the diffusivity/diffusion parameters are further
explored based on that classification1. Table 3.1 shows the total number of observations
available for dph and k
t
h for individual stability class. The stability classifications are
based on 1/L values, where L is computed individually for the CSAT3 and Gill. The L
values from two different instruments were comparable and no major differences were
found. It is evident from Table 3.1 that predominant atmospheric condition was neutral
for both seasons, 43.05% and 60.6% of the total observations from the CSAT3 and Gill
were neutral in autumn. Similarly, 55.4% and 61.4% of the total observations in spring
were neutral.
Table 3.1: Number of observations available for diffusion/diffusivity parameters (dph, kth) in different
stability classes based on 1/L.
Seasons Stability classes dph-CSAT3 d
p
h-Gill kth-CSAT3 kth-Gill
Autumn
Neutral 412 812 194 372
Stable 274 154 34 28
Unstable 84 92 41 39
Stable-near-neutral 111 176 22 31
Unstable-near-neutral 76 106 34 46
Spring
Neutral 1140 1625 576 788
Stable 253 157 64 44
Unstable 150 215 62 92
Stable-near-neutral 250 344 54 96
Unstable-near-neutral 262 302 139 132
3.5.5 Nitrous oxide flux
Air samples were collected using two gas inlets alternatively turned on and off every 9
and 6 seconds for autumn and spring, respectively, and concentration differences were
computed by subtracting the measured 1 m gas inlet concentration from the measured
0.5 m concentration of each mast. Then, the 30 and 20 min time averaged concentration
1|1/L| < 0.04 = neutral; (1/L) > 0.1 = stable; (1/L) < -0.1 = unstable; 0.04 ≤ 1/L ≤ 0.1 =
stable-near-neutral; -0.04 ≥ 1/L ≥ -0.1 = unstable-near-neutral.
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difference (∆CN2O) values were produced at each mast, respectively for autumn and
spring. A more technical description of the ∆CN2O measurement technique can be
found in McMillan et al. (2012) and in Section 3.5.9 2.
Now, the eddy diffusivities were also computed from the CSAT3 and Gill mea-
surements at mast 2 and 3. Assuming homogeneity and similarity of the turbulence
properties of atmospheric surface layer flow, these eddy diffusivities were used at each
measurement mast and when multiplied with the ∆CN2O values, measured fluxes were
obtained for each mast. However, these measured N2O fluxes were assigned to each
subplot based on wind directions. That is, flux calculated at the mast 1 located in be-
tween plots A and B of Figure 3.2 was assigned to plot A if the wind was northerly
relative to the field (that is a northerly bisector dividing the field into two). One has
to remember that such an assignment of measured flux to a particular adjacent plot of
a mast based on wind direction, may not necessarily reflect the actual emission rate
of the plot, but provide useful information. However, to find out the actual emission
rate from a particular plot, a footprint analysis is necessary. Details of such a footprint
analysis is provided in the next chapter.
In this section, N2O flux values3 are analyzed only for the control plots, that is
subplots A, C and E, and fluxes from the experimental plots (e.g. subplots B and D)
are analyzed in Chapter 5. Figure 3.8 shows the N2O flux values for the autumn ex-
periment. Grazing periods are shown by rectangles and measurements are unavailable
during these periods. Mean N2O flux values along with standard error4 (SE) of the
total number of observations from individual instruments are shown in Table 3.2. To
make a proper comparison between the flux values from two different instruments,
only those observations were chosen where both CSAT3 and Gill flux values were
available. The number of observations for the thermal method was much less than the
parameterization method, and therefore, compared separately. Furthermore, in the fol-
lowing paragraphs, we will mostly focus on the flux values from the parameterization
method as the thermal method is dependent on the heat flux term, w′T ′, which can
2Important findings of McMillan et al. (2012) are discussed in Appendix C
3Unit of the nitrous oxide flux value is expressed as: gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1. The unit conversions are
provided in Appendix D.
4SE = σfluxes/
√
N , where σfluxes is the standard deviation of fluxes and N is the number of obser-
vations. One has to remember that when parametric statistical methods (such as mean and SE) are used
for a data analysis, it is inherently assumed that the data distribution is approximately normal. However,
such assumption of a normal distribution may not be right and a non-parametric form of data analysis
should be necessary. Since, most of the published data in this field of biogenic nitrous oxide flux values
are reported using parametric statistical method, the N2O flux values are represented here using mean
and SE.
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have significant error accumulation during inconsistent temperature stratification.
Irrespective of measurement plots, flux values for the autumn experiment and from
the parameterization method were found to vary between 0 - 191.9 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1.
In Di et al. (2007), a similar value of 0-244 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 was reported for the
Lysimeter measurements of N2O flux from over the urine patches of Lismore soil of
Canterbury for late April period (Figure 2c of Di et al. (2007)). For the same method
when fluxes from CSAT3 and Gill were compared, differences were found to range
between 2.5-3.6%. Differences in the mean flux values were found to range between
10.8-21.5% when compared between the thermal and parameterization method. It was
also evident from the R2 values between Gill and CSAT3 fluxes derived from the pa-
rameterization method, that parameterized fluxes were more consistent (R2 = 0.88,
0.90 and 0.96 respectively for subplots A, C and E with p-value < 0.001) and compa-
rable than the same derived from thermal method (R2 = 0.61, 0.72 and 0.71 for subplots
A, C and E with p-value < 0.001). A higher difference in the flux values between the
thermal and parameterisation methods is attributed to the higher degree of variance of
the transfer coefficients from the thermal method.
Since the N2O emission rate is highly variable spatio-temporally and very few FG-
EC measurements are available over New Zealand, it is difficult to compare the flux
values with previously published reports, although we have found that the mean N2O
flux values from the control plots (average of CSAT3p and Gillp for A, C and E) =
10.9±0.98 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 are comparable with the results of Luo et al. (2008a) of
12.0±1.6 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the autumn period. However, Luo et al. (2008a) car-
ried out the measurement campaign using chambers and Lysimeters over urine patches.
Similarly, the maximum nitrous oxide flux values of the autumn campaign were also
found to be in the same range of the previously published reports of Saggar et al. (2004)
who also used chambers.
Table 3.2: Mean ± Standard Error of N2O flux values in gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for autumn is summa-
rized. Total number of observations is shown in parenthesis and mean values are computed over the
total number of observations.
Sub-plots Mean ± S.E. N2O flux values in gN2O-N.ha
−1.day−1
CSAT3p Gillp CSAT3t Gillt
Subplot-A 9.45±1.43(89) 9.19±1.27(89) 12.15±3.19(24) 8.93±2.74(24)
Subplot-C 13.76±2.35(121) 14.26±2.45(121) 13.63±3.18(45) 11.65±3.25(45)
Subplot-E 9.26±1.70 (51) 9.50±1.73 (51) 8.17±2.13(17) 7.27±1.76(17)
The spring campaign was carried out from 24 September 2010 to 20 November
2010. Mean daily flux values for this period, estimated from different instruments and
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methods, are shown in Figure 3.9. Four grazing periods are shown by rectangles, and
the dotted rectangle shows a period of irrigation. Similar to the autumn campaign, Ta-
ble 3.3 shows the mean and standard error values of N2O flux for the spring experiment
only for those observations where both CSAT3 and Gill data were available. When the
flux values were compared between CSAT3 and Gill measurements for the parame-
terization method, mean values were found to differ between 3.9-10.0%, marginally
higher than the autumn experiment. Similar to the autumn experiment, the R2 values
between Gill and CSAT3 fluxes for subplots A, C and E were found to be 0.94, 0.98
and 0.88 for the parameterization method, whereas for the thermal method the val-
ues were 0.47, 0.93, and 0.74, with a p-value < 0.001, respectively. The significantly
low value of subplot A of the thermal method was attributed to three cases of very
high difference in the diffusivities from the CSAT3 and Gill measurements and these
diffusivities were not removed according to our filtering criteria.
Irrespective of the measurement plots, flux values were found to vary between 0-
491.8 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 when compared between CSAT3 and Gill fluxes for the
spring experiment of 2010. Similarly, Di and Cameron (2003) observed a maximum
flux of 705 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 from over the urine patches of Lismore soil of Can-
terbury for the spring period (Figure 4; treatment 5 of Di and Cameron (2003)). The
maximum emission in the spring experiment was found to be much higher than the
autumn experiment and this trend of seasonal variation was reported previously by Di
and Cameron (2003) and Saggar et al. (2004). Soil moisture content, specifically wet-
ter soil in spring after a rainy winter, was found to be the controlling factor for such
seasonal variation (Saggar et al., 2004). Again, when the mean N2O flux values from
the control plots (average of CSAT3p and Gillp for A, C and E) = 11.7±0.57 gN2O-
N.ha−1.day−1 were compared with the results of Saggar et al. (2004) of 33.5±16.1
gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the spring period, significantly low values were observed.
However, the soil type of Saggar et al. (2004) were sandy-Loam and silt-Loam and
the measurements were made after intense grazing.
Table 3.3: Mean ± Standard Error N2O flux values in gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for spring. Total num-
ber of observations is shown in parenthesis and mean values are computed over the total number of
observations.
Sub-plots Mean ± S.E. N2O flux values in gN2O-N.ha
−1.day−1
CSAT3p Gillp CSAT3t Gillt
Subplot-A 10.65±1.08(220) 10.25±0.97(220) 15.56±2.69(88) 9.92±1.54(88)
Subplot-C 11.94±1.18(280) 10.90±1.05(280) 26.14±6.38(45) 19.92±4.82(114)
Subplot-E 13.94±1.55 (73) 12.67±1.38 (73) 14.91±3.41(45) 12.64±2.77(45)
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Stability and Flux : Flux values from the parameterization and thermal methods are
compared here in relation to atmospheric stability which provides the opportunity to
identify differences between the estimation techniques with different atmospheric strat-
ifications. Therefore, instead of performing a seasonal analysis, only the spring data
from the Gill anemometer were used, as the total number of observations in spring was
higher than autumn. Furthermore, all the flux observations from plots A, C and E were
combined. Therefore, a total of 857 flux values from the parameterization method and
386 flux values from the thermal method were explored. Figure 3.10 shows N2O flux
values as a function of stability parameter (1/L). Most of the high flux values were ob-
served during -0.1 ≤ (1/L) ≤ 0.1 and the highest flux values were obtained using the
thermal method. Flux values from the thermal method were always found to be higher
than the parameterization method. During stable atmospheric conditions (1/L > 0.1),
the average difference between the thermal and parameterization methods was found to
be 5.8 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 (p-value> 0.05) which reduces to 2.0 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1
during neutral atmospheric conditions (|1/L| < 0.04) which was also statistically in-
significant (p-value > 0.05). The average difference of 17.9 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 in
flux values of the thermal and parameterization methods was observed during unstable
periods (1/L < -0.1) which was significant as p-value < 0.01.
Similarly, differences in the flux values between thermal and parameterized values
were also evaluated for a range of friction velocity values. It was observed that for u? <
0.2 m s−1, the average difference between the fluxes was 6.8 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1.
Similarly for 0.2 < u? < 0.5 m s−1 it was 5.2 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1, and for u? > 0.5
m s−1 it was 9.8 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1. That is, for very high friction velocity cases,
flux values from the thermal method were lower than fluxes from the parameterization
method. However, differences in the flux values for the low wind speed conditions
(u? < 0.2 m s−1) were found to be statistically significant, p-value < 0.01.
3.5.6 Uncertainties in transfer coefficients
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the objectives of this study is to provide an un-
certainty estimate of the measured flux values. Consequently, a random relative error
analysis is performed for the micrometerological approach described in this section
and later in the thesis. During the error analysis procedure, the effect of systematic
errors (Mahrt, 1998) and the footprint heterogeneity error (Moncrieff et al., 1996) will
be neglected. The sole purpose of this error analysis will therefore be to estimate and
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Figure 3.10: Scatter-histogram of flux values represented as a function of the stability parameter (1/L).
Green circles are fluxes from the parameterization method and red circles are fluxes from the thermal
method.
explore random error propagation in the final flux values through the transfer coeffi-
cients.
For a coupled FG-EC method of flux estimation, flux values are dependent on
EC measurements as the transfer coefficients are deduced based on them. Therefore,
uncertainty in the EC measurement propagates error in the final flux value through the
transfer coefficients, along with the uncertainty in the concentration measurements. To
assess error propagation through the transfer coefficients of the FG-EC system, in the
following section, kth and d
p
h will be expressed using relatively simple variables and
length scales (such as u? and L), so that these dependencies can be used to estimate
absolute and relative errors in the final flux values. The final relative error estimates of
kth and d
p
h will be made after correcting some of the biases, such as non-stationarity of
the data and density corrections which were discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Errors in the estimation of kth: kth is a function of the heat flux termw′T ′ (m s−1◦C),
the temperature difference term ∆T (◦C) and height difference term ∆z (m). There-
fore, absolute and relative error in kth can be expressed using the absolute and relative
error equations (Taylor, 1997; Abramowitz and Stegan, 2002) as:
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δkth =
(
∂kth
∂w′T ′
)
δw′T ′ +
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∂kth
∂∆T
)
δ∆T +
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∂kth
∂∆z
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δ∆z
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δ∆z
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)
 (3.8)
Using Equation 3.2, partial terms in Equation 3.8 can be estimated, and the relative
error of kth can be expressed as:
δkth
kth
=
√(
δw′T ′
w′T ′
)2
+
(
δ∆T
∆T
)2
+
(
δ∆z
∆z
)2
(3.9)
These three terms in the right hand side of Equation 3.9 represent relative errors in
heat flux, temperature difference and height difference, respectively. Similarly, errors
in dph can be estimated for z/L ≥ 0 and z/L < 0 cases.
Errors in the estimation of dph (z/L ≥ 0): Estimation of the absolute and relative
error in dph is more complicated as d
p
h can be expressed as d
p
h = (κu?)/J, where J depends
on the stability function ψh, which is represented differently for z/L ≥ 0 and z/L < 0
cases (Equation 3.5). The regular form of dph can be expressed as:
dph =
κu?
ln( z2−d
z1−d)− ψh( z2−dL ) + ψh( z1−dL )
(3.10)
Now for z/L ≥ 0 the above equation can be modified as:
dph =
κu?
ln( z2−d
z1−d) + 7.8(
z2−d
L
)− 7.8( z1−d
L
)
(3.11)
Since z1, z2, and d have fixed values throughout an experimental period or individ-
ual campaign, the term ln z2−d
z1−d can be represented as a constant, C. Similarly, two other
constants can be defined as C1 = 7.8(z1 − d) and C2 = 7.8(z2 − d) and Equation 3.11
can be expressed as:
dph =
κu?L
CL+ C2 − C1 (3.12)
Again constant C3 can be defined by subtracting C1 from C2 and d
p
h can be ex-
pressed as:
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dph =
κu?L
CL+ C3
(3.13)
Furthermore, constants C4 and C5 can be defined following C4 = C/κ and C5 =
C3/κ and d
p
h can be represented as:
dph =
u?L
C4L+ C5
(3.14)
Now, we can see that Equation 3.14 becomes a simplified version of Equation 3.11
and dph is represented as a function of u? and L. Hence, the relative error estimation of
dph becomes easier and a final form of the relative error in d
p
h can be obtained as:
δdph
dph
=
(
∂dph
∂u?
)
δu? +
(
∂dph
∂L
)
δL (3.15)
Finally, from the partial terms of Equation 3.15, the relative error in dph can be ex-
pressed as:
δdph
dph
=
√(
δu?
u?
)2
+
(
C5
C4L+ C5
)2(
δL
L
)2
(3.16)
Errors in the estimation of dph (z/L < 0) For z/L < 0, d
p
h can be expressed as:
dph =
κu?
ln( z2−d
z1−d)− 2ln(
1+y2
2
) + 2ln(1+y1
2
)
(3.17)
where y1 = 0.95(1-11.6 z1−dL )
1/2 and y2 = 0.95(1-11.6 z2−dL )
1/2. Using the same
notations for the constant values from Equation 3.12, dph for z/L < 0 can be expressed
as:
dph =
κu?
C − 2ln(1+y2
1+y1
)
(3.18)
and finally as:
dph =
u?
C4 − C6ln(1+y21+y1 )
(3.19)
where C4 is the same as that of Equation 3.14 and C6 = 2/κ. Further expan-
sions of y1 and y2 are also possible, but the functional expression of d
p
h is restricted
up to this equation and absolute error in dph is expressed as a function of u? and
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[
C4 − C6ln(1+y21+y1 )
]
as:
δdph =
(
∂dph
∂u?
)
δu? +
(
∂dph
∂(C4 − C6ln(1+y21+y1 ))
)
δ
(
C4 − C6ln(1 + y2
1 + y1
)
)
(3.20)
Finally, substituting the partial terms with variables, the relative error of dph for z/L <
0 can be expressed as:
δdph
dph
=
√√√√√(δu?
u?
)2
+
δ
(
C4 − C6ln(1+y21+y1 )
)
C4 − C6ln(1+y21+y1 )
2 (3.21)
Equations 3.9, 3.16, and 3.21 have been used in Section 3.5.7 for estimating errors
in the eddy diffusivity parameters. Since z is always positive for our study and inverse
Obukhov length (1/L, m−1) can also be used as a stability parameter, z/L ≥ 0 and
z/L < 0 terms are synonymously used with 1/L ≥ 0 and 1/L < 0 cases, respectively.
3.5.7 Measure of uncertainty in transfer coefficient terms
Uncertainty in kth and d
p
h terms are estimated in this section based on the relationships
described in Section 3.5.6. Therefore, Equations 3.9, 3.16 and 3.21 are used. Tradi-
tionally, random relative error in the flux values are estimated following the equation
provided by Mahrt (1998). However, the measurement uncertainty can also be char-
acterized by estimating the standard deviation of multiple measurements. The initial
uncertainty estimates of w′T ′, ∆T , u? and L dependent terms, in this study, are made
based on a realistic assumption and mostly from values provided in Laubach and Kelli-
her (2004). Afterward, time averaged samples of individual variables from the CSAT3
and Gill anemometer are used to estimate the final relative error in the transfer coef-
ficients (δkth/k
t
h and δd
p
h/d
p
h). The nature of the error distribution in both δk
t
h/k
t
h and
δdph/d
p
h are also evaluated, so that they can be used in the next section for a Monte-
Carlo type simulation.
Errors in kth: From Equation 3.9, we know that relative error in kth depends on
δw′T ′/w′T ′, δ∆T /∆T , and δ∆z/∆z, and we also know that w′T ′ has a decreasing
trend with increasing 1/L, and ∆T changes sign from positive to negative during tran-
sition from highly stable to highly unstable conditions. Therefore, for an initial un-
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certainty in w′T ′ and ∆T , relative errors, δw′T ′/w′T ′ and δ∆T/∆T , will depend on
the variations of w′T ′ and ∆T with 1/L. Since uncertainty in the measurement height
is fixed and very small, as δ∆z/∆z = 0.005 for ∆z = 0.5 m and δ∆z of the order
of 0.0025 m, for an entire experimental campaign, we neglect the term δ∆z/∆z. For
both of the sonic anemometers, if the uncertainty in w′T ′ is assumed to be 0.0001 m
s−1◦C, and for the temperature sensors uncertainty in ∆T is assumed to be 0.005 ◦C,
δkth/k
t
h can be estimated for both seasons. This initial uncertainty assumption of the
covariance and temperature difference terms is only a sensible guess within a realistic
range and comparable to the relative error estimates of Laubach and Kelliher (2004).
Table 3.4 shows the mean uncertainty of δkth/k
t
h, including contributions from in-
dividual terms. ‘<>’ indicates the mean values for each campaign. Irrespective of the
season and sensor, and for the predefined initial uncertainty in ∆T and w′T ′, uncer-
tainty in kth was found to vary between 5.5 - 9.8%. Night time errors were found to be
higher than day time values for both sensors and seasons. < δkth/k
t
h >, irrespective of
sensor, was found to be approximately 0.09 for day time and 0.11 for night time dur-
ing the autumn experiment and 0.05 and 0.10 for the spring experiment, respectively.
Therefore, approximately, a 2-5% increase in the total random error in kth was ob-
served for the night time periods. Furthermore, the modality of δkth/k
t
h was also tested
using a Dip unimodality test of Hartigan and Hartigan (1985) so that an appropriate
distribution can be fitted to the data during Monte-Carlo simulation. The Dip scores
are used to test the null hypothesis of unimodality against the alternative hypothesis
of multimodality of a sample. If a Dip score has a p-value < 0.05, the hypothesis of
unimodality in the data is rejected. For the δkth/k
t
h values of this case, a Dip score of
0.01 was observed with a p-value > 0.99 indicating a unimodality of the data.
Table 3.4: Mean uncertainty in the diffusivity parameter kth for δw′T ′ = 0.0001 m s−1◦C and δ∆T
= 0.005 ◦C. < | δw′T ′
w′T ′
| > and < | δ∆T∆T | > represents the mean relative error in the heat flux and
temperature difference term.
Seasons
<
δkth
kth
> < | δw′T ′
w′T ′ | > < | δ∆T∆T | >
CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill
Autumn 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06
Spring 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04
Errors in dph (1/L≥ 0): Error in dph for the 1/L≥ 0 case was evaluated using Equation
3.16 and hence, constants of Equations 3.12 to 3.16, C and C1 to C5, were estimated
for a displacement height, d = 0.066 m, and measurement heights, z1 = 0.478 m and z2
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= 1.41 m. These values were C = 1.18, C1 = 3.21 m; C2 = 10.48 m; C3 = 7.27 m; C4 =
2.95; and C5 = 18.175 m. Now, similar to the above case, when we assume an initial
uncertainty of δu? = 0.01 m s−1 and δL = 0.5 m following Laubach and Kelliher (2004),
variations in δdph/d
p
h as a function of L and u? can be obtained. Variability of δd
p
h/d
p
h,
obtained from both CSAT3 and Gill anemometer observations in autumn, is shown
in Figure 3.11. Similar trends were also observed for spring measurements. Table
3.5 summarises the mean uncertainty values of individual terms of dph. Irrespective of
sensor and season, and for the above mentioned initial uncertainty, errors in dph were
found to vary between 6-8% for this case.
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Figure 3.11: The relative error in dph, δd
p
h/d
p
h, for 1/L≥0 shown as a function of (a) inverse Obukhov
length (1/L) and (b) u? for autumn from both CSAT3 and Gill observations. A fitted pdf of the relative
error in dph is shown in the lower panel (c).
The probability density function (pdf) of δdph/d
p
h for all the autumn observations,
shown in the lower panel of Figure 3.11, indicates that the errors are bimodal, with two
distinct clusters at around 0.03-0.04 and 0.08-0.12. Now, to check the bimodality of the
data distribution, the Dip unimodality test of Hartigan and Hartigan (1985) was carried
out and a Dip score of 0.04 was obtained with a p-value < 0.001. Although the Dip
score is smaller than a Dip score of ≈0.08-0.1 (p-value < 0.001) of a purely bimodal
distribution, this value is good enough to show the partial bimodal character of the
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data (Freeman and Dale, 2012). Since no standard probability density function (pdf)
was available to fit the data, a mixture of two normally distributed pdfs were coupled.
This coupled pdf was a weighted sum of the pdfs of two normal components, weighted
by the mixture probability. An anonymous function was defined in the commercial
mathematical software MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) with an equal mixture of
normals, centred at the two quartiles of the data, with equal standard deviations. With
this initial guess, maximum likelihood optimization was carried out for 200 iterations
and parameters of this unique pdf were estimated. This bimodal distribution was then
fitted to the relative error term and displayed with a red line in Figure 3.11c. This is a
standard procedure for fitting a coupled pdf of normals to a bimodal data distribution
and details can be found in McLachlan and Peel (2000).
Table 3.5: Mean uncertainty in the diffusivity parameter dph for 1/L > 0 cases for δu? = 0.01 m s−1
and δL = 0.5 m are shown here. < | δu?u? | > represents the mean relative error contribution from u? and
< | δLL | > represents the mean relative error from L.
Seasons
<
δdph
dph
> < | δu?
u?
| > < | δL
L
| >
CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill
Autumn 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.02
Spring 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02
Errors in dph (1/L < 0): The relative error in d
p
h for 1/L < 0 was expressed as the
cumulative uncertainty between u? and a stability dependent term C4 − C6ln((1 +
y2)/(1 + y1)) in Equation 3.21. Now, for the same measurement and displacement
heights mentioned above, C6 was found to be 5.0, C4 was found to be 2.95 and the
uncertainty term was represented as [2.95−5ln((1+y2)/(1+y1))]. Although y1 and y2
are non-linear functions of (z−d)/L, further expansion of this term is possible. In this
present case, the term [2.95−5ln((1 +y2)/(1 +y1))] was used to estimate uncertainty
in the diffusivity parameter and no further expansions were carried out. Now, for an
initial uncertainty of δu? = 0.01 m s−1 and δ(C4 − C6ln((1 + y2)/(1 + y1))) = 0.1,
variation in δdph/d
p
h with 1/L and u? was evaluated and is shown in the upper panel of
Figure 3.12. Table 3.6 shows the mean variation of each term for both seasons and
sensors. It is evident from Table 3.6 that uncertainty in the u? is the most important
source of error in dph and the average δd
p
h/d
p
h is of the order of 0.075. Again, when the
modality of δdph/d
p
h was tested following the Hartigan and Hartigan (1985), a Dip score
of 0.016 was obtained with a p-value > 0.9, showing an approximate unimodality of
the data.
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Figure 3.12: Relative error in dph for 1/L < 0 shown as a function of (a) 1/L and (b) u? for autumn,
obtained from both CSAT3 and Gill observations. A fitted pdf of the relative error in dph for 1/L < 0
cases is shown in the lower panel (c).
Table 3.6: Mean uncertainties in the diffusivity parameter dph for 1/L < 0 cases are shown here and are
obtained using δu? = 0.01 m s−1 and δ(C4 − C6ln( 1+y21+y1 )) = 0.1 m. Term < | δu?u? | > signifies the
mean relative error from u? whereas < | δ(C4−C6ln(
1+y2
1+y1
))
(C4−C6ln( 1+y21+y1 ))
| > represents the mean relative error from
the stability dependent term.
Seasons
<
δdph
dph
> < | δu?
u?
| > < | δ(C4−C6ln(
1+y2
1+y1
))
(C4−C6ln( 1+y21+y1 ))
| >
CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill CSAT3 Gill
Autumn 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.04
Spring 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
3.5.8 Error sensitivity study using a Monte-Carlo type method
In the previous section, error variance in kth and d
p
h was estimated using only a single
uncertainty estimate of the individual variables contributing to the transfer coefficients.
An approximate unimodal distribution was found for δkth/k
t
h and δd
p
h/d
p
h for the 1/L <
0 cases, whereas a partial bimodal distribution was found for δdph/d
p
h for 1/L ≥ 0 case.
Propagation of errors from the individual terms to δkth/k
t
h and δd
p
h/d
p
h was also tested
for a single initial uncertainty. However, since the initial uncertainty estimate can also
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vary for the individual terms of kth and d
p
h, a probabilistic estimation of error in k
t
h and
dph is necessary for a wider range of initial uncertainties in the contributing terms of k
t
h
and dph. Therefore, a Monte-Carlo type simulation has been performed in this section.
To perform this Monte-Carlo analysis, a synthetic population of δkth/k
t
h and δd
p
h/d
p
h
for 1/L < 0 cases were produced from the stochastic combination of normally dis-
tributed random numbers assumed as initial uncertainties. These normally distributed
random numbers were produced using a mean and standard deviation value of error
in the individual contributing terms of each transfer coefficient. For example, an error
population of δkth/k
t
h was produced by stochastically fitting 1000 normally distributed
random numbers to the Equation 3.9 where random numbers were produced individ-
ually using a mean δw′T ′ = 0.0005 and σδw′T ′ = 0.0002, and mean δ∆T = 0.005 and
σδ∆T = 0.002. It should be noted that each of these 1000 initial uncertainties were
tested against a length of observations (n) and hence, a matrix of 1000 × n values of
relative errors were produced.
Similarly, a 1000 × n population of δdph/dph of 1/L < 0 case was produced by
stochastically fitting 1000 normally distributed random numbers to Equation 3.21,
where random numbers were produced using a mean δu? = 0.01 and σδu? = 0.005
m s−1 and a mean C4 − C6ln((1 + y2)/(1 + y1)) = 0.1, and σC4−C6ln((1+y2)/(1+y1)) =
0.05.
For the dph from the 1/L ≥ 0 case, since a partially bimodal distribution in δdph/dph
was observed, a population of δdph/d
p
h was produced by stochastically fitting 1000 ran-
dom numbers to Equation 3.16, where random numbers were generated from two
different normal distributions with marginally different mean and standard deviation
values, so that this distribution can be assumed to be the mixed pdf mentioned in the
previous section. These error populations are further evaluated in the next section.
Error sensitivity of δkth/kth: As mentioned earlier, using a total of 784 observations,
a matrix of 1000 × 784 δkth/kth values were produced, and for each initial uncertainty
a mean δkth/k
t
h can be estimated from the ensembles of errors. These mean errors can
then be represented as a function of the observed w′T ′ and ∆T values to explore the
dependency of the error on the individual terms. Figure 3.13 shows such a variation of
the mean δkth/k
t
h. It is evident from the figure that mean δk
t
h/k
t
h increases rapidly as
both w′T ′ and ∆T 7→ 0. Again, it was found that when ∆T ≤ -0.2, δkth/kth could vary
between 0.005 - 0.80, while for ∆T ≥ 0.2, δkth/kth could vary between 0.009 - 0.63.
For w′T ′ ≤ -0.02, δkth/kth was found to vary between 0.009-0.15; and for w′T ′ ≥ 0.02,
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it varied between 0.006-0.09.
Uncertainty in the ∆T was found to contribute more toward the relative error than
the uncertainty in w′T ′ and an ensemble mean uncertainty of δkth/k
t
h was found to
be 0.62. The ensemble mean value of δkth/k
t
h was much higher than the uncertainty
estimation of other transfer coefficients and this can be attributed to some extremely
high uncertainty cases produced for observations with |∆T | < 0.01 and |w′T ′| <
0.001. It is also evident from Equation 3.2 that as ∆T 7→ 0 and [∆T,w′T ′] 7→ 0,
kth 7→ ∞. Therefore, when the ensemble mean of δkth/kth was estimated for those cases
where |∆T | > 0.01 and |w′T ′| > 0.001 (79.7% cases), ensemble mean uncertainty of
δkth/k
t
h was reduced to 0.15.
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Figure 3.13: The upper panel shows the scaled relative error in kth as a function of ∆T with the
histogram of observed ∆T at the corner. The lower panel shows the scaled relative error in kth as
a function of w′T ′ with the histogram of the observed w′T ′. Observed values are from the autumn
experiment.
Error sensitivity of δdph/d
p
h for the 1/L ≥ 0 case: A total of 880 observations of u?
and L were used for one set of initial uncertainty in u? and L, and 1000 × 880 such
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ensembles were constructed. As we mentioned earlier, for this case random numbers
were generated by coupling two normally distributed random number series and these
random numbers were assumed to be initial uncertainties in u? andL. From the 1000×
880 population of δdph/d
p
h, 1000 mean δd
p
h/d
p
h were estimated and the range of relative
errors in dph was found to be smaller than the relative error of k
t
h. Averages of the
total sample of δdph/d
p
h were found to vary between 0.001-0.17, whereas maximum
values were found to vary between 0.002-0.49, and minimum values were found to
vary between 0.0001-0.05. Again when the frequency distribution of all the elements
of 1000 × 880 matrix of δdph/dph was explored, as shown in Figure 3.14a, 24.6% of
the mean δdph/d
p
h were found to be within 0.02 to 0.047 and only 0.3% of δd
p
h/d
p
h
were found to be greater than 0.295. Each bin size of the histogram was 0.0078.
Contribution to the total uncertainty in dphwas found to be higher for δu? than δL.
Finally, including all the ensembles and all the observation points, the ensemble mean
of δdph/d
p
h was found to be 0.09±0.03. The standard deviation value was obtained by
repeating the entire procedure 10 times.
Error sensitivity of δdph/d
p
h for the 1/L < 0 case: For a total of 460 observations of
u? and L, a total of 1000× 460 observations of δdph/dph were produced and 1000 mean
δdph/d
p
h values were estimated. The histogram of all the samples for 1/L < 0 is shown
in Figure 3.14b. The bin size of this diagram is the same as that mentioned above
(0.0078) and 35.75% of the total δdph/d
p
h was found to vary between 0.023 and 0.053.
The narrower range of the pdf of this case indicates a lesser degree of uncertainty. For
each ensemble, the mean relative error was found to vary between 0.03-0.13. Similarly,
maximum values were found to vary between 0.08-0.35, while minimum values were
found to vary between 0.00009-0.01. Finally, including all the ensembles and all the
observation points, average δdph/d
p
h for this case was found to be 0.067±0.02.
The pdf of the error anomalies (δdph/d
p
h − δdph/dph) for different stability cases are
shown in the lower panel of Figure 3.14. It is evident that the error variance in dph
is higher during stable atmospheric conditions than the convective cases. Again, the
kurtosis values of stable and unstable error anomalies were found to be 2.93 and 2.86,
respectively. These values are close to the value of 3 for a normal distribution, al-
though, a marginally smaller value of 2.86 of error anomaly for unstable cases implies
a lesser possibility of outliers.
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Figure 3.14: The left upper-panel (a) shows the histogram of δdph/d
p
h for 1/L ≥ 0 and right upper-
panel (b) panel shows the same for 1/L < 0 cases. Bin size for both the histograms is 0.0078. The
lower panel (c) shows the pdfs of the error anomalies for different stability cases.
3.5.9 Measure of uncertainty in the nitrous oxide concentration differ-
ence term
Since one of the purposes of this study is to find the total propagated error in the N2O
flux values measured during the described field campaigns, a random error analysis
of the measured concentration values of N2O is carried out here and a total random
error estimate of the measured fluxes is provided in the following section. As men-
tioned earlier, the procedure of error estimation mentioned here is generic and can be
applied to any entity measured using the FG-EC method. However, the magnitude of
the uncertainty obtained for the N2O concentration measurement can vary for other
constituents.
As mentioned earlier, two flux gradient gas inlets were used to collect air samples
and concentration differences of N2O (∆CN2O) were obtained using the TDL. Most of
these ∆CN2O values, irrespective of season, were found to be positive and less than
1 ppb (Figure 3.15 a and b). Again, the ∆CN2O values were also found to be highly
sensitive to 1/L and the variances in the ∆CN2O values were found to gradually increase
with increasing stability, as shown in Figure 3.15c.
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Figure 3.15: Histograms of the nitrous oxide concentration differences (∆CN2O, ppb) are shown for
the (a) autumn and (b) spring experiments. Variance of ∆CN2O is shown in (c) as a function of 1/L
(m−1) for both autumn (blue squares) and spring (green circles). The vertical and horizontal bars in (c)
are the standard deviations.
Computation of the random error in the concentration difference was carried out by
using a minimum resolvable difference of N2O (∆CminN2O). First, the standard error in
concentration difference (E∆CN2O) was estimated by using a standard error estimation
formula, given below, similar to the one mentioned in Pattey et al. (2006b) (Eqn. 12a
pp 383).
E∆CN2O =
√
σz1
nz1
2
+
σz2
nz2
2
(3.22)
where z1 and z2 are two measurement heights and nz1 and nz2 are the number of
random samples taken over the sampling period for z1 and z2, respectively. σz1 and σz2
are the standard deviations of the measured concentrations at z1 and z2, respectively.
From the peak of the histogram of E∆CN2O the most likely value was found to be
0.025 ppb. This value was then multiplied by the critical 2-tailed Student’s-t value at
a significance level of 5% to obtain a 95% confidence interval for the concentration
difference resolution, and the minimum resolvable difference (∆CminN2O) was found to
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be 0.049 ppb. Again, a much more detailed description can be found in McMillan et al.
(2012) and McMillan et al. (2013). Finally, the relative error in ∆CN2O (R∆CN2O) is
defined as R∆CN2O = ∆C
min
N2O
/∆CN2O, where ∆CN2O is the mean value of ∆CN2O
for 1/L < 0 and 1/L ≥ 0 periods. For 1/L < 0, R∆CN2O was found to be 0.06
irrespective of time. Similarly, for 1/L ≥ 0, R∆CN2O was found to be 0.08. As
expected, the relative error in the concentration difference was found to be higher in
the stable atmosphere than the unstable one.
Total Relative error in the flux values: Finally, the total relative error in the flux
value was estimated for the parameterization (Rp) and thermal (Rt) methods using the
relationships Rp = (R2∆CN2O +R
2
dph
)0.5 and Rt = (R2∆CN2O +R
2
kth
)0.5. Rdph and Rkth are
the simpler representations of the terms δdph/d
p
h and δk
t
h/k
t
h, respectively. Estimates
of Rdph = 0.07 and 0.09 from the Monte-Carlo simulations were used with R∆CN2O =
0.06 and 0.08, respectively, for unstable and stable cases. The mean Rp for 1/L < 0
was found to be 0.09, and for 1/L ≥ 0 was found to be 0.12. Since the mean Rkth was
estimated irrespective of stability, Rt was found to be 0.62. As explained earlier, this
high value of Rt can be reduced by neglecting w′T ′ < 0.001 values and ∆T < 0.01
values as 79.7% cases were observed where w′T ′ > 0.001 and ∆T > 0.01. The Rkth
was found to be 0.15 for such cases. Therefore, mean Rt for this case was found to be
0.165, which is comparable to the Rp values.
3.6 Summary and conclusion
A top-down micrometeorological setup was used to measure N2O fluxes from an agri-
cultural paddock in Canterbury, New Zealand, in autumn and spring periods of 2010.
Fluxes were estimated using a parameterization and a thermal method of the flux gradi-
ent (FG) technique, where these methods are two different approaches used to estimate
the transfer coefficient. These transfer coefficients were further used to estimate the fi-
nal flux values.
It was found that irrespective of the two different methods of transfer coefficient
estimation from two sensors, the mean flux for the selected values varied between 7 -
26 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for both autumn and spring (Table 3.2 and 3.3). Flux values
estimated by the thermal method were found to be always higher than the parameter-
ization technique. The differences in the flux values obtained by these two methods
were found to be very high, ≈ 5-18.0 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 during very stable and very
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unstable atmospheric conditions. When flux values were compared as a function of
u?, fluxes from thermal transfer coefficients were found to be higher during u? ≤ 0.5
m s−1, whereas fluxes from the parameterized transfer coefficients were found to be
higher than the thermal method only when u? > 0.6 m s−1. However, only statistically
significant differences in the flux values were observed for the low wind speed condi-
tions (u? < 0.2 m s−1) where p-value < 0.01. Overall, the measured flux values from
the control plots compared well with the daily mean and maximum measured fluxes
of already published values of Saggar et al. (2004); Di and Cameron (2003); Di et al.
(2007) and Luo et al. (2008a).
When a random error sensitivity analysis was performed based on some derived
numerical relationship of the FG-EC system, the following results were obtained:
• When relative error in the thermal transfer coefficient was analyzed for a single
set of initial uncertainties in ∆T and w′T ′, relative error in the thermal transfer
coefficient was found to vary between 5-9% for the Gill and CSAT3 anemome-
ters. However, from a Monte-Carlo type analysis, it was found that for some
specific initial uncertainties in the functional variables of the transfer coeffi-
cients, maximum uncertainties in the thermal transfer coefficients can vary up
to 80%, irrespective of stability. It was also observed that for an ensemble of
initial errors, the average uncertainty in the thermal transfer coefficients can be
of the order of 15% when only |∆T | > 0.01 and |w′T ′| > 0.001 cases were
considered.
• When the uncertainty in the parameterized transfer coefficients was compared,
the maximum error was found to be as high as 49% and 35% for stable and
unstable atmosphere, whereas an ensemble mean value of 9% and 7% error was
observed, respectively for stable and unstable cases. The relative error in u? was
found to contribute more to the total relative error of the parameterized transfer
coefficients than L, irrespective of stability.
• Unimodalities were observed in the relative error distribution of the thermal
and parameterized transfer coefficients of the unstable case, whereas a partial
bimodality was observed in the error distribution of the stable parameterized
transfer coefficients.
• The relative error estimate in the N2O concentration was made based on a min-
imum resolvable difference in concentration measurements and was found to be
0.08 and 0.06 for stable and unstable atmospheres, respectively.
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• Finally, the total mean relative error in the flux values was found to be of the
order of 9% and 12% for unstable and stable atmospheres using transfer coeffi-
cients from the parameterization method and 16.5% for transfer coefficients of
the thermal method.
Micrometeorological flux estimation of N2O is an alternative approach to chamber
measurements with some clear advantages, but this method depends strongly on the
determination of atmospheric stability and turbulent eddy properties. Therefore, rigor-
ous data processing is necessary to estimate actual flux values. Again, cross-validation
of the flux values with chamber measurements can improve the reliability of the mi-
crometeorological method. Furthermore, since this study does not include the errors
associated with footprint heterogeneity and systematic errors, further inclusion of er-
rors from these two sources can change the final mean error estimate of the flux values.
Chapter 4
Estimation of source area emission
rates using footprint methodologies
4.1 Introduction
Measurement of biogenic trace gases has gained considerable interest in the last few
decades as the climate of this planet is found to be strongly affected by the abun-
dance of these constituents in the atmosphere (Denman et al., 2007). Therefore, many
experiments have been carried out to estimate the source strength of different trace
gases from different ecosystems. With the improvements of measurement methods
and instrumentation, micrometeorological measurement techniques, such as the eddy
covariance (EC) and flux gradient (FG) system, have been widely used for such trace
gas flux measurements all around the world. A combined FG and EC measurement
system, where turbulent eddy diffusivity is estimated from the EC method and fitted
to the FG equation, is also becoming an alternative technique of trace gas flux mea-
surement (Phillips et al., 2007; Neftel et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2008b). One of the
important advantages of this FG-EC system over the standard static chamber flux mea-
surement is that this system is able to measure spatially integrated flux values over
long time periods continuously and, can have an upwind fetch a hundred times more
than the measurement height (Horst and Weil, 1994; Horst, 1999). Such an integrated
flux measurement is able to capture the spatial heterogeneity of surface emission rate
which can not be covered by small number of chambers. However, a particular chal-
lenge exists when micrometeorological techniques are used in a comparative mode.
The unconstrained nature of the spatial domain contributing to the fluxes requires a
method to explicitly determine the area contributing to the fluxes measured at the loca-
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tion of the sensors. The method will allow a reliable attribution of measured fluxes to
treatment plots. Therefore, a ‘footprint analysis’ is carried out for the purpose of source
area identification and emission rate estimation by representing the measured flux as a
product of source area emission rate and a footprint function (fp) (Gash, 1986). The
fp should have a crosswind and a streamwise component and is broadly expressed as a
function of atmospheric surface layer parameters. Several different footprint functions
have been developed in the last two decades (Schmid, 1994; Horst and Weil, 1994;
Kormann and Meixner, 2001; Sogachev and Lloyd, 2004; Kljun et al., 2004) and the
choice of any of these approaches for source area estimation depends mostly on the
spatio-temporal scale of the measured flux and on the wider objectives of the study.
A comprehensive ‘footprint analysis method’ is a key objective for a flux measure-
ment study because the footprint analysis alone can only provide information about
source area emission and fetch-to-height ratios. This information should be used in a
systematic manner so that the emission rate of a specific field can be estimated. Such a
‘footprint analysis method’ becomes necessary if the emission source area shape varies
along with plot treatment heterogeneity, and continuous flux measurement is made. A
comprehensive footprint analysis method would provide an estimate of the measured
flux contaminated by the flux values originating outside the predefined source area.
Furthermore, total relative error accumulation in the final flux value due to footprint
heterogeneity can also be estimated.
Here, a numerical method is developed to estimate source area emission using the
footprint model of Kormann and Meixner (2001) that was implemented in a VBA by
Neftel et al. (2008), for a setup where fluxes are measured continuously from some
control and experimental plots of similar shape and size. The control plots are defined
as untreated plots having unmitigated emission of N2O, whereas, the experimental
plots are chemically treated to mitigate N2O emission. An inverse footprint fraction
approach is proposed in this study to estimate the source area emission rate where the
footprint fractions are obtained from the Kormann and Meixner (2001) model. An an-
alytical solution is also provided for the unknown background flux. A validation of
the footprint fractions obtained from the analytical model is carried out using footprint
fractions obtained from a forward simulation of the backward Lagrangian stochastic
model (bLs) of Flesch et al. (1995). Furthermore, emission rates obtained from the
proposed setup are compared with emission rates obtained from a ‘backward’ simu-
lation of the same bLs model to ascertain the realistic nature of the proposed inverse
footprint method.
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Section 4.2 of this chapter describes the measurement setup of the field campaign,
including the location and orientation of subplots and instrumentation. Section 4.3.1
describes the numerical approach to source area emission rate estimation. Brief de-
scriptions of the analytical and bLs footprint models are provided in Sections 4.3.2
and 4.3.3. The primary footprint analysis results are presented in Section 4.4.1, while
the source area emission rates are provided in Section 4.4.1.1. The bLs model results
are presented in Section 4.4.2 and a conclusion is provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Experimental setup and measurements
Although a detailed description of measurement setup and instrumentation is provided
in Chapter 3, a brief description is given here. Figure 4.1 shows the location of subplots
and instrument towers in a Cartesian coordinate system. The experimental paddock
was aligned approximately 340◦ to true north. The field coordinates are defined based
on the location of a 3-D Gill anemometer (Wind Master Pro, Lymington, UK), shown
as EC-2 in Figure 4.1. It is assumed that the Gill is situated at coordinate (0, 0). The
other sonic anemometer, EC-1 in Figure 4.1, is the 3-D CSAT3 anemometer (Campbell
Scientific Inc., UT, USA). The flux gradient (FG) gas inlets are shown as G-1 to G-4 in
the diagram. Air samples were collected at each of these masts using a lower gas inlet
at 0.5 m and a higher gas inlet at 1.0 m. A tunable diode laser was used to measure
the N2O concentrations and their differences (∆CN2O). The measurement field was
divided into three control subplots (A, C and E of Figure 4.1) and two experimental
subplots (B and D of Figure 4.1) with an approximate width of 140 m and length of
100 m each.
Fluxes were measured in a switching cycle such that for one averaging period (30
min in autumn, 20 min in spring) air was sampled only from one mast, alternating
rapidly (every 9 sec in autumn and 6 sec in spring) between the two intake heights.
For the subsequent averaging periods, air from each of the masts was sampled. The
shorter integrating time was used in the spring experiment to obtain a greater number
of samples of the N2O flux.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, during the filtering procedure only those data were
retained where (i) -0.5≤ 1/L ≤0.5, where L is the Obukhov length, (ii) u? > 0.075 m
s−1, where u? is the friction velocity, and (iii) u?/Umean < 0.2, where Umean is the mean
wind speed at the measurement height. Therefore, extremely stable and unstable cases
were neglected. In this chapter, only turbulent eddy diffusivity estimated using the
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parameterized approach (Equations 3.4 and 3.5 of Chapter 3) was considered and along
with ∆CN2O, fluxes were estimated at each measurement mast following Equation
D.1 of Appendix D and the procedure described in Section 3.5.5 of Chapter 3. The
sonic anemometer measurements used for eddy diffusivity estimation were used in the
following section to estimate footprint fractions from the analytical model.
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the measurement field showing subplots A-E. EC-1 is the location of the CSAT3
anemometer, EC-2 is the location of the Gill anemometer, G-1 to G-4 are the FG gas intake positions.
4.3 Methods and footprint models
The numerical approach to source area emission rate estimation for the above men-
tioned field setup is described in Section 4.3.1 and it largely depends on the ‘footprint
fraction’ of each field, where footprint fraction denotes the percentage contribution of
each field to the total measured flux at each mast as obtained from a standard footprint
model. Here, the footprint fractions were obtained from the Visual Basic Application
based footprint model of Kormann and Meixner (2001), as developed by Neftel et al.
(2008) and described in Section 4.3.2. A backward Lagrangian stochastic model (bLs)
was also used for comparison purposes, and is described in Section 4.3.3. It should
be noted that the numerical setup of emission rate estimation described in this study is
generic and can be applied to any such measurement setup that includes the problem
of uncertain land type representation in the measured flux from a heterogeneous field.
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4.3.1 Numerical setup for estimating source area emission rate
The goal is to compute the emission rates from the rectangular plots A to E, which
are roughly aligned from north to south. We can denote the emission rates by ERA,
..., ERE . Vertical fluxes were measured at four masts on the boundaries between
these plots and denoted by F 1, ...., F 4. Now if only the northerly wind bisector is
considered, fluxes (F 1, ...., F 4) will not only depend on the corresponding emission
rates from rectangles A to D, but will also depend on the emission rate north of subplot
A, denoted as ERN . We assume ERN to be spatially uniform with infinite extent
in the upwind direction. Given this definition of ERN , it must be equal to the flux
F 0 that would have been measured at the upwind boundary of subplot A, had there
been a measurement mast. We can then write the emission rates and the fluxes as a
5-component vector. These vectors are related by a 5×5 matrix, the footprint fraction
matrix, with elements γij obtained from any analytical footprint model as:
F 0
F 1
F 2
F 3
F 4
 =

γ0N γ0A γ0B γ0C γ0D
γ1N γ1A γ1B γ1C γ1D
γ2N γ2A γ2B γ2C γ2D
γ3N γ3A γ3B γ3C γ3D
γ4N γ4A γ4B γ4C γ4D


ERN
ERA
ERB
ERC
ERD
 (4.1)
or in a more compact notation
F i =
∑
j
γijERj (4.2)
Now in Equation 4.1, symbols γ1N to γ4N can be calculated as the outside flux
contribution at each mast and γ0A to γ0D are equal to 0. A similar set of equations
can be derived for a southerly wind bisector and the emission rate of subplot E (ERE)
can be estimated. However, the footprint analysis procedure is restricted to subplots A
to D as subplot E is a terminal control plot and would have similar effects to subplot
A. It is to be noted that 0 ≤ γij ≤ 1 for each row of the matrix and the elements
must add up to 1. It is further to be noted that the diagonal elements will usually be
the largest elements of a given row reflecting the dominant influence of the nearest
plot on a flux measurement. For a northerly wind which is oriented relative to the
field, the elements to the right of the diagonal will be 0, because the plots downwind
of a mast have no influence on their flux observations. Furthermore, for a 3400 wind,
aligned with the field orientations, conditions (i) γ2A = γ3B = γ4C > 0, (ii) γ3B >
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γ3A > 0 and (iii) γ4C > γ4B > γ4A > 0 are satisfied. However, if the minor axis
of the footprint ellipse is considerably smaller than the major axis, which can happen
depending on atmospheric stability and wind speed, and if the wind direction deviates
considerably from the northerly field alignment and remains unchanged, the γij matrix
will be such that, γ1A = γ2B = γ3C = γ4D, γ1N = γ2N = γ3N = γ4N = [1 −
γ1A(= γ2B = γ3C = γ4D)] and all the other elements of γij will be 0. Such a case
is not completely practical but can have theoretical implications, and the emission rate
estimation procedure described here cannot be applied.
It is already mentioned that Equation 4.1 collapses to F 0 = ERN , so the emission
rates can be estimated following:
ERj =
∑
i
ηjiF i (4.3)
where, ηji = (γij)−1 and Equation 4.3 can be expressed as:
ERN
ERA
ERB
ERC
ERD
 =

ηN0 ηN1 ηN2 ηN3 ηN4
ηA0 ηA1 ηA2 ηA3 ηA4
ηB0 ηB1 ηB2 ηB3 ηB4
ηC0 ηC1 ηC2 ηC3 ηC4
ηD0 ηD1 ηD2 ηD3 ηD4


F 0
F 1
F 2
F 3
F 4
 (4.4)
The condition ηji ⊂ <, where < is a real number series, will only be satisfied if the
diagonal elements of γij 6= 0, although cases were observed where diagonal elements
of γij were missing for both autumn and spring experiment. Such cases where 3 or
more diagonal elements of γij were missing were completely ignored, although for
cases where 2 or more diagonal elements of γij were missing, a maximum possible
weight of 0.97 was provided.
Since we know only four of the five flux vector elements of Equation 4.4, we need
a reasonable assumption to solve Equation 4.4 as the problem is under determined.
If it is assumed that ERA = ERC , because both of them were control plots with no
treatment, ERA and ERC can be expressed for a purely northerly wind as:
ERA = F 0ηA0 + F 1ηA1 (4.5)
and,
ERC = F 0ηC0 + F 1ηC1 + F 2ηC2 + F 3ηC3 (4.6)
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Equations 4.5 and 4.6 are derived for a northerly wind aligned with the field ori-
entation so that wind direction ranges approximately equally aligned with the field.
Hence, only the contributions from the immediately adjacent fields are included, al-
though during a marginal variation in wind direction from purely northerly, Equations
4.5 and 4.6 should be changed to:
ERA = F 0ηA0 + F 1ηA1 + F 2ηA2 (4.7)
and
ERC = F 0ηC0 + F 1ηC1 + F 2ηC2 + F 3ηC3 + F 4ηC4 (4.8)
Equations 4.7 and 4.8 can be used to estimate the emission rates from subplots A
and C if instantaneous flux values are available for F 1, .., F 4 and the F 0 values are
known. Since at an instant time all the four fluxes (F 1, .., F 4) were not available from
the measurement, synchronized time series of flux values were prepared for each mast
using a linear temporal interpolation.
In the case of estimating unknown F 0, two possible approaches can be followed.
One, an algebraic relationship can be obtained for F 0 by combining Equations 4.7 and
4.8 as,
F 0 =
ηC1 − ηA1
ηA0 − ηC0F
1 +
ηC2 − ηA2
ηA0 − ηC0F
2 +
ηC3
ηA0 − ηC0F
3 +
ηC4
ηA0 − ηC0F
4 (4.9)
In theory, the solution of Equation 4.9 is unique and exact. In practice, we have
to be very cautious because of the numerical uncertainty of the measured fluxes, and
also because some elements of the ηji matrix are not very different from 0. These
are the two components of Equation 4.9 which can make the numerical solution of
F 0 unstable. Inserting realistic example values one can see that F 0 is obtained as a
small difference of the two almost equally strongly weighted flux terms F 1 and F 3
with a minor correction from F 2 and F 4, with much lower weights. Therefore, any
measurement error or discontinuity in the difference of F 1 and F 3 will cause a huge
error in F 0.
The numerical constrains for this method including the solution of Equation 4.9
has been already described above. For further application of F 0 to compute ERA and
ERC , only those cases should be used to compute F 0 where the flux footprint is rel-
atively large and therefore the non-diagonal elements of the γ-matrix are substantial
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and |F 1 − F 3| is minimal. Again, one has to note that the each F 0 values computed
following this approach cannot be directly fed back to Equation 4.7 and 4.8 for indi-
vidual emission rate estimation as algebraic equality between ERA and ERC has been
assumed. Therefore, a statistically significant and physically meaningful value of F 0
obtained from Equation 4.9 should be used. The procedure for F 0 estimation has been
described below and emission rates estimated using that F 0 value are represented by
ERF 0eqn .
Now, if the assumption of equality of emission rates from control plots holds true
throughout the experimental period, irrespective of time, then F 0 computed by the
above method can be used to compute emission rates from the mitigated plots (e.g.
plots B and D). Therefore, emission rate equations can be derived for subplots B and D
similar to Equation 4.7 and 4.8. Hence, this approach can be applied to any other mea-
surement setup where equality of the emission rates can be assumed for heterogeneous
plots when deriving the unknown background flux.
4.3.2 Analytical flux footprint model
The analytical flux footprint model of Kormann and Meixner (2001) is a suitable model
for scalar flux footprint estimation from an eddy covariance (EC) measurement system.
The model uses the solution of an advection diffusion equation for a power law profile
of mean wind velocity and diffusivity. The two-dimensional footprint function for
a fixed measurement height obtained from this model is expressed as (Kormann and
Meixner, 2001):
fp(x, y) =
1√
2piDxE
exp
(
− y
2
2DxE
)
Cx−Aexp
(
−B
x
)
(4.10)
Where the A, B, C, D and E terms are discussed in detail in Kormann and Meixner
(2001) and Neftel et al. (2008). A Visual Basic Application based program of this
model was developed by Neftel et al. (2008) which also included coordinates of the
measurement field and instrument locations. The model approximates the footprint
ellipse and footprint fraction of individual fields based on the EC measurements of u?,
wind direction, L, standard deviation of the lateral wind component (σv), and horizontal
wind speed (assumed to be equal to Umean).
This analytical footprint model was used as the base model for our footprint analy-
sis. The measurement height (zm) was assumed to be the geometric mean height of the
gas inlets, equal to 0.86 m above a displacement height d = 0.066 m (Details are given
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in chapter 3). The emission rates were estimated based on the footprint information of
this analytical model and compared with the backward Lagrangian stochastic model
output.
4.3.3 Backward Lagrangian model
The bLs model used for this study was WindTrax version 2.0.8.4. This model is based
on Flesch et al. (1995) and widely used for paddock scale flux footprint estimation
(Laubach and Kelliher, 2005; Flesch et al., 2005; Bjorneberg et al., 2009; Laubach,
2010). Although a detailed description of the model can be found in Flesch et al.
(1995, 2004, 2005), a brief description is provided below. The particular model setup
for our field experiment is described in Section 4.4.2.
The basic model setup is divided into three major components: (i) the ‘atmosphere’
where the background concentration (Cb) of the measured chemical compound is pro-
vided along with the temperature, pressure and the surface elevation, (ii) the ‘surface
layer model’ where atmospheric variables such as u?, L, roughness length (z0), and
wind statistics are provided, and (iii) the ‘bLs model’ which simulates particle back-
ward trajectories. An extra component called the ‘algebra engine’ provides a summary
and possible solution of the model setup. The gas source area with an unknown emis-
sion rate (Q) can be described inside the model. Now, the bLs model assumes an
homogeneous surface source for Q, and if the measured concentration of the chemical
compound at a certain location inside the source area is Ci then ∆C/Q is expressed us-
ing measurable quantities and bLs simulates backward flight paths of air parcels from
the measurement height of Ci. The ∆C is expressed as Cb - Ci. To describe the vary-
ing velocities of air parcels, the Langevin model is used, where the velocity gradient is
expressed as: ∆uk = αk∆t + βk Pk. Here k is the number of air parcels and α and β
are numerical coefficients and P is a Gaussian random number. For each time step, the
position of the air parcel is described as: ∆xk = uk ∆t. The model is then integrated
backward for as many as 50000 air parcels. During the backward integrations, some
of the air parcels will touch the ground surface and will be reflected back to air, this
process is called touchdown. Every touchdown within the source area will change the
sign of the vertical velocity w0 and contribute to the flux estimation. Thus, the bLs
model finds the surface flux rate for n number of air parcels within the source area
using the formula: ∆C/QbLs = (1/n)
∑
2/ |w0|. The model assumes flat terrain with
uniform surface roughness length and uses flux variance similarity for estimation of
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the coefficient β which is a function of C0, where  is the dissipation rate of turbulent
kinetic energy and C0 is a function of σw/u? (Wilson et al., 2001). C0 is also equiva-
lent to the turbulent Schmidt number (Sc) and an empirical value of Sc is used in this
model. A detailed description can be found in Laubach and Kelliher (2005).
4.4 Results and discussion
As already shown in Section 4.3.1 the emission rate estimation method depends on the
footprint fraction values of individual subplots, so a proper footprint analysis will be
carried out first, as described in Section 4.4.1. Next, this footprint information will be
used in Section 4.4.1.1 for emission rate estimation from control plots. A total relative
error estimate will be provided in Section 4.4.1.2 and comparison with the bLs model
will be made in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.
4.4.1 Footprint from analytical models
The footprint analysis of each measurement mast was carried out based on the pre-
dominant surface wind regimes of both field campaigns. A detailed description of the
surface wind regime has been provided in Section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3, along with sea-
sonal wind roses (Figure 3.6). However, a concise review is presented here. The dom-
inant wind regimes were found to be north-northeasterly (N-NE), north-northwesterly
(N-NW) and southwesterly (S-W) for both autumn and spring experiments. During
the autumn experiment, three predominant wind regimes were observed: 0-500 (N-
NE) with 18.1% of the total data and an average wind speed of 2.60 m s−1; 300-3600
(N-NW) with 33.9% of the total data and an average wind speed of 1.94 m s−1; and
200-2600 (S-W) with 22.0% of the total data and an average wind speed of 2.63 m s−1.
During the spring experimental period, an increase in the N-NE wind ranges was
observed. The dominant wind direction for this period was N-NE (0-1000) with 45.3%
of the total observation and an average wind speed of 2.11 m s−1. N-NW winds (300-
3600) constituted 24.1% of the total observations with an average wind speed of 3.12 m
s−1, and S-W winds (200-2600) with only 9.3% of the total observation and an average
wind speed of 2.69 m s−1.
The time averaged values of u?, wind direction, L, σv, and Umean were fed into
the analytical footprint model along with the field coordinates and zm. The model
output constituted of: (i) z0, (ii) footprint function (fp), (iii) footprint fraction from
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each subplot (γ), which is a fraction of the total integral of footprint function for a
particular domain and estimated based on the predefined coordinates of the domain,
and (iv) values of the constants A-E and distances for calculating the semi-major and
semi-minor axes of the footprint area, which is assumed to be an ellipse. The ellipses
mark the boundary of the emitting surface area, where the footprint function drops
to 1% of its maximum value. It should also be noted that the footprint function is
asymmetric in nature and therefore, source areas nearer to the measurement mast will
have a higher contribution to the measured flux (Neftel et al., 2008). The peak location
of the footprint function, fmaxp , was estimated by calculating the distance (R) from the
measurement tower to the centre of the ellipse using output of the code provided by
Neftel et al. (2008) (see the manual for the code at http://www.agroscope.admin.ch/art-
footprint-tool/). Finally, the Cartesian coordinate of the centre of the ellipse (x0,y0) was
estimated following Equation 4.11.
x0 = Rcosθrad + xmast
y0 = Rsinθrad + ymast
}
(4.11)
Where θrad is the wind direction in radians, xmast and ymast are the x and y coor-
dinates of the mast. Although it is numerically simpler to assume the footprint area
as approximately equal to an ellipse, in reality the footprint source area resembles an
ellipsoid and the shape can change with stability and wind speed. Therefore, the fmaxp
values computed from the above method may not necessarily be the actual representa-
tion of fmaxp , but a close approximation.
Footprint for the EC-1/G-2 mast Coordinates of the fmaxp under N-NE winds are
shown in Figure 4.2(a) (left panel) for autumn and 4.2(a) (right panel) for spring.
Each fmaxp coordinate in the diagram is, therefore, a function of instantaneous wind
direction. Similarly, Figure 4.2(b) upper panel and 4.2(b) lower panel show the maxi-
mum footprint fractions (γ) for the same wind regimes and for the autumn and spring
campaigns. The principal source areas (PSA) of the measured fluxes, where γ is
maximum, along with the mean values of the peak distances of footprint functions,
fmaxp = 1/N
∑1
N f
max
p , at EC-1/G-2 for all the three subplots are shown in Table 4.1
for both seasons. The height-to-fetch ratios for all the stability classes were found to
be within 1:100. From the fmaxp and fmaxp values it was evident that, predominantly,
most of the fluxes measured at the EC-1/G-2 location were coming from within the
boundaries of the subplots. The atmospheric stability conditions were mostly neutral,
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40.2% and 56.9% of the time for N-NE, and 59.4% and 46.3% for N-NW, respectively,
for the autumn and spring experiments. Similar results were obtained for the EC-2/G-3
mast, where the principal source area contributing the measured flux was found to be
subplot C for N-NE and N-NW wind regimes and subplot D for the S-W wind regime,
respectively.
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Figure 4.2: (a) The locations of 30/20 minute fmaxp from the EC-1/G2 measurement mast for only the
N-NE wind directions (left panel for autumn and right panel for spring), (b) The γ values for subplots
for only the N-NE wind regime at the EC-1/G-2 mast. Upper panel is for autumn and lower panel is for
the spring campaign.
Footprint for the G-1/G-4 mast: It has already been mentioned that our sonic anemome-
ters were placed at the locations EC-1 and EC-2, and no sonic anemometer measure-
ments were available for the G-1 and G-4 locations, but to get an idea of the source
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Table 4.1: Percentage contributions of the principal source areas (PSA) to fluxes measured at the EC-
1/G-2 location are shown for different wind regimes. Mean values of peak distance of the footprint
function, fmaxp , are also shown.
Wind regime
Source area information for EC-1
autumn spring
PSA(%) fmaxp (m) PSA(%) fmaxp (m)
N-NE subplot B (79.6%) 38.7 subplot B (68.0%) 29.7
N-NW subplot B (90.9%) 59.4 subplot B (95.2%) 41.0
S-W subplot C (70.4%) 44.6 subplot C (70.2%) 41.3
area contribution to the measured flux values at G-1 and G-4, the CSAT3 measure-
ments were used at these locations. Similar to the EC-1/2 analysis, γ values from
individual subplots were also estimated for G-1 and G-4 and the results were used to
estimate the source area emission rate of individual subplots.
Source area outside the measurement paddock: It is evident from Figures 4.2 that
(
∑5
i=1 γi) 6= 1, where i represents the number of subplots. This implies that a source
area outside the predefined area of interest also contributed to the flux measurement
at the individual measurement locations. Therefore, the footprint fraction outside our
area of interest (γoutside) was computed following γoutside = 1 −
∑5
i=1 γi. Variations
in the γoutside values as a function of wind direction and surface layer stability are
shown in Figure 4.3. Both EC-1 and EC-2 data were used to produce this diagram.
The maximum contribution of source area outside all of our experimental subplots
was found to be of the order of 30%, irrespective of the measurement masts and plots
(Figure 4.3.b).
One can see from Figure 4.3 that except for some occasional high values of γoutside,
contributions from outside the source area remained minimal. The mean γoutside value,
irrespective of measurement mast and experimental campaign, was found to be 0.043(4.3%),
which is significantly lower than the contribution from the principal source areas. High
values of γoutside were mostly found to be associated with higher atmospheric surface
layer stability (1/L > 0.1). Again, when the effect of geometry of the plot relative to
γoutside was considered for a stable atmosphere, most of the high values were observed
when the wind was diagonal to the field, and particularity high γoutside values were
observed when the wind direction was between 225-2550.
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Figure 4.3: The γoutside values of both autumn and spring are plotted for (a) a neutral atmosphere
(|1/L| < 0.04) and (b) a stable atmosphere (1/L > 0.1) using measurements at masts EC-1 and EC-2.
Similarly, γoutside values of both autumn and spring are plotted for (c) N-NE and (d) N-NW and S-W
wind regimes irrespective of stability and using measurements at masts EC-1 and EC-2.
4.4.1.1 Measured fluxes and emission rates from control plots
Flux values were measured at individual masts, where each mast was located at the
interface of two subplots. Now, these measured flux values from each mast can be
assigned to each plot depending on northerly or southerly wind bisectors if no foot-
print correction is assumed. For example, the flux measured at the G-1 mast location
in Figure 4.1 can be assigned to plot A for a northerly wind bisector and plot B for a
southerly wind, respectively. Such assignment of measured flux to a specific subplot
based on wind directions is a good approximation of actual emission rate if the foot-
print ellipse covers the described source area. Such values are termed as ‘measured
flux (Fluxp)’ in this section and computed for each subplot. Measured flux values as
well as standard errors (SE) in the measurements of subplot A and C for both autumn
and spring experiments are shown in Table 4.2. Cases were only chosen for compar-
ison where both measured fluxes and emission rates were available (e.g. Fluxp and
ERF 0eqn). The SE values were calculated following SE = σvar/
√
n, where σvar was the
standard deviation of var and n is the number of the data. Fluxp of Table 4.2 repre-
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sents the measured flux obtained using the parameterized transfer coefficients derived
following Phillips et al. (2007) (Equation 10, pp 94).
Table 4.2: Arithmetic mean± standard error of the selected measured flux and emission rate of N2O in
gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the autumn and spring experiments are denoted by ‘arithmetic’. Emission rates
are estimated using F 0 from Equation 4.9 (ERF 0eqn ). Observations were only used for this comparison
where both measured flux and emission rate values were available. Hence, the mean Fluxp values
computed here can be marginally different than the values reported in Table 3.2 and 3.3. The total
number of such observations is shown in parenthesis.
Seasons N2O flux gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1
Plots Fluxp ERF 0eqn
Aarithmetic 9.4 ± 1.28 (100) 9.4 ± 1.34 (100)
Autumn Carithmetic 14.1 ± 2.74 (98) 14.6 ± 2.84 (98)
Aarithmetic 13.1 ± 2.16 (229) 13.6 ± 2.20 (229)
Spring Carithmetic 12.5 ± 1.61 (230) 12.8 ± 1.54 (230)
Surface emission rates were computed using only those fluxes which were ob-
tained using the parameterized diffusivity coefficients derived from the CSAT3 instru-
ment. When F 0 was estimated using Equation 4.9, some unrealistically large nega-
tive/positive values were observed (|F 0| > 1000 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1). As mentioned
in Section 4.3.1, these cases were detected when differences between F 1 and F 3 were
high (|F 1 − F 3| > 5 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1) and contributions from term 2 and/or 4 of
the right hand side of Equation 4.9 were significant. All such high values were dis-
carded and only those F 0s were accepted where the numerical solution of Equation
4.9 had physical meaning. Although such observations were few, a lower and upper
limit of such values were found to be between 0 ≤ F 0 ≤ 15.0 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1.
However, a mean value of F 0 = 6.77 was used in Equation 4.7 and 4.8 to estimate
emission rates for both seasons. The emission rate, obtained using F 0 are shown in
Table 4.2. Emission rate estimates were found to be higher than the Fluxp values. The
maximum variation between Fluxp and ERF 0eqn estimates was 0.5 gN2O-N.ha
−1.day−1
for the control plots, irrespective of seasons, which was on average 2.1% higher than
the measured flux. However, depending on the variation of F 0, ERF 0eqn values were
found to increase upto 6%. A higher actual emission rate than the measured flux is ex-
pected under an approximately fixed background flux of N2O as the footprint fraction
will seldom have the idealistic value of 1 and corresponding η value. This will signify a
fractional mapping between the measured flux and emission rate. To explore the effect
of stability on the ERA and ERC values obtained from the numerical method, that is
ERF 0eqn and Fluxp are plotted as functions of 1/L in Figure 4.4 for both autumn (Figure
4.4.a and b) and spring campaigns (Figure 4.4.c and d). Instead of a direct comparison
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of emission rates with each other, these variables are plotted against the stability pa-
rameter (1/L) to explore their variations in different atmospheric conditions. Most of
the fluxes and emission rates were obtained while -0.3 ≤ 1/L ≤ 0.3 and comparatively
high values were observed when 1/L ≥ 0. Since the proposed method performs a flux
partitioning within several multiplots, the correlation coefficients between fluxes and
emission rates were always high (> 0.90). Effect of the footprint corrections to the
measured fluxes of plot B and D are discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.4: Emission rates (ERA,C) and observed flux values (F obs) in gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 are
represented as functions of inverse Obukhov lengths (1/L) in m−1 for (a-b) autumn and (c-d) spring
campaigns of subplots A and C, respectively.
4.4.1.2 Error analysis of the analytical footprint model
Uncertainty in the analytical footprint model is quantified in this section, therefore,
error associated with footprint heterogeneity is assessed. Instead of deriving an al-
gebraic equation for the relative error in the footprint function, a sensitivity analysis
has been performed using the footprint tool developed by Neftel et al. (2008). The
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previous study by Neftel et al. (2008) has shown that the longitudinal variation of the
footprint function largely depends on the Umean/u? ratio, which reflects the strength
of horizontal advection with respect to vertical diffusion. That study has also corre-
lated the z0 values with the Umean/u? ratios and found an approximate 25% change in
the footprint values when z0 was changed by a factor of 2, but the effect of stability
was ignored as most of the analyzed cases were for a near neutral atmosphere. Com-
parisons of the model predicted z0 values with observations for neutral atmospheric
conditions are shown in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), respectively for autumn and spring.
Instantaneous z0 values were computed for both G-2 and G-3 masts and compared with
observations. The model-simulated mean z0 values for the southwesterly and north-
northwesterly wind regimes of our experiment were found to be approximately ± 1.5
times lower/higher than the observed value, resulting in an approximately 18.75%
change in fp, whereas the model-simulated mean z0 value for the north-northeasterly
wind regime was found to be approximately equal to the observed value except for
very few high cases (a total of 4 observations were higher). Therefore, the average
relative error in fp due to variation in z0 (R
fp
z0 ) would be of the order of 0.125 (12.5%).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the filtered model predicted z0 values at the G-2 and G-3 masts with
observations for the (a) autumn and (b) spring campaigns. The observed values of z0 were obtained
from the profile measurement.
Furthermore, changes in fp were estimated by changing the input variables L, σv,
u? and Umean of the model within a reasonable range for 1/L > 0 and for 1/L ≤ 0
cases. The surface source area of our model was already defined, so that the sensitivity
of fp was tested over a domain of 100 × 140 m for a north-northeasterly wind (wind
direction = 42.240 and zm = 0.86 m) and for a fixed set of data σv = 0.18, u? = 0.15 m
s−1 and Umean = 1.38 m s−1.
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For a stable atmospheric case of 1/L = 0.1, if the 1/L values were perturbed within
a range of ±50.0%, the mean change in the fp value was found to be between 1.3%-
2.6%, indicating the mean relative error in fp from variations in 1/L (R
fp
1/L(s)) is of
the order of 0.0195 (1.95%). The 50% error range was chosen for the L term because
u? and heat flux terms contribute substantially to L as they can have errors between 10
- 15%. Similarly when 1/L was assumed to be -0.1 (unstable) the mean relative error
in fp from 1/L (R
fp
1/L(u)) was found to be of the order of 0.0172 (1.72%). ‘s’ and ‘u’
indicate stable and unstable atmospheres.
Next, the u? values were also perturbed with a±10.0% error for stable (1/L = 0.1)
and unstable (1/L = −0.1) cases. The Rfpu?(s) was found to be 0.0068 (0.68%) and
the Rfpu?(u) was found to be 0.0017(0.17%). Similarly for the Umean, R
fp
Umean
(s) was
found to be 0.00625 (0.625%) and RfpUmean(u) was found to be 0.0017 (0.17%); and for
σv, Rσv
fp(s) was found to be 0.0005 (0.05%) and Rσv
fp(u) was found to be 0.0001
(0.01%). Compared to the relative error from z0 (R
fp
z0 ), errors from L, σv, u? and Umean
were found to be very small, although it should be noted that the error sensitivity
analysis was performed only for a ± 10.0% error range and only mean values were
considered, rather than the maximum values. Finally, the mean random error in fp was
estimated as follows:
Rfp =
(
Rfpz0
2
+R
fp
1/L
2
+Rfpu?
2
+R
fp
Umean
2
+Rfpσv
2
)1/2
(4.12)
The Rfp(s) value was found to be in the order of 0.1288 (12.88%) whereas the
Rfp(u) value was found to be 0.1266 (12.66%). Now, if we consider that the total
uncertainty in our emission rate values is the summation of error from the diffusiv-
ity parameter (Rdph), concentration gradients (R∆CN2O) and footprint function (R
fp)
then the mean propagated error in the emission rates (RRecalflux ), R
Recal
flux =
√
Rp2 +Rfp2,
would be approximately of the order of 16.53% irrespective of stability, where Rp is
described in McMillan et al. (2012), Mukherjee et al. (2013) and Chapter 3. Irre-
spective of stability, the mean Rp value is considered to be 0.105 (10.5%), as Rp for
stable and unstable atmospheric condition was found to be 0.12 (12%) and 0.09 (9%),
respectively.
4.4.2 bLs model setup
The WindTrax model was setup only for subplot A as this plot was a control and
terminal plot and required only a single continuous simulation for source area emission
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rate estimation. The measurement plot was defined by a rectangle of width 140 m and
length 100 m. The field orientations were 3400 with respect to true north. A fixed z0 of
0.03 m was used in all the simulations. Instead of using the sonic anemometer turbulent
intensity measurements directly in the WindTrax setup, pre-filtered time averaged wind
speed, wind direction and temperature were provided directly to the model. Similarly,
L measurements were used directly in the WindTrax surface layer model.
Since the proposed approach to estimation of source area emission rate largely de-
pends on the footprint fraction values obtained from the Kormann and Meixner (2001)
model, at first, the analytical footprint fractions were compared with values obtained
from a ‘forward’ simulation of the bLs setup (see Section 4.4.3.1 for detail). This
would also verify the consistency of the analytical footprint model of Kormann and
Meixner (2001) under different atmospheric stability conditions and corroborate that
the module is realistic. Next, the source area emission rates of the control plots ob-
tained from the proposed numerical setup (ERF 0eqn) were compared with the emission
rates obtained from the ‘backward’ simulations of the bLs model (ERmodel). Since a
proper background concentration (Cb) was not measured during both of our field ex-
periments, and the bLs predicted emission rates (ERmodel) can vary substantially de-
pending on the background concentrations of N2O (Flesch et al., 2004), the ERmodel
values were estimated by using concentration measurements at the 0.5 m and 1 m
height of each mast for a single source area. The measurement masts were fixed up-
wind to the plots and no Cbs were prescribed, instead the Cbs were obtained as model
output (details are given in Section 4.4.3.2).
A total of 20,000 particles were released for each simulation and the particle disper-
sion track was followed up to 600 and 300 m in the experiments described in Sections
4.4.3.1 and 4.4.3.2, respectively. This particle track distance covers the entire field in
all directions.
4.4.3 Comparison with analytical model
4.4.3.1 Comparison of the footprint fraction values
The bLs model for this case was simulated in a ‘forward mode’ to estimate footprint
fractions (γ) from the concentration gradients elevated above the background. The
WindTrax model was simulated only for subplot A, defined as the emitting area, of
the autumn and spring experiments. Similar to Figure 4.1, all the rectangular subplots
were described in the model along with four measurement masts having concentration
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sensors at 0.5 m and 1.0 m. The measured concentrations were defined as unknown
at each mast and the Cbs were fixed to 0 for subplot A. The measured emission rates
for subplot A were defined as equal to 1. The observed wind and turbulence data were
provided to the ‘Surface layer model’ and to the ‘Atmosphere model’ of WindTrax.
The forward simulation of this setup would then produce the elevated concentrations
at 0.5 m and 1.0 m height at each mast and the concentration gradients (∆C) were
estimated for each mast. As a result, the footprint fractions of subplot A were estimated
from the bLs model at each mast following:
γA1 (bLs) = ∆C1/ (∆C1 + ∆C2 + ∆C3 + ∆C4 + ∆C0) (4.13)
where γA1 (bLs) is the footprint fraction measured at G-1 for subplot A from the
bLs model and ∆C0 is the extra gradient term unaccounted for by the masts. Similarly,
γA2,..,4(bLs) can be estimated. Now, it has to be kept in mind that Equation 4.13 and
the above mentioned condition would be satisfied if the wind direction is aligned with
the field, when the ∆C0 term should approach 0. Therefore, for simplicity, only those
cases were considered below where the wind direction was between 3200 and 3600 to
represent an approximate northerly aligned wind. However, when the γA1 values were
compared with the γA1 (bLs) values from the above mentioned condition, a systematic
bias was observed in γA1 (bLs). Therefore to compensate for this error, γ
A
1 (bLs) values
were further computed using ∆C0 = 0.1∆C1. This 10% estimate was obtained after a
small sensitivity study and new values were compared.
Ratios of the γA1 and γ
A
1 (bLs) as a function of 1/L are shown in Figure 4.6. The
mean absolute differences in footprint fraction values (|E| = |γA1 − γA1 (bLs)|) are
shown in the lower panels of the same figure. For the autumn experiment, marginally
higher |E| values were observed for 1/L > 0 cases with an overall high observed
correlation coefficient (0.58 with p-value < 0.001) between γA1 (bLs) and γ
A
1 , whereas
a correlation coefficient value of 0.66, with p-value < 0.001, was observed in spring
between γA1 (bLs) and γ
A
1 . On average, a 10% enhancement in these correlation co-
efficient values were observed when only the near neutral (|1/L| < 0.1) cases were
considered.
4.4.3.2 Comparison of the surface emission rates
Emission rates from each control plot were obtained using a similar set up to that de-
scribed in Section 4.4.3.1, except for the fact that both 0.5 m and 1 m concentrations
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the footprint fraction values obtained from the analytical footprint model
and the bLs model for subplot A of (a) autumn and (b) spring experiment. The observed mean and
standard deviation of errors between the two footprint fractions are shown in the bottom panels for
respective seasons.
were used as known concentrations and no Cbs values were provided. Rather Cbs were
produced as model output from the ‘backward’ run of the model. Since measured con-
centrations were provided at two heights with unknown emission rates from a single
plot, a unique solution for this setup was available. Emission rates obtained with this
setup are shown in Figure 4.7 for the autumn and spring experiments, respectively.
During the comparison, 10 and 30 ERbLs values of autumn and spring were neglected
as they were unrealistically large (ERbLs > 1500 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1). These val-
ues were mostly associated with 1/L ≥ 2.0 and/or high windspeed (U ≥ 4.0 m s−1).
The correlation coefficients between ERF 0eqn and ERbLs for both seasons were found
to be 0.70 and 0.61 respectively, with p-value < 0.0005. Similarly the slopes of the
regression lines were found to be 0.91 and 0.43, respectively for autumn and spring.
Now, to find out the significant difference between ERF 0eqn and ERbLs, a second
linear regression was performed between them by reversing the variables. Then slopes
were estimated. Next, inverses of the slopes were computed and found to be 1.32 and
1.20 for autumn and spring, respectively. Finally, the arithmetic means were com-
puted between the two different slopes, e.g. arithmetic mean of 0.91 and 1.32 = 1.115
and arithmetic mean of 0.43 and 1.20 = 0.815. Since, these arithmetic mean values
were not significantly < 1 (or > 1), it can be concluded that the ERbLS values were
approximately equivalent to ERF 0eqn values.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of emission rates from numerical method (ERF 0eqn ) and bLs model (ERbLs)
for subplot A of autumn (shown in blue circles) and spring (shown in green squares) campaign. The red
and blue lines indicate the fitted linear regression between ERF 0eqn and ERbLs. The intercept, slope
and correlation coefficient (r) values for each campaign are shown inside the textboxes.
4.5 Conclusion
We developed a method to account for varying footprint functions in a multiplot mi-
crometeorological comparison of N2O fluxes. The framework incorporated a calcula-
tion of footprint fractions using the model of Kormann and Meixner (2001), together
with solving a set of linear equations to estimate source area emission rate for a spe-
cific field treatment. A mathematical solution of background flux has been provided
for those situations where no background flux measurement was made. Since this
new approach of emission rate estimation is fundamentally dependent on the footprint
fraction values of a particular field, footprint fractions, obtained from the analytical
footprint model, were tested with values from a bLs model. The analysis revealed
that 4.3% of the fluxes attributed to treatment plots (without footprint correction) were
contaminated with fluxes from outside the plot boundaries. The maximum amount of
contamination was 30%. The background flux when computed using the numerical
solution provided in this study was found to be sensitive to the measured flux and at-
mospheric surface layer flow property. However, the proposed emission rate estimation
formulas has been found to work well. The actual emission rates from the proposed
method were found to be on average 2.1% higher than the measured flux values for
the control plots which can increase up to 6% based on the realistic computation of
F 0. These enhancements in the emission rate values are due to the footprint correction
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which includes the surface layer flow property and geometry of the field. A higher
actual emission rate than the measured flux is expected under an approximately fixed
background flux of N2O as the footprint fraction will seldom have the idealistic value
of 1 and corresponding flux value.
To verify the consistency of the analytical footprint model for varying atmospheric
stabilities, a forward simulation of a backward Lagrangian stochastic model was used
to derive footprint fractions which were compared. A good agreement (correlation co-
efficients of 0.58 and 0.66) between the analytical and the bLs model footprint affirms
the realistic nature of the analytical model. The correlation coefficients were found to
increase by 10% when only the near neutral cases were considered. Finally, when the
emission rates obtained from this new approach were compared with the bLs simulated
emission rates of a control plot, it was found that the proposed method worked well
when the atmospheric stability |1/L| ≤ 0.2.
This study is focused on the development of a method of estimation of surface
emission rates from the measured flux and footprint fractions which also includes the
field geometry and atmospheric surface layer flow. Therefore, an in-depth analysis
of the effect of mitigation on the treated plot was not performed. Again, it has to be
remembered that rigorous data processing is necessary before one uses this approach
for actual source area emission rate estimation. Extra precaution should be taken for
computing the background flux following our proposed mathematical formula as it is
highly sensitive to the measured fluxes at different locations.
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Chapter 5
Assessment of grazing and mitigation
effects on nitrous oxide flux
5.1 Introduction
Animal grazing is carried out over the green pastures of New Zealand throughout the
year, and animal excreta is assumed to be one of the major sources of soil nitrogen
to these green pastures. About 70% to 90% of the consumed nitrogen by the cattle is
returned back to the grazing field in form of urine and dung (Di and Cameron, 2002b;
Bolan et al., 2004), and depending on stocking rate1, approximately 30% of a grazed
field is found to be covered with urine patches (Qui et al., 2010). As a consequence of
the excessive nitrogen deposition through urine and faeces, a considerable amount of
inorganic-N is found to be unused in the dairy farm soils of New Zealand (De Klein
and Eckard, 2008), which enhances the N2O production and NO−3 leaching through
nitrification and denitrification processes. However, N2O has a substantial potential
for emission reduction. Efforts have already been made world-wide to reduce the N2O
emission by using different management practices and mitigation techniques, some of
which can be found in Bolan et al. (2004). Primarily, these mitigation approaches try to
increase the efficiency of nitrogen fertilizer use and optimize the spatio-temporal nitro-
gen content of the agricultural fields (Saggar et al., 2008). In New Zealand, application
of a nitrification inhibitor is gaining interest as a means to mitigate the nitrous oxide
flux from paddocks. Specifically, usage of DCD (abbreviation of a chemical called
dicyandiamide (2-Cyanoguanidine)) is gaining interest as it inhibits the oxidation of
NH+4 to NO
−
2 and can be used as a slow nitrogen fertilizer (Di and Cameron, 2002a).
1It is defined as the number of cattle grazing per hectare of paddock.
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Several field trials of DCD were found to be promising in reducing the N2O emission
as decreases of approximately 40-80% in the N2O emission rates were noted (Di and
Cameron, 2002b,a, 2003; Di et al., 2007; Qui et al., 2010). However, the effectiveness
of DCD largely depends on the soil texture, pH, temperature and climatic conditions
and some soil property based N2O emission study can be found in Singh et al. (2008).
The aforementioned studies have also revealed that the mitigation of N2O flux
through DCD application has higher effectiveness in autumn, winter and early-spring
as compared to summer, which raised the question of ineffectiveness of DCD in sum-
mer. However, Qui et al. (2010) have explored the effectiveness of DCD over control
and urine patches of a paddock in summer and showed that DCD can potentially reduce
40% of the N2O emission rate. In a broader sense, most of the previously mentioned
studies have found a reduction in the N2O flux values from paddocks of New Zealand
when treated with DCD over urine patches irrespective of season, but apparently, all
of the aforementioned studies were conducted using chambers and Lysimeters over a
controlled environment, neglecting the larger meteorological influences and diffusion
processes of the atmosphere. However, such meteorological influence and/or diffusion
process can be an important control factor of emission rate and should be taken into
consideration.
Therefore, the present study is aimed at using a top-down micrometeorological
method to verify the effect of mitigation on N2O emission rates, which includes the me-
teorological controls into consideration and hence, has a larger spatio-temporal scale
and enhanced degrees of freedom. Furthermore, effects of grazing and irrigation on the
measured N2O flux values are also explored. We have already mentioned in Chapter
4 that the measured flux values have a functional relationship with the actual source
emission rate, which implies a high possibility that the actual source emission rate
from the mitigated plots could be different from the measured values. This should also
be investigated. Therefore, emission rates from the mitigated plots are also computed
using the analytical footprint method described in the previous chapter, and compared
with the control plots.
Section 5.2 of this chapter describes the field activities during the autumn and
spring campaigns. The effect of grazing has been discussed in Section 5.3.1. Mea-
sured flux values from the mitigated plots are described in Section 5.3.2 and compared
with the control plots in Section 5.3.3. The effect of mitigation on the actual emission
rates of the mitigated plots is explored in Section 5.3.4 and a discussion of the results
has been provided in Section 5.4.
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5.2 Description of field activity
The N2O flux measurement and mitigation experiments were carried out in autumn,
between 9 May 2010 to 21 June 2010, and in spring, between 24 September 2010 to
22 November 2010. The mitigative experiments were carried out using the nitrification
inhibitor DCD with different concentrations of urea and cow-urine. The soil type of
our field site was Lismore Silt Loam2. As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, the experi-
mental paddock was divided in to 5 subplots of which subplots B and D were used as
experimental plots, e.g. treated with DCD, and the rest were used as control plots, e.g.
untreated plots.
The entire paddock was grazed by 450 cows twice during the autumn experiment.
The first grazing took place between 11-14 May, 2010 and the second one between 30
May and 2 June, 2010. Consecutively, measurements were unavailable during these
periods. A total of 65 kg/ha of ammonium urea fertilizer was applied over the paddock
on 13th May 2010 and DCD was applied to plots B and D on 19th May 2010. The
field activities of the autumn experiment are shown in Figure 5.1a along with daily
total rainfall values in mm.
During the spring campaign, the paddock was grazed by 428 cows three times
between 28-29 September, 20-22 October and 6-8 November, 2010. DCD was applied
to plot B on 7th October 2010. The whole paddock was treated with liquid urea on
12th October 2010 with an extra 30 kg/ha of urea applied to plot D. Figure 5.1b shows
the field activity along with the total rainfall for the spring experiment.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Effect of grazing on the measured flux values
It has been already mentioned in Chapter 4 that the measured flux values at F 1 to
F 4 could be assigned to subplots A to D and B to E, respectively for northerly and
southerly wind bisectors, and can be termed as ‘measured flux’ for the adjacent plot,
although, such measured flux would not be the actual emission rate as the actual emis-
sion rate has to be computed after a footprint correction. However, such measured flux
for an individual plot can provide useful information if it is assumed that the footprint
ellipse covers most of the predefined area, irrespective of time and surface layer sta-
2This type of soil is common in mid Canterbury and can be found as a thin layer (approximately 30
cm) over the gravel. Properties of the Lismore soil can be found in Di and Cameron (2002a).
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Figure 5.1: Field activity for the (a) autumn and (b) spring campaign is shown with the daily total rain-
fall. ‘F’ and ‘D’ represents those dates when fertilizer and DCD were applied. Grazing days are marked
with the rectangles. The irrigation period for the spring campaign is shown with a dotted rectangle.
Heights of these rectangles do not provide any information.
bility. Again, in the last chapter it was shown that the height-to-fetch ratios for most
of the measurements were within 1:100 and the footprint corrected actual emission
rates were less 5% higher than the ‘measured flux’ values, which implied that the as-
signment of the measured flux at any mast to the nearby plot based on wind direction
was realistic (excluding percent corrections). Therefore in this chapter, the measured
flux values are explored to investigate the effect of grazing and mitigation on the N2O
emission.
Since the number of observations was few for the pre and post-grazing periods
of the autumn campaign, only the spring campaign data from the control plot A and
experimental plot B were used to investigate the effect of grazing on N2O emission
rates. Flux values were compared for the period 13 October 2010 at 0010 hrs to 19
October 2010 at 2350 hrs as pre-grazing (7 days) and 23 October 2010 at 0010 hrs to
29 October 2010 at 2350 hrs as post-grazing (7 days). Since fertilizer was applied over
the entire paddock on 12 October 2010, measured flux values from the pre-grazing
period represent the emission rate enhanced by fertilization. The daily mean measured
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flux along with SE3 values for these pre and post-grazing periods are shown in Figure
5.2. During the pre-grazing period, the mean measured flux was found to be 20.36
and 11.96 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for subplot A and 10.56 and 8.26 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1
for the subplot B, respectively for the CSAT3 and the Gill measurements. These mean
values were obtained as averages of 7 days of fluxes. The large difference in the flux
values of subplot A between CSAT3 and Gill is attributed to unavailability of the diffu-
sivity parameters from the CSAT3 for the first three days before grazing. One can also
see from Figure 5.2a that fluxes from both subplots increased significantly after the
fertilizer application on 12 September and achieved a maxima of ≈ 25 and 20 gN2O-
N.ha−1.day−1 for subplots A and B, respectively, after 3 to 4 days. Such enhancement
in the N2O gas emission after fertilizer application has also been reported previously
by Saggar et al. (2004) and Luo et al. (2008b), and modeled by Grant et al. (2006).
A continuous decreasing trend in the measured flux was followed in both subplots
after grazing, as shown in Figure 5.2b, with an exception on day 6 of subplot A for the
CSAT3 flux. This high value was attributed to a higher estimation of diffusivity param-
eter by the CSAT3 anemometer. The post-grazing mean measured flux values from the
CSAT3 and Gill anemometers were found to be 24.90 and 23.40 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1
for subplot A and 16.84 and 23.32 for subplot B, respectively. Irrespective of the sonic
instrument, the measured flux was found to increase 58.9% for subplot A and 120.8%
for subplot B for the post-grazing periods. Irrespective of the measurement plot, an
approximate 90% enhancement in the flux values was observed after grazing (p-value
< 0.01). A similar result was also obtained by Saggar et al. (2004) who found the
N2O emissions from the ungrazed pastures were less than 10% of those of the grazed
pastures. Therefore, it can be inferred that this FG-EC measurement system has the
ability to distinguish certain biogenic changes in the flux values.
5.3.2 Measured flux from the experimental plot
Similar to Chapter 3, only those observations were chosen for subplots B and D where
both the CSAT3 and Gill flux values were available. The mean N2O flux values with
SE for subplots B and D are shown in Table 5.1. One has to note that these mean values
were calculated over the total selected population and, therefore, do not represent the
daily mean fluxes. The daily mean measured fluxes are shown in Figure 5.3 for both
3Standard error is already defined in the previous chapter as: SE = σfluxes/
√
N , where σfluxes is
the standard deviation of fluxes and N is the number of observations.
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Figure 5.2: Daily mean nitrous oxide flux values (mean± SE) for (a) Pre (13-19 September, 2010) and
(b) post (23-29 September, 2010) grazing are compared between subplot A and B of spring experiment.
Blue lines are for flux values using CSAT3 diffusivity and red lines are from Gill diffusivity.
campaigns and show no reduction in the measured flux values for mitigated plots.
However, fluxes obtained using transfer coefficients from CSAT3 and Gill anemometer
were found to be highly comparable as correlation coefficients were higher than 0.80
(with 99.9% confidence level) for all the cases mentioned in Table 5.1.
The maximum flux values for subplots B and D within the total accepted sam-
ples (shown in parenthesis) were found to be 137.8 and 268.2 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 in
autumn and 491.8 and 275.0 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 in spring, respectively. These max-
imum daily fluxes were estimated comparing both the CSAT3 and Gill observations,
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Table 5.1: Comparison of flux values estimated using parameterisation (p) and thermal (t) methods
from CSAT3 and Gill data. Mean± Standard Error values of N2O flux (gN2O-Nha−1day−1) are shown
for the autumn and spring campaigns. Total numbers of observations are shown in parenthesis.
Season Plots N2O flux (gN2O-N.ha
−1.day−1)
CSAT3p Gillp CSAT3t Gillt
Autumn
Plot-B 13.4±1.68
(139)
13.2±1.54
(139)
11.9±2.92
(46)
11.8±4.47
(46)
Plot-D 9.9±1.05
(132)
10.5±1.05
(132)
9.3±1.74
(34)
6.9±1.40
(34)
Spring
Plot-B 7.3±0.72
(151)
7.4±0.82
(151)
10.7±1.91
(53)
7.4±1.29
(53)
Plot-D 7.2±0.86
(144)
7.3±0.90
(144)
16.6±5.08
(44)
11.6±4.08
(44)
and were found to be within the same range of previously published reports of Saggar
et al. (2010), although the average maximum flux from chamber measurement was re-
ported to be lower, at 150 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 (Saggar et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2008a).
5.3.3 Effect of mitigation on the measured flux and comparison with
the control plots
During the autumn experiment DCD was applied to plots B and D on 19 May and the
second grazing started on 30 May, so that measured fluxes from all the subplots were
compared for the period 20 May, 0015 Hrs to 28 May, 2345 Hrs (9 days). Panels (b)
and (c) of Figure 5.4 show the daily mean of measured flux values for subplots B, C
and D using transfer coefficients from the CSAT3 and Gill anemometers, respectively.
The total daily rainfall for the described period is shown in panel (a). A decreasing
trend in the N2O flux values was observed for both control (subplot-C) and experimen-
tal subplots (subplot-B and D), but compared to the control subplot C no reductions in
the fluxes were observed for subplots B and D. The 9-day arithmetic mean flux values
of subplots B, C and D were found to be 32.6, 30.4, and 31.7 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 from
CSAT3 diffusivities, and 26.4, 28.6 and 20.6 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 from Gill diffusivi-
ties, respectively. These 9-days mean and the daily mean values (as shown in Figure
5.4) are comparatively higher than the experimental periodical mean. Such enhanced
emission of N2O between 17 May and 22 May might probably be associated with the
occasional burst of N2O which has also been reported in Harvey et al. (2008b) and
many others.
Similar to the autumn experiment, 12 days of the spring experiment data between
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Figure 5.3: Daily mean nitrous oxide fluxes for all the subplots from the (a) autumn and (b) spring
experiments. Panels (1) and (2) indicate flux values using transfer coefficients from the CSAT3 and Gill
measurements, respectively. Heights of these rectangles do not provide any information. Comparatively
high daily flux values were observed for all the subplots during 17 to 28 May of autumn campaign and
has also been shown in Figure 3.8.
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8 October 2010 at 0010 Hrs to 19 October 2010 at 2350 Hrs were analyzed to explore
the effect of DCD on the measured flux values. DCD was applied over subplots B
on 7 October and extra fertilizer was applied over subplot D on 12th October, and
comparison of the daily arithmetic mean of the measured fluxes from subplots B, C
and D are shown in Figure 5.5. Panel (a) of Figure 5.5 shows the daily total rainfall
for the 12 day period. Similar to autumn, no significant reduction in the flux values
were observed for this experiment. The 12-day average flux values of subplots B,
C and D were found to be 10.17, 10.63 and 8.23 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 from CSAT3
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Figure 5.4: Panel (a) shows the total rainfall of each day after DCD application. Changes in the daily
mean N2O flux values (mean±SE) in gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 are compared for all subplots of the autumn
experiment after DCD application. Panels (b) and (c) show N2O flux values from CSAT3 and Gill
measurements, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Same as Figure 5.4, but for the spring experiment.
diffusivities, and 10.04, 6.71 and 8.07 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 from Gill diffusivities, and
no substantial effect of mitigation was observed. Furthermore, when the daily mean
flux values of 13 to 19 October were compared for subplots B, C and D, an increasing
trend the in the emission rates of subplot D was observed in the Gill data, but was
significant (with p-value < 0.05).
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5.3.4 Effect of mitigation on N2O emission rates from the experimental
plots after footprint correction
In Chapter 4, surface emission rates of N2O from control plots were obtained using
a relationship between an analytical footprint function and the measured flux values.
The background flux values (F 0) were obtained by solving Equation 4.9 of Chapter 4.
A mean value of the stable solution of F 0 was used as fixed F 0 and the emission rates
were estimated. Comparison of the emission rates obtained from the footprint fraction
approach (ERF 0eqn) with bLs model simulated values (ERbls) showed a good agree-
ment within a wide range of atmospheric surface layer stability (|1/L| < 0.2). That
has corroborated the realistic nature of the proposed numerical framework over a wide
range of atmospheric stability. Since comparison of the measured flux values between
the control and mitigated plots showed no significant reduction of N2O emission after
the DCD treatment, the ERF 0eqn values are explored in this section for the mitigated
plots, as it is assumed that the ERF 0eqn will reflect the actual source area emission rate
and might contain some practicable information.
It should be noted that a similar mitigative treatment to two different plots can
invoke different results in N2O emission rate as N2O production is highly spatio-
temporally variable in the soil and the N2O production rate varies with different soil
types. Therefore, values obtained here may differ from those in some of the earlier
published reports.
The actual emission rates (ERF 0eqn) were computed using only those diffusivities
derived from the CSAT3 anemometer of autumn and spring campaigns for the same
periods mentioned in the above section. Arithmetic mean along with standard error of
the emission rate values are compared in Table 5.2. Only those values were used to
compare the emission rates where both ERF 0eqn and Fluxp were available. The emis-
sion rate values were found to increase between 2.7% to 15.9% for subplots B, C and
D. The maximum enhancement were observed for the subplot D of spring experiment.
No effect of mitigation was observed for the experimental plots of autumn, however, a
2.7% decrease in the emission rate values of subplot B was observed in spring in com-
parison to subplot C but not significant with p-value< 0.05. Again, extra fertilizer was
applied to subplot D but the emission rates were not higher than other plots, however,
a 15.9% enhancement was noted. Overall, few changes were observed in the footprint
corrected values of emission rates but no significant effect of mitigation was found.
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Table 5.2: Mean measured flux and emission rate values of N2O in gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the
autumn (9 days) and spring (12 days) experiment after DCD application on subplots B and D. The results
are compared with the control plot C. Fluxp values are from the CSAT3 anemometer observations as
mentioned in Section 5.3.3. Emission rates are estimated using F 0 from Equation 4.9 of Chapter 4. High
mean values of autumn than spring experiment for this selected period has been discussed in Chapter 3.
Seasons N2O flux gN2O-N.ha−1
Plots ERF 0eqn Fluxp
Autumn B 33.7 ± 7.22 32.6 ± 7.48
C 31.4 ± 6.19 30.4 ± 6.41
D 32.5 ± 9.17 31.7 ± 9.17
Spring B 10.5 ± 1.87 10.2 ± 1.84
C 10.8 ± 2.11 10.6 ± 2.11
D 9.5 ± 1.38 8.2 ± 1.38
5.4 Discussion
The effect of grazing and mitigation on the N2O emission rates were analyzed in this
chapter. The N2O flux values from a control subplot were compared for a pre and post-
grazing period of the spring campaign, and a ≈ 90% enhancement in the flux values
was observed after grazing, irrespective of the source of the diffusivity coefficient.
A gradual decreasing trend in the measured flux was observed after grazing in both
seasons. The percentage increase in the N2O flux values after grazing was found to be
of the same order as mentioned in Saggar et al. (2004).
When the measured fluxes from the control subplots were compared with the DCD
treated plots, no decrease in emission rate was observed for the treated plots during the
autumn experiment. However, a 2.7% decrease in the emission rate values of subplot
B was observed in spring in comparison to subplot C but not significant with p-value
< 0.05. Extra fertilizer was applied to subplot D of spring experiment and a 15.9%
enhancement was noted in the emission rates compared to measured fluxes, although,
the mean emission rate was lower than other plots.
Therefore, findings from both autumn and spring experiments were contradictory
to the already existing ideas of the effect of nitrification inhibitor over New Zealand’s
agricultural fields, which claims nearly 90% reduction in the emission rate of N2O
under the influence of DCD over urine patches (Di and Cameron, 2002b,a, 2003; Di
et al., 2007; Qui et al., 2010). Now, such anomalous result of the autumn experiment
can be explained by two possible reasons: (i) one could be the excessive rainfall event
during 25-27 May 2010 when a total of 135 mm rainfall was observed within these 3
days, which was much higher than the seasonal normal. This might have washed away
all the DCD; (ii) the other reason could be related to the nature of the soil which might
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have had a lower nitrous oxide production rate (McMillan et al., 2012). For the spring
campaign, DCD was applied 10 days after grazing. According to the standard pro-
cedure of DCD application over paddocks of New Zealand (Di and Cameron, 2003),
DCD should have been applied within 7 days of grazing. However, partial reduction
of the N2O flux was still expected, but not observed within a statistically significant
range.
As a consequence of the above observations, questions will certainly rise about the
measurement precision and error of the paddock scale micrometerological system. A
rigorous error analysis of the FG-EC system has already been performed and the mean
error from sources such as diffusivity and concentration gradient measurement been
identified. The mean total error in the flux values (Rmeanflux ) from these sources was
found to be 9.0% and 12% using the parameterization method for unstable and stable
atmospheric conditions. Similarly, the maximum total error in the flux values (Rmeanflux )
was found to be 35% and 49% for unstable and stable atmospheric conditions. The
minimum resolvable concentration gradient (∆CminN2O) was kept fixed at 0.049 ppb for
the Rmeanflux estimation. Therefore, most of the error was contributed by the diffusiv-
ity parameter. Now, if it is assumed that the mean effect of mitigation on the nitrous
oxide flux is < 10% for the given soil type, then given the mean error of our mea-
surement of 9-12%, no effect of mitigation will be observed, irrespective of stability.
However, only≈ 0.3% of the total error spectrum of Rflux was higher than 0.30 (30%)
and, on average no effect of mitigation was observed. This implies that either there
was no effect of mitigation for our site or the effect of mitigation was < 10%. Again,
when the emission rates derived from the footprint method were compared with the
measured flux values, irrespective of seasons, marginally higher emission rates were
observed indicating the fact that the measured flux is mostly reflecting the actual emis-
sion rate. Another possible explanation may include a theoretical verification of the
FG-EC method itself as some recent studies have questioned the validity of the local
scaling properties of atmospheric surface layer (McNaughton, 2004b, 2006). Under
these circumstances, it can be concluded that the acceptability of this paddock scale
micrometerological system can be improved by undertaking many more field mea-
surement trials under different soil and meteorological conditions with rigorous flux
foot-printing practices. Again from the theoretical perspective of turbulence, if some
alternative turbulence models are found to be working well in the surface layer than
the present Monin-Obukhov similarity theory based FG-EC model, then development
and verification of a new flux gradient model can also be a future prospect.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of the spectral properties of
turbulence and some alternative
scaling parameters
6.1 Preface
In the previous chapter, it was found that the FG-EC micrometeorological method
was unable to detect any significant effect of mitigation on the N2O emission rate
and measured flux. Out of several different possibilities that were conjectured to be
a reason for this failure, one important issue appeared to be the verification of the
fundamental concept of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory itself. Such a proposal was
made because of some recent findings of atmospheric surface layer turbulence scaling
properties that were challenging the current standard model of turbulence. Therefore,
in this chapter, atmospheric surface layer turbulence has been investigated in light of
some newly proposed scaling properties.
6.2 Introduction
There are two general approaches for addressing turbulence energy in the convective
boundary layer (CBL). First is the traditional approach based on statistical fluid me-
chanics (SFM) which involves the Reynolds-averaged-Navier-Stokes equation and a
further development to Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954).
Second is the complex dynamical system (CDS) approach of turbulence following the
initial work of Townsend (1956) and references given in McNaughton (2012). The
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SFM approach leads to a local understanding of the boundary layer with classifica-
tion of different layers, whereas in the CDS approach, flow processes are considered
non-local and developed as emerging patterns of motions.
Now, according to the SFM approach, during day time, the atmospheric bound-
ary layer (ABL) can roughly be divided in to a ‘surface layer (SL)’, a layer of ‘local
free convection (LFC)’ and the ‘mixed layer (ML)’ or ‘CBL above SL’ (Holtslag and
Nieuwstadt, 1986). The SL is the lowest part of atmosphere (≈ 10% of ABL) where
flow structure is independent of the Coriolis force and dependent mostly on surface
friction. Within the SL heat flux can be assumed constant with height (to within 10%).
During a convective period, the CBL is dominated by the strong vertical tempera-
ture gradient and heat is transported within this layer through smaller coherent plumes
which ultimately merge into a larger plume (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). The dy-
namics of these three layers, which has been conceptualized by Monin-Obukhov and
Deardroff similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954; Deardroff, 1972), has been
established by the field experiments of Kaimal et al. (1972) and Kaimal et al. (1976).
Since then, the Monin-Obukhov (MO) and Deardroff model has become a standard
model of SL and LFC turbulence.
Now, based on the standard model of turbulence, the height of transition from the
surface level to the outer level can be represented by a MO similarity parameter |L|
which also signifies the transition from shear driven flow in the surface layer to buoy-
ancy driven flow in the outer layer. Therefore, height of the surface layer is represented
as z < |L|, where MO similarity theory seems to be valid. However, atmospheric
observations were not always consistent from one report to the other as, Kader and
Yaglom (1990) found no level where the temperature profile has zero gradient, and
they did not identify height |L| with any significant features of the profiles. Similarly,
Smedman et al. (2007) noted a double-peaked spectra for temperature and heat flux
of a slightly unstable boundary layer above the SFL, which lead to the hypothesis of
existence of two different turbulence regimes in ‘moderately unstable’ and ‘unstable
very close to neutral’ conditions. Furthermore, both turbulent regimes were found to
be co-existent in an intermediate range of stability. Since there is no assurance that
the data from various sources refer to the same turbulence regime (cellular convection,
roll convection, near-neutral convection, etc.), lack of identification contributes to the
confusion of the SFM approach of analyzing CBL turbulence.
Again following the SFM approach, the assumption of a sudden transition from
a shear driven layer (SL layer) to a buoyancy driven layer (CBL above SL) is not
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feasible. Therefore, the LFC is assumed to be present between the SL and the ML or
CBL above SL (Holtslag and Nieuwstadt, 1986; Wyngaard, 1992; Garratt, 1992). This
assumption of a LFC layer is found to be in harmony with the MO similarity theory
as buoyancy is assumed to be dominating in this layer rather than the shear (Holtslag
and Nieuwstadt, 1986) and therefore, the scaling properties from the outer layers do
not interact with the SL turbulence, resulting in the SL turbulence being a function of
only the local parameters. McNaughton (2004b) has raised questions about this model
of SL turbulence by arguing that it is unlikely during a very highly convective period,
when SL height is very low, as air plumes from the SL converge to form large updrafts
as the scale gap is high. Furthermore, the temperature spectrum at a very low level is
also found to be associated with the free convection.
Therefore, following these discrepancies of the SFM approach of addressing ABL
turbulence, a new alternative model following the CDS approach and based on the
Theodorsen ejection amplifier like (TEAL) structure has been proposed (McNaughton,
2004b,a, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2007; Laubach and McNaughton, 2009), abbrevi-
ated as the MNL model here after. In this new approach, turbulence is assumed to be
a self-organizing, pattern forming system where a recurring pattern of coherent struc-
tures is assumed to be ‘interacting eddies’, where the smaller scale eddies and thermal
structures combine to form the large eddies which in turn carry the small ones with
them. Furthermore, the CDS approach assumes a ‘surface friction layer’ (SFL) rather
than a SL near the ground, which unlike the definition of SL of the SFM approach,
describes the types eddies present within this layer. Therefore, the SFL layer describes
the scaling parameters for each class of eddies. Evidence of this new scaling model
was provided in McNaughton et al. (2007) where the velocity spectra were assumed to
be developing from the interaction of the outer eddies with the ground surface. Further-
more, when the peaks of the temperature spectra were collapsed in to a wavenumber
(k) axis, a new length scale z1/2i z
1/2 was needed, where the upper limit of the CBL
height during day time was represented by zi. The requirement of this new parameter
zi contradicts directly with the MO similarity theory as it is not a local parameter and
supports the argument of the nonlocal nature of turbulence flow processes.
However, as mentioned by McNaughton (2009), the MNL model is a nonlocal
model and a profile measurement of atmospheric variables will be needed to verify
the new approach. Therefore, as a first attempt, the McNaughton-Laubach scaling
parameters (MLsp), such as TKE dissipation rate at CBL (0), dissipation velocity
(u) and SFL height (zs), of the MNL model are deduced from the profile values of
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turbulent kinetic energy (TKE, b) and TKE dissipation rate () for convective outer
layers. The profile values of b and  are derived using the wind profile observations
from a SODAR and the parameterization scheme provided in Kramar and Kouznetsov
(2002). The derived 0 values from the SODAR measurements are then compared with
the parameterized 0 values. Similarly, SFL variables of the MNL model, i.e. zs and
u, are compared with the existing SL parameters such as Obukhov length (L) and
friction velocity (u?), respectively. Finally, the SFL spectra of the w-component of
wind, temperature and heat flux cospectra are analyzed using these derived MLsp as a
verification of this alternative scaling model.
6.3 Theory
In the following sections, a brief description of the MNL model is provided along
with the parameterization schemes used for the computation of profile values of TKE
and TKE dissipation rate. Since the MNL model assumes turbulence near ground
is developed by the interaction between two types of eddies, namely inner and outer
eddies, the MNL model described below is only focused on discussing the scaling
parameters associated with these two types of eddies.
6.3.1 Inner and outer eddies and their interactions
According to Laubach and McNaughton (2009) “The inner eddies are attached eddies
directly created by velocity shear near the ground, together with smaller eddies created
by their break-up”. Large, semi-permanent coherent eddies from above (which can
be roll vortices or cellular structures) provide energy to the inner eddies (Figure 1 of
McNaughton (2012)), and this process is associated with wind shear, although wind
shear doesn’t provide energy to the inner eddies. Inner eddies are associated with
the transport of momentum within the SFL and attached inner eddies near the ground
grow in a cyclic process and have the inner length scale of z. Finally, most of these
eddies dissipate in the SFL and some are transported upward within the warm pools
and dissipate at a greater height (McNaughton et al., 2007). However, no-one has yet
confirmed the TEAL cascade mechanism in the SFL.
The outer eddies can be of two types. One is the coherent structures that are in the
form of roll vortices or cellular in nature, and which can be extended up to the CBL.
These outer eddies are aligned with the mean wind speed in the mid-CBL. However,
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there is a problem with describing the alignment of long roll vortices in terms of the
surface wind and shear stress because the helical rotation of rolls will cause the direc-
tion of the surface stress to vary ±15◦ or so with respect to the axial direction of the
rolls from place to place, and if the rolls are semi-permanent this will carry over into
the half-hour averages. This has caused confusion amongst turbulence experimental-
ists.
The second kind of outer eddies are those from the outer Richardson Cascade (Fig-
ure 1 of McNaughton (2012)). They are carried along within the larger structures,
and when carried down into contact with the ground they form arrays of roll vortices
aligned with the local stress at the ground. It is the blocking by the ground and the local
stress that creates this form of the outer Richardson eddies which become attached.
The characteristic height of this large semi-permanent outer eddies are defined as
zi. Near the ground these large eddies can be detected from the spectra of the u and
v components of the wind velocity, similar to one reported in Zhang et al. (2010), at
small wave numbers where kzi ≈ 1. Now the energy dissipation rate in the CBL
through these outer eddies is assumed as 0, which is usually constant above the SFL
and represented by a single value (McNaughton et al., 2007), and from Kolmogorov
law we know that the energy density of any eddy of particular size is (0k)2/3, where k
is the wave number. The 0 can be estimated using a sonic anemometer above the SFL
using a tall tower or by direct measurements, otherwise it can be estimated using the
alternative method of the MNL model given as:
0 = ψ0gH0/T (6.1)
Where, ψ0 is the dimensionless dissipation factor with an empirical value of 1.1
(Laubach and McNaughton, 2009). H0 is the buoyancy flux = w′T ′v and g is the grav-
itational acceleration. The inner eddies interact with the outer eddies at the top of the
SFL and still remain attached. Therefore, the depth of the SFL, zs, is assumed to be
the height of the inner eddies, whereas the outer eddies can have a greater range of
heights. zs is also the averaged height where the inner eddies interact with the outer
eddies and can be estimated using the parameterized form (Equation 7 of McNaughton
et al. (2007)):
zs = u
3
/(κ0) (6.2)
Where κ is von Karmann’s constant = 0.40 after Yaglom (1977) and u is dissipa-
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tion velocity in m s−1. u is related to friction velocity (u?) following u ≥ u?. The u
can be estimated following Equation 13 of Laubach and McNaughton (2009) as:
u = (κz)
1/3 (6.3)
where z is the measurement height. One has to remember that Equation 6.3 will be
satisfied only when z/zs → 0.
6.3.2 Profiles of TKE and TKE dissipation rate
Profiles of the TKE (b) and TKE dissipation rate () can be estimated using a SODAR
and fluctuations in the vertical wind component (σw) can be used for this purpose. A
simple parametric relationship between b and σw2 for part of the ABL, developed by
Kouznetsov et al. (2004), shows that
b = 3.4σw
2 (6.4)
where profile values of σw can be obtained directly from the SODAR measure-
ments. The relative uncertainty of b estimated using this parameterization was found
to be of same range of the measured σw2. Now, b can be related to  following Kramar
and Kouznetsov (2002):
 = b(∂U/∂z)/C2KP (6.5)
Where U is the mean wind speed and CKP is the Kolmogorov-Prandtl constant. In
a further note, the vertical profile of the eddy viscosity (Kv) and Prandtl Scale (lPR)
can also be estimated following Kramar and Kouznetsov (2002):
Kv = b/(C
2
KP∂U/∂z)
lPR = b
1/2/(C2KP∂U/∂z)
}
(6.6)
Where the CKP values for the CBL were found to be 2.84 and 2.59, respectively,
at 6 m and 56 m height, and for the neutral ABL CKP values were found to be 2.09
and 2.12 (Kramar and Kouznetsov, 2002).
As mentioned in Kramar and Kouznetsov (2002) and Kouznetsov et al. (2004), one
major drawback of this parameterization scheme is that these relationships (Equation
6.4 to 6.6) were developed by including only the shear term of the TKE budget equa-
tion and, therefore, these schemes are very much simplified and applicable to a near
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neutral atmosphere. Furthermore, ,Kv and lPR largely depend on CKP and not much
information is available about CKP for different atmospheric stabilities, except only
the observations made by Kramar and Kouznetsov (2002). However, a comparison
made by Fench (2004) of the profile values of  obtained from a SODAR and using the
parameterization schemes, showed good agreement with a LIDAR during near-neutral
and stable atmospheres, but higher variations were observed during unstable periods.
A possible scaling parameter was proposed by Fench (2004) to address this problem
but untill now, as far as is known, it is not available. Therefore, no scaling is applied to
the profile values of ,Kv and lPR in this study, but convective cases are investigated
using the CKP value of 2.59 (Kramar and Kouznetsov, 2002). For night time periods,
a CKP value of 3.04 is used.
6.4 Experimental site, instrumentation and data description
Data used in this study were originally collected in a field campaign of nitrous ox-
ide flux measurement from an agricultural paddock of Canterbury. The field cam-
paign took place in a commercial dairy farm, located south-west of Christchurch, near
Methven, Canterbury, New Zealand. Figure 6.1 shows the field site with locations of
the measurement masts. The field site was exactly the same as described in Chapter 3
but a different paddock was used. The yellow rectangle shows the external boundary
of the field site. The width of the rectangular field is 1.3 km and length is 1.76 km. T-1
shows the location of a 10 m instrument mast in Figure 6.1. The N2O gas measure-
ment inlets are shown with white dots and denoted by T-2. Temperature and relative
humidity sensors (Thermister CS-107 and Vaisala HMP-45 from Campbell Scientific
Inc.) and cup anemometers were fitted at 2, 4, 6 and 8 m heights on the 10 m tower.
The CSAT3 sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific Inc., UT, USA) was fitted at 10
metre height. Sampling frequency for this sonic anemometer was 5 Hz. The SFAS
acoustic SODAR (Scintec AG, Germany) was used for vertical profile measurement
and its position is shown by the blue dot, T-3, in Figure 6.1. The SODAR was opera-
tional in between 14 Sept. 2011 18:30 to 27 Sept. 2011 10:15. However, observations
for the period of 16 - 25 September were used for the spectral analysis. The SODAR
data averaging period was set to 15 min and vertical profiles of u, v and w components
of wind were measured continuously up to 500 m above the surface at 5 m resolu-
tion. Polyphonic sound pulses having frequency between 2525-4850 Hz were used for
sampling. Approximately 175 m to the left of T-1 was a cow-milking shed and a shel-
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ter belt was also present close to the northern end of the site. There was a tree-fence
455 m to the east of T-1 and it extended from north to south of the field. The entire
experimental site was covered with short grass with canopy height varying between
0.1-0.2 m depending on grazing. However, the experimental paddock, shown with a
red rectangle in Figure 6.1, was free of grazing during the measurement period.
Figure 6.1: Field layout of the spring 2011 campaign. T-1 is the approximate location of the 10 m
tower shown with a red dot. The N2O gas measurement inlets are shown with white dots and represented
by T-2. T-3 shows the location of the SODAR. The yellow rectangle is the boundary of the extended
field. The red rectangle shows the experimental paddock. The background field image was retrieved
from Google Earth on 1 December, 2012.
Data from the 10 m tower were collected from 16 September 2011 at 0000 hrs
to 27 September 2011 at 0930 hrs. However, observations for the period of 16 - 25
September were used for the spectral analysis. Wind component and temperature data
from the sonic anemometer were corrected for the sonic orientation. Despiking of
a variable, var, was carried out following Vickers and Mahrt (1997) by neglecting
var > 3.5σvar, where σvar was standard deviation of the data. The 3D wind field of
our data was trigonometrically rotated to force w = v = 0 (McMillen, 1988). Finally,
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30 min averaged values were produced, and the SODAR data were processed using
‘APRun v1.19’ software from Scintec AG.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Analysis of the profile measurements
Average wind speed profiles for the ‘day time’ and ‘night time’ observations are shown
in Figure 6.2. ‘Day time’ was considered to be the period between 1000 hrs to 1600
hrs and observations from 16 - 25 September were used to produce Figure 6.2. ‘Night
time’ was considered to be the period between 2000 hrs to 0400 hrs and ‘Days’ in
the lower panel of Figure 6.2a indicates ‘night times’ of 16-17 September to 25-26
September. Since some of the upper air observations were missing, profile values
were plotted up to 250 m height above the ground. The average wind speed during
the convective period of ‘day time’ was found to vary between 5-12 m s−1 within the
surface to 250 m level, except for 20, 22 and 23 September. The average wind speeds
for these days were found to vary between 1-4 m s−1 within the CBL. Very high wind
speed values (>7 m s−1) were observed on 24th Sept. throughout the CBL and a
passing frontal system from southwest caused 11.2 mm rainfall over our site on the
same day. The average night time wind speed was less than the day time period, 1-5
m s−1, and very little wind speed, 0.1-3 m s−1, was observed throughout the nocturnal
boundary layer of 20-21 and 22-23 Sept. The day and night time wind directions from
the 10 m sonic measurements are shown in Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c), respectively.
These figures are produced from the averages of wind speed and directions for the
period mentioned above. One can see from Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c) that the day
time surface winds were predominantly northerly, whereas, the night time winds were
southerly. The average wind speed of the day time period was also higher than the
night time.
Profiles of b and  were estimated using the profile values of σw and following the
parameterizations given in Equations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. Figures 6.3 a and b show the
average vertical profiles of b and , respectively, for day and night time periods.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Average wind speed (m s−1) profiles from SODAR data are shown for day (upper
panel) and night time (lower panel). Observations for the period of 16 to 25 Sept. are used to produce
this diagram. Figures (b) and (c) show the wind direction for day and night time, respectively, obtained
from the 10 m mast. Wind sectors (shown in different colours) are subdivided based on wind speed (m
s−1).
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Figure 6.3: Observed averages of the profiles of (a) TKE (m2 s−2) and (b) TKE dissipation rate (m2
s−3) from SODAR data. The σw observations (obtained with a 15 min interval) from the SODAR
are used with Equations 6.4 and 6.5 to compute TKE and TKE dissipation rate. The term ‘average of
averages’ signifies the day-time averages of each day which are further averaged over 10 day period of
the experiment. The green triangles and blue dots are for night and day time periods, respectively. The
horizontal bars are showing the standard deviations.
6.5.2 MLsp from the 10 m mast
The sonic anemometer observations were further filtered by removing those values
where u? < 0.075 m s−1 and u?/U > 2.0 following Laubach (2010). Therefore,
conditions of extremely stable and unstable surface layer with high u? values were
removed. Next, to choose only the day time convective periods, additional filtration
was carried out by removing those runs where the heat flux (H), H < 20 W m−2
(Laubach and McNaughton, 2009). Therefore, all the filtered cases were observed for
the day time convective periods and three cases of very deep convection, 1/L < −1.0,
were also observed. Similarly, most of the u? values (80.3%) were found to vary
between 0.1-0.4 m s−1 with maximum frequency at 0.255 m s−1.
6.5.2.1 Estimation of TKE dissipation rate in the CBL
TKE dissipation rate in the CBL (0) values were estimated using the parameteriza-
tion method (param0 ) of Equation 6.1 and observations from the SODAR, including
Equation 6.5 (sodar0 ). The buoyancy flux parameter, H0, was estimated using the sonic
temperature and the w component of wind. Minor differences between the sonic tem-
perature and the virtual temperature were neglected.
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The sodar0 values were estimated based on the assumption that 0 remains almost
constant in the upper level. Therefore, sodar0 values were assumed to be the mean
of all values in the 50 - 500 m layers. However, cases with unsmooth variation in
the profiles of 0, and missing data above the 350 m level were observed frequently
and were neglected. When these sodar0 values were compared with the 
param
0 values,
few cases were found where param0 > 5
sodar
0 and these cases were also neglected.
Finally, a correlation coefficient of 0.72 was observed between these two estimations
at the 99% confidence level where the lower and upper envelopes for the point cloud
have slopes of 0.5 and 2.0, which is also a spread similar to the uncertainty of ψ0 of
Equation 6.1 estimated by Laubach and McNaughton (2009) from the literature data.
When a one to one comparison was made between these two filtered 0 parameters, the
SODAR values were found to be on average 1.10 times higher than the parameterized
values (Figure 6.4(a)).
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Figure 6.4: (a) Comparison of 0 values (m2s−3) from the parameterization method (x-axis) and
observations from SODAR (y-axis). param0 is obtained from the sonic anemometer observations and
using Equation 6.1. sodar0 is obtained using σw from SODAR measurements and using Equation 6.5.
The linear fit is shown with a red line. The y and x variables in the equation are the y and x axis
parameters. (b) Comparison of u (m s−1) with u? (m s−1) values. u is obtained using Equation 6.3.
The blue dotted line is the linear fit through origin.
6.5.2.2 Estimation of SFL height and dissipation velocity
The SFL heights (zs) were estimated from the filtered sonic anemometer observations
(zsonics ). Using Equation 6.2 and a total of 62 filtered cases of  and 
sonic
0 , values of
zsonics were computed. The z/z
sonic
s of the 10 m tower observations were found to range
between 0.018 ≤ z/zsonics ≤ 0.86 with a median value of 0.18. These z/zsonics values
were used in the MNL model as the basis of the new impinging eddy model as the
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turbulent spectra were analyzed based on the categorization of z/zsonics . In this study,
the categorization of the z/zsonics values was made following a similar classification
of Laubach and McNaughton (2009) as: Class A: z/zsonics > 0.5; Class B: 0.22 ≤
z/zsonics ≤ 0.5; Class C: 0.14 ≤ z/zsonics ≤ 0.22; Class D: 0.09 ≤ z/zsonics ≤ 0.14 and
Class E z/zsonics < 0.09.
Since the MNL model of turbulence assumed that z/L ≈ z/zs, a comparison of
z/L with z/zs is necessary. If 0 is parameterized (Equation 1), then the relation-
ship between -L and zs is −zs/L = (u/u?)3ψ−10 (Equation 6 of Laubach and Mc-
Naughton (2009)), so for the majority of our runs, which have u/u? ≈ 1.54, it fol-
lows that z/zs ≈ -0.27 z/L, or a factor of 2 stemming from the variability of ψ0. In
practice, a linear relationship of z/zsonics = 0.10(−z/L) was observed for our data
which modified to z/zsonics = 0.23(−z/L) when 4 cases of very high |z/L| values
(|z/L > 5.0|) were ignored. Again, a relationship of z/zsonics = -0.73z/L was ob-
served when −z/L < 0.2, which fits very well with the previous proposition.
Next, the dissipation velocities (u) were computed for each categorization using
Equation 6.3 and compared with the friction velocities (u?) (Figure 6.4(b)). The re-
lationship between u and u? was found to be very close (u/u? = 1.54) to the one
provided in Laubach and McNaughton (2009) (u/u? = 1.2). Consistently higher mean
values of u were observed than the mean u? values of each class of z/zsonics and the
maximum difference between u and u? was found to be 0.25 m s−1 for class E.
6.5.2.3 Estimation of CBL depth
There were no direct measurements of the CBL depth (zi) as a considerable amount
of data were missing from the SODAR above 250 m from the surface and the ver-
tical data limit of the SODAR was restricted to 500 m. Therefore, zi was estimated
using the maximum frequency of the horizontal wind component spectrum with mean
wind speed following Kaimal and Finnigan (1994), zi = U/(1.5fmax). The fmax was
estimated from the averages of the first six highest values. Mean values of zi were com-
puted for each class of z/zsonics and are provided in Table 6.1. As described in Laubach
and McNaughton (2009), this parameterization method of estimating the CBL height
can have some ambiguities and therefore, precautionary measures should be taken. To
ascertain the acceptability of parameterized zi values, planetary boundary layer heights
(PBL) obtained from the WRF model (Weather Research and Forecasting model v3.1,
NCAR-NCEP, USA) simulated values for each class of the data, described in Table
6.1, were compared with the corresponding zi values (Figure 6.5). It should be kept
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in mind that theoretically the PBL height from WRF is approximately equal to zi dur-
ing the convective period, but in practice values may differ substantially. Details of
the WRF modeling setup is not provided here, although, it should be noted that the
PBL heights were obtained using the Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino 2.5 level
PBL scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2004) as this scheme can reduce common biases
produced in the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic scheme (Olson and Brown, 2009). When the zi
values were compared with the PBL values, a linear relationship of PBL = 0.86zi was
observed with a total of 11 such cases where zi > 5PBL heights.
Table 6.1: Description of the MLsp obtained according to the surface layer classification of 6.5.2.2.
The standard deviations are provided in parenthesis.
Class No. of samples zsonics (m) zi (m) zi/zs u? (m s
−1) u (m s−1)
A 7 15.6 (3.0) 213 (114) 13.0 0.19 (0.04) 0.27 (0.06)
B 19 32.8 (7.6) 298 (110) 9.3 0.29 (0.05) 0.32 (0.06)
C 10 56.9 (8.4) 327 (131) 5.7 0.25 (0.08) 0.38 (0.10)
D 10 87.5 (8.6) 470 (134) 5.1 0.29 (0.09) 0.46 (0.11)
E 16 209.4 (129.7) 585 (137) 2.1 0.36 (0.08) 0.57 (0.11)
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the CBL depths (zi) with the PBL heights obtained for each class of data
described in Table 6.1. The mean zi values with normalized standard deviations are shown by blue bars,
whereas, the mean PBL heights with normalized standard deviations are shown by green bars.
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6.5.3 Spectra from the 10 m mast
In the following sections, spectral analysis of the w-component of wind, temperature
and heat flux has been carried out based on each class of data mentioned in Table 6.1,
except for Class E as considerably higher random error has been noticed for this class.
A linear de-trending and a 10% bell tapering was performed over individual data to
remove the red-noise and to prohibit leakage, following Stull (1988). The power spec-
tral density produced in this study were obtained using the p-Welch method (Welch,
1967) where each data sample was divided into eight segments with 50% overlapping
and the frequency response was estimated from the average of these segments. A sim-
ilar method was used in Katurji et al. (2011). The frequencies were then converted to
wavenumbers (k) following: k = 2pif/U where f is frequency, k is wavenumber and
U is the mean wind speed (m s−1) as described in Equation 6.5. The spectrum for each
selected run of each class was produced and then averaged for each z/zs class.
6.5.3.1 w - wind component spectra
The MNL model predicts that for the lower part of the CBL the zi scale outer eddies
will be blocked by the ground and therefore, zi will be irrelevant to the analysis of
the w-spectra, rather eddies with a height of 2z will contribute more to the w-spectra.
Therefore, z should be used as the principal scaling parameter during the spectral anal-
ysis of the w-component of wind. Thus, instead of using zi to scale the spectra, z was
used to collapse the w-spectra of our data using the scaling parameter (0z)−2/3. If
a satisfactory collapse of the w-spectra is obtained with this scaling then the new ve-
locity scale would imply that the transitions between the surface friction layer and the
outer layer are governed by the flow in the entire CBL (McNaughton et al., 2007).
The spectra obtained with this normalization was found to fit the -2/3 slope well in the
inertial subrange for all classes (Figure 6.6(a)), except for a little deviation for class
D. The average spectral peak was found to be kz = 0.91 with standard deviation of
0.08; correspondingly, the average spectral wavelength (λm = 2pi/k) for the highest
contributing eddy was found to be 6.98. This value is close to λm = 6z of Kaimal et al.
(1972, 1976), although, λm = 9z was obtained by McNaughton et al. (2007). Again,
the energy of each class of eddy was found to reduce gradually for class A to D and
became 2.7 times less for class D than class A. Altogether, the spectral properties for
this scaling were found to support the MNL model well.
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McNaughton et al. (2007) has explained that the spectra of the w-component at
smaller wavenumber will reflect the energy of large eddies spanning up to the top of
CBL, and therefore, should be scaled with zi and z/zi. The exponential relationship of
(zi0)
−2/3(z/zi)−4/3 was derived without any prior knowledge and found to collapse
the spectra well. However, in this case, (z/zi)−5/3 was found to collapse the data well
for wavenumbers less than 10. This was found to be a 24.8% enhancement from the
values of (z/zi)−4/3. As mentioned by Laubach and McNaughton (2009), this percent
enhancement in the exponential term of z/zi is well within the error range of zi as it
can have a possible maximum uncertainty of 30%.
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Figure 6.6: The normalized vertical velocity spectra multiplied with respect to (a) (0z)−2/3 and (b)
(0zi)
−2/3 × (z/zi)−5/3. The velocity scale (z)−2/3 of (a) has been obtained from the MNL model
and found to represent the slope of -2/3 of inertial subrange well and collapses well near the peak.
The velocity scale of (0zi)−2/3 × (z/zi)−5/3 is also obtained with the MNL model with marginal
modification.
6.5.3.2 Temperature spectra
When the temperature spectra were investigated by McNaughton et al. (2007), they
found that an intermediate scaling of wavenumber axis with zαi z
1−α performs better in
collapsing the peak of the spectra than the individual scaling parameter z or zi. The
α was found to be equal to 0.50 for an optimum collapse. Introduction of this new
mixed length scale was conjectured to be, as quoted from McNaughton et al. (2007),
“.. though the eddies that carry the individual plumes have lengths proportional to
z, the spectra reflect both these individual plumes and their coalescence into larger
plumes in the flow. The coalescence must depend on zi/z.” This would again reaffirm
the notion that the CBL is acting as a self organizing system where both local and large
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scale controls are responsible for transporting heat to the larger part of the CBL. In a
similar approach, Laubach and McNaughton (2009) analyzed the temperature spectra
for SFL and a mixed length scale of (zizs)1/2 was found for the orderly collapse of tem-
perature spectra on the wavenumber axis within SFL. Therefore, instead of producing
the pre-multiplied spectra with traditional parameters like φ or T?, the zi and z were
used to collapse the T-spectra for wavenumber. In two different cases, the T-spectra
were produced by multiplying with (a) (z0)2/3H−20 and (b) (zzs)
1/3
2/3
0 H
−2
0 on the
amplitude axis and (a) (ziz)1/2 and (b) (zizs)1/2 on the wavenumber axis, as shown in
Figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b), respectively.
These spectra were found to approach the peak as z/zs cases were increasing (Fig-
ure 6.7(a)) and this trend was predominant up to k(ziz)1/2 = 4.5. Again, 4.5 was
where the spectral peak was found by Laubach and McNaughton (2009) for the same
case (dashed line of Figure 6.7(a)). However, in this case the peak was obtained at a
k(ziz)
1/2 = 2.9 (bold line of Figure 6.7(a)) and the gradual increasing trend of differ-
ent classes of z/zs became fuzzy after k(ziz)1/2 = 4.5. The percent deviation of the
average spectral peak from the Laubach and McNaughton (2009) model was 39.5%.
Now, when the scaled amplitudes were explored for case (a) scaling, it was observed
that except for class D, which had a peak amplitude of 0.88, scaled amplitudes of all
other classes were significantly higher (1.56, 1.40, 1.56 for class A, B and C, respec-
tively) than the reported values of 0.7 of the MNL model. For case (b) scaling, the
average spectral peak on the k(zizs)1/2 axis was found to be 5.7 ± 1.3 (bold line of
Figure 6.7(b)) compared to 4.5 ± 1.5 (dashed line of Figure 6.7(b)) of Laubach and
McNaughton (2009) which was a good match. However, similar to case (a), the aver-
age spectral energies were found to be significantly higher ((zzs)1/3
2/3
0 H
−2
0 = 1.95 ±
0.18) than the mean value obtained by Laubach and McNaughton (2009).
Now, when these spectral characteristics were analyzed in comparison to the stan-
dard spectral model of Kaimal et al. (1972, 1976), one can see that peak locations of
the temperature spectra can indeed be located on the wavenumber axis when the mixed
length scales of the MNL model are used, which describes the organization and interac-
tion of zs scale eddies to the zi scale eddies spanning up to the CBL top. However, the
systematic increase in amplitude of decreasing the z/zs class for the k(zizs)1/2 > 30
range was not certain in this analysis (Figure 6.7(b)) as found in Figure 7 of Laubach
and McNaughton (2009).
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Figure 6.7: The normalized temperature spectra multiplied with respect to (a) (0z)2/3×H−20 and (b)

2/3
0 (zsz)
1/3 ×H−20 . The vertical dashed lines of (a) and (b) are obtained from the MNL model. The
bold vertical lines of (a) and (b) are the spectral averages.
6.5.3.3 Heat flux co-spectra
Similar to temperature spectra, the heat flux cospectra were explored for two differ-
ent cases of scaling described in Laubach and McNaughton (2009) as: case (a) the
wavenumber axis was multiplied by (zizs)1/2 and; case (b) the wavenumber axis was
multiplied by (zizs)1/4z1/2. In both cases, the amplitude axis was multiplied by H−10 .
As mentioned by Laubach and McNaughton (2009), since there was no alternative
scaling of the ordinate of the heat flux cospectra at the ground, no unanimous peak
was observed for both cases. Again verification of case (a) scaling would ascertain the
conjecture that the length of flux carrying structures is the same as that of the temper-
ature structures. Similarly, the existence of the doubly-mixed scaling parameter was
assumed to explain the heat transport through embedded eddies of z scale within zs
scale within zi scale eddies. Therefore, verification of the doubly mixed length scale
would satisfy the proposition of ‘top-down organization of bottom-up heat flux’. Now,
one can see from the case (a) spectra (Figure 6.8(a)) that the peak wavenumber of the
scaled spectra is increasing as z/zs changes from A to D. A similar trend was also
observed in the Aorangi data by Laubach and McNaughton (2009). However, an extra
peak near to the first dominant wavenumber peak of class A turbulence was observed
for this data which was not observed in Figure 11 of Laubach and McNaughton (2009).
The wavenumber scaling parameter (zizs)1/4z1/2 was introduced by Laubach and
McNaughton (2009) to collapse the large wavenumber regions of the T-spectra and
heat-flux co-spectra. A good collapse was reported for both of their data sets and a
peak was found at approximately 1.2 (±0.3). The average peak wavenumber for our
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data was found to be 5.6 (± 1.3).
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Figure 6.8: The normalized heatflux co-spectra multiplied with respect to (a) H−10 and plotted against
z
1/2
i z
1/2
s ; (b) H−10 and plotted against z
1/4
i z
1/4
s z1/2. The vertical line of 6.8(a) shows the peak location
of the T spectrum from McNaughton et al. (2007), whereas, the vertical line of 6.8(b) shows the average
peak location of all the classes at a normalized wavenumber 5.6.
6.6 Summary and conclusion
The objective of this research was to verify an alternative turbulence model of the con-
vective boundary layer developed by Laubach and McNaughton (2009) with previous
results from McNaughton (2004a,b, 2006) and McNaughton et al. (2007). This new
model, abbreviated as the MNL model, was developed on the basis of a chaotic dynam-
ical system approach rather than the traditional statistical fluid mechanics approach.
Hence, some new nonlocal scaling parameters (such as zs, u, 0, etc.) were used
to collapse the wind, temperature and heat flux spectra particularly at the wavenumbr
axis. However, direct measurements of some of these nonlocal scaling parameters have
never been used before, which were needed to verify this new model. Therefore in this
study, vertical profile measurements of the atmosphere along with the parameteriza-
tion schemes provided by Kramar and Kouznetsov (2002) were used to derive some of
these nonlocal parameters, which in turn were used to verify the MNL model. A brief
description of results obtained from this verification study is as follows:
• When the TKE dissipation rate in the CBL obtained from SODAR measurements
(sodar0 ) were compared with the values obtained from the sonic anemometer
(param0 ), a correlation coefficient of 0.72 was observed (p-value < 0.001) within
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the prescribed upper and lower uncertainty range of 2 and 0.5 of ψ0 of Laubach
and McNaughton (2009).
• Similarly, when the u values were compared with the observed u? data, a linear
relationship of u = 1.54u? was found for our data which compared well with
the values of u = 1.2u? of Laubach and McNaughton (2009).
• From the spectra of the w-component of wind (Figure 6.6), it was observed that
classes A, B and C collapsed well in Figure 6a under the new scaling parame-
ters, but class D was slightly different. However, the average spectral peak was
found to be kz = 0.91 with a standard deviation of 0.08, and the average spectral
wavelength for the highest contributing eddy was found to be λm = 6.98 in com-
parison to λm = 6.0 of Kaimal et al. (1972, 1976). From Figure 6b, it was also
found that the MNL model scaling parameter z/zi
−4/3 works well in collapsing
a smaller wavenumber region within an uncertainty range of 30%.
• From the spectra of temperature for different z/zs classes using the MNL model
parameters (zzi)1/2 and (zizs)1/2 (Figure 6.7 a and b, respectively), it was found
that the conjecture of “.. though the eddies that carry the individual plumes
have lengths proportional to z, the spectra reflect both these individual plumes
and their coalescence into larger plumes in the flow. The coealescence must
depend on zi/z ..” (quoted from McNaughton et al. (2007), pp 266.) of the
MNL model holds true as a gradual increasing trend in energy for each z/zs
class was observed (Figure 6.7a). Furthermore, within the SFL when z was
replaced by zs to represent interactions between the zi and zs scale eddies, peaks
of classes A to C collapsed well. However, the spectral energies were found to
be significantly higher which may be caused by the ‘p-Welch method’ of data
partition and spectral energy estimation.
• Similarly, when the heat flux co-spectra were analyzed using the MNL model
parameters (zizs)1/2 and (zizs)1/4z1/2 (Figure 6.8 a and b, respectively), the
spectral peaks were found to collapse well for Figure 6.8a. However, for the
scaling parameter (zizs)1/4z1/2, the peak of spectral collapse was found to be
approximately around 5.6 (±1.3) in contrast to 1.2 (±0.3) of the MNL model.
We found that the new scaling parameters described by the MNL model work well
within the CBL. The parameterization schemes provided by Laubach and McNaughton
(2009) to derive some nonlocal parameters, which are essential to this model, were also
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found to work well within a predefined error range. This implies that this new model
of explaining CBL turbulence using a chaotic dynamical system approach has a more
acceptable fundamental framework than the traditional statistical fluid mechanical ap-
proach, and therefore, this new model should be used widely. However, it is to be noted
that the formulas provided by Kramar and Kouznetsov (2002) and used in this study
need further rigorous validation for convective periods. The selected few cases, where
param0 matched well with the 
sodar
0 data, may not necessarily reflect a good agreement
for wide range of atmospheric observations. Again, as described in bullet three of
this summary, the high amplitude values of temperature spectra should be investigated
thoroughly in a future study.
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Chapter 7
Summary, discussion and future work
A micrometeorological approach to pastoral N2O flux estimation was verified in this
thesis for agricultural paddocks of New Zealand. Two separate field experiments were
carried out in a commercial agricultural field near Methven during autumn and spring
of 2010. N2O fluxes were measured from some control and experimental plots using
a Monin-Obukhov similarity theory based combined flux gradient - eddy covariance
(FG-EC) method. This central idea of verification of a FG-EC measurement system for
N2O flux estimation involved several subsequent qualitative and quantitative analyses
to provide a comprehensive assessment of this procedure. These analyses addressed
the following important questions:
• How does random error accumulate in the final measured flux value through
turbulent eddy diffusivity and what would be the probabilistic nature of the ac-
cumulated error?
• If fluxes were measured continuously from some control and treated plots, how
do we know the exact contribution of a particular plot to the measured flux? Is it
possible to develop a new method to address this problem?
• Does this proposed method has the efficacy to distinguish the effect of animal
grazing and mitigation on the measured flux? If not, then why and what can be
done to improve the efficacy?
As an extension of the last question, an alternative turbulence model was verified
to address the question whether the Monin-Obukhov similarity parameters are partic-
ularly effective for modeling the atmospheric surface layer turbulence properties. A
brief summary of findings is given below.
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• Verification of the N2O flux values:
– Flux values estimated by the thermal method (where eddy diffusivity kth
was used to compute flux) were found to be higher than the parameteri-
zation technique (where diffusion velocity dph was used to compute flux)
on average. Irrespective of two different flux computation methods (pa-
rameterized and thermal) from two sensors and seasons, the mean flux
of control plots varied between 7 - 26 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1. The maxi-
mum flux values from the control plots were found to be 191.9 and 491.8
gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the autumn and spring period, respectively, and
compared well with the values of Di et al. (2007) and Di and Cameron
(2003). Similarly, the daily mean flux values were found to be 10.9 ±
0.98 and 11.7 ± 0.57 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 for the autumn and spring sea-
sons, respectively. Statistically significant (p-value < 0.01) differences in
the flux values between the parameterized and thermal methods (6.8 and
17.9 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1) were observed for low wind speed conditions
(u? < 0.2 m s−1) and during very unstable atmospheric surface layer con-
ditions (1/L < -0.1), respectively. Overall, the measured flux values from
the control plots compared well with the daily mean and maximum mea-
sured fluxes of already published values of Saggar et al. (2004) and Luo
et al. (2008a).
• Error propagation in the measured flux and probabilistic estimates:
– Some new mathematical relationships were derived between the transfer
coefficients (kth and d
p
h) and the atmospheric surface layer variables and
a Monte-Carlo type analysis was performed to explore the probabilistic
nature of the error propagation. From the Monte-Carlo analysis, the max-
imum relative error in the thermal transfer coefficient was found to be up
to 80%, irrespective of the nature of stability which reduces to the order of
15% when |∆T | > 0.01 and |w′T ′| > 0.001 cases were considered. For
the parameterized transfer coefficients, the maximum error was found to be
as high as 49% and 35% for stable and unstable atmospheres, whereas an
ensemble mean value of 9% and 7% error was observed, respectively, for
stable and unstable cases. The relative error in u? was found to contribute
more to the total relative error of the parameterized transfer coefficients
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than L, irrespective of stability. Unimodalities were observed in the rela-
tive error distribution of kth and d
p
h of the unstable case (1/L < 0), whereas
a partial bimodality was observed in the error distribution of the stable dph
values (1/L ≥ 0). The relative error estimate in the N2O concentration
was found to be 0.08 and 0.06 for stable and unstable atmospheres, respec-
tively. Total mean relative error in the measured flux values was found to
be of the order of 9% and 12% for unstable and stable atmospheres us-
ing transfer coefficients from the parameterization method and 16.5% for
transfer coefficients of the thermal method.
• Identification of source area and estimation of emission rate from a multi-
plot flux measurement system:
– A new footprint method was developed using an inverse footprint fraction
approach to estimate emission rate from a particular field. An analytical so-
lution of the background flux (F 0) has also been provided. Emission rates
obtained from the proposed method were found to be on average 2.1%
higher than the measured flux values for the control plots, with a realis-
tic mean value of F 0 = 6.77 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1 as the range of F 0 was
found to vary between 0 ≤ F 0 ≤ 15.0 gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1. An average
of 4.3% of the measured fluxes was found to be contributed by source ar-
eas outside of the field domain, which attained a maximum of 30% in one
occasion. Correlation coefficients of 0.58 and 0.66 between the analytical
and the bLs model footprint fraction (p-value < 0.001) affirms the realistic
nature of the analytical model. The correlation coefficients were found to
increase by 10% when only the near neutral cases were considered. When
the emission rates obtained from this new approach were compared with
the bLs simulated emission rates of a control plot, it was found that the
proposed method worked well when the atmospheric stability |1/L| ≤ 0.2.
The mean random error or uncertainty in the measured flux values, which
included footprint heterogeneity error and random measurement error, was
found to be of the order of 16.53% for those fluxes which were computed
using dph as a transfer coefficient.
• Effect of grazing and mitigation on the measured flux
– It was found that the FG-EC method worked well to distinguish the effect
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of grazing in the measured N2O flux values as an approximately 90% en-
hancement in the post grazing period was observed. This value was in good
agreement with values computed by Saggar et al. (2004) using chambers.
On the other hand, when the effect of DCD on N2O flux was investigated,
no significant difference in the measured fluxes was observed between the
treated and control plots. A 2.7% reduction in the N2O emission rate was
observed for subplot B compared to subplot C of spring experiment after
footprint correction, but was not significant with p-value < 0.05. Extra
fertilizer was applied to subplot D of spring experiment and a 15.9% en-
hancement was noted in the emission rates compared to measured fluxes,
although, the mean emission rate was lower than other plots.
• Investigation of a new CBL turbulence model
– The new turbulence model of Laubach and McNaughton (2009) following
McNaughton (2004a,b) and McNaughton et al. (2007) was investigated for
the convective atmosphere. Instead of using the traditional local parame-
ters of atmosphere (such as u?, L, etc.), some nonlocal parameters (such
as 0, u, zs, etc.) were used to scale the spectra along the wavenumber
axis. When the TKE dissipation rate in the CBL obtained from SODAR
neasurements (sodar0 ) were compared with the values obtained from the
sonic anemometer (param0 ), a correlation coefficient of 0.72 was observed
(p-value < 0.001). Similarly, when the u values were compared with the
observed u? data, a linear relationship of u = 1.54u? was found for our
data which compared well with the values of u = 1.2u? of Laubach and
McNaughton (2009). Again, it was found that the nonlocal scaling param-
eters described by this new model work well within the CBL to collapse
the w-component of wind, temperature and heatflux spectra near the peak
at the wavenumber axis. That implies that unlike the Monin-Obukhov sim-
ilarity interpretation of the local nature of turbulence, convective boundary
layer turbulence is a nonlocal, self-organizing dynamical system.
7.1 Discussion
During the implementation of this top-down N2O flux measurement project it was re-
alized that a precise measurement of N2O concentration is only a small part of the
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verification process of FG-EC method as greater challenges lie in finding an accurate
emission rate from a particular field. An already established local scale turbulence
model was used to compute flux values. Fluxes from the control plots were found to
agree well with the previously reported values from some chamber/Lysimeter measure-
ments. Now, it is to be noted that a micrometerological measurement system includes
more degrees of freedom than a chamber in terms of agro-meteorological conditions.
Therefore, a good agreement of measured fluxes from these two different systems is
indeed encouraging. However, when the emission rate was computed by the proposed
inverse footprint approach, actual emission rates were found to be on average 2.1%
higher than the measured flux for the control plots which increased up to a maximum
of 15.9% for subplot D. Since the overall footprint corrected emission rate values are
not significantly different than the measured flux values assigned to each plot based
on wind bisectors, readers might ask why such a detailed footprint correction is of
interest. The answer to this question lies in the fact that geometry and location of sen-
sors plays a very important role in a multiplot measurement setup as “Unfortunately,
emission rate estimates for multi-source problems are often badly behaved, with spu-
rious predictions obtained comparably often to appropriate values (Raupach, 1989).”
(quoted from Crenna et al. (2008), pp 7373). Therefore, a rigorous footprint analysis
is necessary for multiplot flux measurement, irrespective of the end product.
Again, when the effect of mitigation on the N2O flux was explored using the mi-
crometerological data, no significant change in the measured fluxes was observed for
the mitigated plots. Such a result was in conflict with the already existing knowl-
edge of the reducing effect of a mitigant, DCD, on N2O emission rate over pastures
of New Zealand. Within a wider range of random error in the measured flux, it was
concluded that either there was no effect of mitigation at all or the effect of mitiga-
tion was less than 10%. Again, it should also be kept in mind that all the reported
values of a reduced emission rate of N2O under the influence of DCD for pastoral
condition of New Zealand were observed when measurements were made using cham-
bers/lysimeters over urine patches. As a consequence, it was conjectured that either
the soil of the proposed site had lesser nitrous oxide production potential or there were
irregularities in the application of DCD or a further verification of the fundamental
concept of the eddy diffusivity based micrometeorological setup was needed.
Therefore, during another experiment of 2011 FarmGas campaign (partly desribed
in Chapter 6), a 10 meter tall tower observation of atmospheric surface layer turbu-
lence was analyzed to investigate a new convective boundary layer turbulence model
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of Laubach and McNaughton (2009) which was developed based on the chaotic dy-
namical system approach of McNaughton (2004a,b) and McNaughton et al. (2007).
The verification experiment showed that the proposed scaling parameters of the new
model work well and can explain most of the discrepancies of the standard Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory based turbulence model. Such an inference has enormous
future possibilities as a completely new practical model of CBL can be developed.
7.2 Possible future work
A micrometerological method of N2O flux measurement has been verified in this re-
search and observations from only two different field experiments have been analyzed.
Durations of the field experiments were short and measurements were hindered by
occasional grazing. Hence, the dataset was not big enough for an indepth study of sea-
sonal variation of the N2O flux. Therefore, possible future work should include such
an experimental setup, where fluxes can be measured continuously for longer periods
so that seasonal variations can be explored.
No effect of mitigation was observed with this present setup of N2O flux measure-
ment. This might be because of the low soil N2O production rate of the particular site,
and therefore, this setup of flux measurement should be tested over other soil types of
New Zealand as well.
Again, during the footprint analysis it was realized that the alternative measure-
ment of fluxes from four measurement masts had made the footprint correction diffi-
cult. A simplistic experimental setup with one mitigated and one control plot would
have helped both measurement and footprint correction. Therefore, it should be noted
that a simplistic experimental setup is desirable for such a micrometeorological flux
measurement system.
Finally, the present research was performed over an agricultural field near to the
Southern Alps of New Zealand and no effect of synoptic scale meteorological events
(such as the effect of large eddies or katabatic wind) on the surface layer turbulence
was investigated. Since the large scale eddies or roll vortices can have signatures in
the atmospheric surface layer flows as mentioned in Zhang et al. (2010), a future study
may include investigation of this interaction from a meteorological perspective.
Appendix A
WPL Correction
Webb correction or WPL (Webb, Pearman and Leuning) correction is necessary for
eddy covariance measurement of chemical species flux in the presence of simultaneous
fluxes of sensible heat and water vapour. The vertical surface flux (Fg) for a constituent
gas g is described as: Fg = w.cg + w′c′g, where w is the vertical wind velocity and cg
is the gas concentration. w was assumed to be equal to zero, but Webb proposed that
because of the density variation associating the simultaneous fluxes of sensible heat
and water vapour, w 6= 0. Although w is small in magnitude and difficult to estimate,
Webb described a method of calculation ofw from heat and water vapour flux and from
the background concentration of a specific gas. Webb et al. (1980) started by assuming
dry air conditions, which was later modified to include moist air as well. The mean
vertical wind velocity is included in the correction term which is represented as (Foken
and Nappo, 2008):
Fg = cg
QH
cpT
[1 +
(1.61cpT )
λ
(1− 0.61q)
β0
] + w′c′g (A.1)
QH is sensible heat flux, λ is the latent heat of evaporation, cp is the specific heat
of air, T is mean air temperature, q is mean water vapour concentration, and β0 is the
Bowen ratio.
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Appendix B
Coordinate rotation
The coordinate rotation or the tilt correction method is applied to make the mean verti-
cal wind component equal to zero (w = 0). This is one of the basic requirements of the
eddy covariance system. Different methods have been proposed for the tilt correction
and the procedure described by McMillen (1988) is followed here. A brief description
of the method used for our calculation is as follows:
If um, vm and wm are the measured wind components with mean values of um, vm
and wm, then a derived angle, α, can be expressed as:
α = tan−1(
vm
um
) (B.1)
and β can be expressed as:
β = tan−1(
wm
uhorz
) (B.2)
where, uhorz = (um2 + vm2)1/2 is the horizontal wind speed. Finally, the rotated
wind components (urot, vrot, wrot) can be expressed as:
urot = um.cosα.cosβ + vm.sinα.cosβ + wm.sinβ
vrot = um.sinα + vm.cosα
wrot = −um.cosα.sinβ − vm.sinα.sinβ + wm.cosβ
(B.3)
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Appendix C
Essential findings of McMillan et al.
(2012)
The important results of McMillan et al. (2012) in terms of nitrous oxide gradient
(∆N2O) measurements from the field campaigns of 2010 (autumn and spring experi-
ments) are excerpted below.
C.1 Performance of the micrometeorological system in determin-
ing N2O gradients
“During the Autumn Experiment, ∆N2O was sampled over a 30 minute period at each
tower. Each 30-minute determination comprised 100 individual comparisons of a 9 s
N2O determination at a height of 0.5 m and a 9 s N2O determination at 1.0 m. During
the Spring, the sampling consisted of a 20-minute period comprising 100 comparisons
of 6 s N2O determinations at 0.5 and 1.0 m.
For illustrative purposes, two selected gradient measurements are shown for well
mixed daytime conditions (Figure C.1a) and stable night time conditions (Figure C.1b).
Under well-mixed conditions, ∆N2O was usually low (<0.1 ppb) but repeated mea-
surements allowed the value to be resolved to high precision, and ∆N2O as low as
0.035 ppb could be resolved. Under stable conditions, which generally occurred at
night, ∆N2O was generally much higher. However, fluxes associated with these ∆N2O
were associated with a high level of uncertainty due to errors associated with determin-
ing the eddy diffusivity.”
C.2 Frequency distribution of ∆N2O
“N2O concentration gradients were estimated by measuring the difference in N2O con-
centration between 0.5 m and 1.0 m above the ground surface. This quantity is referred
to as ∆N2O with units of parts per billion (ppb). A positive value of ∆N2O indicates
that the concentration at 0.5 m is greater than the concentration at 1.0 m. We consid-
ered the plausible range of ∆N2O to be between ±15 ppb although the vast majority
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(a) Autumn
(b) Spring
Figure C.1: (Autumn) ∆N2O measurement under neutral conditions (Stability Parameter |z/L| =
0.01) on 25/5/2010 12:30-13:00. (a) 100 individual 18 s gradient determinations (grey lines), means
at each 0.1 s measurement interval (blue lines) and average of blue lines (red dashed line) during valid
measurement interval between each pair of vertical blue solid lines; (b) time series of concentration and
(c) measured gradients over the entire measurement interval (1800 s). Histograms of individual 0.1 s
N2O determinations for the (d) upper inlet and (e) lower inlet. (f) Histogram of the 100 determined
gradients (f) the black dashed line is the zero concentration gradient and the red line is the gradient
determined from the difference between the averaged concentrations depicted by the red lines in plot
(a). The gradient for this period is 0.163±0.041 ppb, a difference that is significant at the P<1% level.
The windspeed was 3.5 m/s and u? = 0.22 m/s. (Spring) ∆N2O measurement under stable conditions on
10/6/2010 00:00-00:30. The gradient for this period is 0.920±0.062 ppb, a difference that is significant
at the P<1% level. The wind speed was 1.6 m/s, u? = 0.03 m/s, and z/L = 1.01 (stable).
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Figure C.2: Frequency distribution (left) and cumulative frequency distribution (right) of all measured
gradients. The grey line on panel (b) indicates that 21.7% of ∆N2O values were less than 0.088 ppb,
which is the P<1% resolution limit for the Autumn Experiment. Similarly, the black line indicates
that 15.6% of ∆N2O values were less than 0.066 ppb, which is the P<1% resolution for the Spring
Experiment. The magenta line indicates that 10.0% of ∆N2O values were less than ∆N2Ominbestest
(which is 0.049 ppb).
of ∆N2O were positive and smaller than 1 ppb (Figure C.2).
The largest ten gradients ranged between 15 and 88 ppb, and generally occurred un-
der very stable conditions. The lowest ten gradients significant at P<1% ranged from
0.035 to 0.046 (ppb). The most commonly observed (modal) gradient was 0.057 ppb
(Figure C.3). The frequency distribution of ∆N2O was approximately log-normal.”
C.3 Diurnal variation of ∆N2O
“ ∆N2O was higher during daytime than at night and the magnitude of this difference
was generally greater during the Autumn Experiment than during the Spring Experi-
ment (Figure C.4). The principal driver for diurnal variation in ∆N2O was the diurnal
variation in surface layer mixing. The influence of the soil flux intensity on ∆N2O will
be superimposed upon this diurnal pattern. Calmness during night time periods leads to
the build-up of large vertical gradients of N2O. During the Autumn Experiment, night
time conditions were calmer than during the Spring Experiment. Consequently, much
larger gradients occurred at night in Autumn. While the minimum value of ∆N2O was
similar in both seasons (about 0.15 ppb), the minimum of ∆N2O lasted for a longer
time in Autumn than in Spring. Night time values during autumn were generally a lot
more variable than in Spring. This is due in part to the greater transfer coefficients
during the spring, which are associated with lower N2O gradients.”
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Figure C.3: Frequency distribution of gradient observations for the autumn and spring experiments.
Figure C.4: Diurnal variability in N2O during the Autumn (left panel) and the Spring (right panel)
Experiments.
Appendix D
Unit of nitrous oxide flux
The nitrous oxide flux values are estimated using dph values of Chapter 3 where Fg is
defined as Fg = ρa∆ρgd
p
h. The unit of Fg can be expressed as:
Fg =
molair
m3
nmol
molair
m
s
= nmol.m−2.s−1 (D.1)
Similarly, flux values were estimated using kth values following Fg = ρa
∆cg
∆z
kth.
The unit of Fg can be expressed as:
Fg =
molair
m3
nmol
molair
1
m
m2
s
= nmol.m−2.s−1 (D.2)
Now, converting the above equation to per hectare values as:
Fg = 10
4 nmol.ha−1.s−1 (D.3)
and converting the above equation to per day values as:
Fg = 864× 106 nmol.ha−1.day−1 (D.4)
and converting the above equation to moles as:
Fg = 864× 10−3 mol.ha−1.day−1 (D.5)
and converting the above equation to grams (g) of N2O-N as:
Fg = 28× 864× 10−3 gN2O −N.ha−1.day−1
Fg = 24.192 gN2O −N.ha−1.day−1
(D.6)
where 28 is the formula weight of N2. Therefore, when the right hand side of
Equation D.1 is multiplied by 24.197, the flux unit becomes gN2O-N.ha−1.day−1.
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Appendix E
Korman-Meixner footprinting model
The two dimensional Korman-Meixner footprint function has already been shown in
Equation 4.10. The solution of the analytical footprint approach is based on the power
law relationship of the wind speed profile and vertical eddy diffusivity. Only the coef-
ficients of Equation 4.10 are described here following Neftel et al. (2008). Two more
exponents, p and n, are deduced to represent coefficients of Equation 4.10. These are
expressed as:
p =
u?
κu(zm)
φM
n =
zm
φM
dφM
dzm
(E.1)
Here zm is the measurement height, and φM is a stability parameter after Dyer
(1974) and a function of zm/L, and κ is the von Karman constant. Coefficient A is:
A = 1 + µ
where, µ =
1 + p
r
(E.2)
where r = 2+p-n. Coefficient B is:
B =
Uzm
r
r2k
where, U =
u?φM
κpzmp
(E.3)
where k = (κu?zm)/(φHzmn). φH is also a dimensionless stability parameter after
Dyer (1974). Coefficient C is:
C =
Bµ
Γ(µ)
(E.4)
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where Γ represents the Gamma function and D and E can be expressed as:
D =
σv
µ
Γ(1/r)
Γ(µ)
(
U
r2k
)p/r
(E.5)
E =
r − p
r
(E.6)
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